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GLIMPSES OF AROOSTOOK.

A Trip With the Institute Workers.
It is something of an innovation for
a lady to address the meetings at a
Farmers' Institute, and I am asked to
give a sketch of the work and the lo
calities visited from this, point °f view.
The prosperity and the progression
of Aroostook county is manifest on
every hand, and after a week in this
busy, hurrying place, one is not sur
prised at the census returns, that tell
us that one third the gain of the whole
State is made in this county. A gain
of twenty-three per cent for the coun
ty, while that of the whole State is
but five per cent; and this where but a
short time ago. it was called so deso
late a region that people thought the
North Pole would probably be dis
covered in the back yard no far dis
tant day.
•
Perhaps no person has exerted a
greater influence in behalf of progres
sive agriculture in this part of the
State than Sec. McKeen. He has a
wonderful way of interesting his hear
ers in the more practical methods of
farming, and the personal interest he
manifests, especially in the younger
farmers, is very helpful. The gospel of
agriculture is preached so earnestly by
this devoted worker that it is easy to
trace his personal influence as well as
that of the board, in many directions.
Wherever he speaks farmers are arous
ed to the fact that they have a person
The above is a typical Aroostook
al responsibility, that the record of
agriculture (which is being written on threshing scene. After the barns are
the scroll of history for future genera filled to overflowing with the abundant
tions to read) shall reach a high stand harvests of hay and grain, the thresh
er is set up in the field to thresh the
ard.
Mr. McKeen took a large corps of surplus, and the straw is either burned
earnest workers into the county on or plowed under for the next year’s
this recent trip, and the meetings as a crops. The cut is from a snapshot
rule were better attended and more in taken on the farm of Mr. Willis Aver
ill, some two and one-half miles from
terest manifested than formerly.
Hon. R. W. Ellis, a veteran dairy
man, spoke from the wealth of years
*
of experience in the work and was of the finest grange homes in the
able to give a great deal of practical as State, heated by furnace with every
sistance to young farmers, and at the kitchen and dining room convenience.
same time give many helpful sugges The county member, Mr. Jonathan
tions to the Institute workers of less Benn, is a member of this grange, and
is a tireless worker for the good of the
experience than himself.
Mr. Joseph Ellis and Mr. Winslow order and the cause of advanced agri
spoke from the same practical stand culture.
point of experience, and advanced Perhaps there is no better Way to
judge of the prosperity of a community
many worthy ideas.
Mr. Van Dreser of New York was en than by its school buildings, and
thusiastically received at every meet Aroostook has today some of the finest
ing. He speaks in h very pleasing vein school buildings in the State.
The old idea of doing business on
and holds the closest attention of his
the credit system has been almost en
audience.
Domestic Economy was a new sub tirely abolished and as a result the
ject for farmers to listen to; yet the farmers are more prosperous and inde
attention given by the men was quite pendent.
The crop of potatoes is not so large
as close as that given by the ladies,
and this new feature of the work was as usual this year. This is partly due
very well received. Progress in the to the fact that farming is becoming
kitchen has not kept apace with that more diversified each year, and not
of the farm, along the line of labor solely to a short crop. A bountiful ap
saving devices and methods, yet dis ple crop is something comparatively
cussion will crystalize into action and new in northern Aroostook. Fifteen
in the near future the helpful hand of years ago, the Tilley, Taber and Nut
science will be stretched forth for ting orchards raised about all the ap
ples in this section. Today almost
woman's benefit as well as man’s.
At Littleton and Monticello beauti every enterprising farmer has a young
ful new grange halls have recently apple orchard, many of them bringing
been completed, and Houlton has one in very satisfactory returns.

Presque Isle. This farm is a clay
loam, rather heavy for Aroostook’s
staple crop of potatoes, although he got
fully an average crop from the four
teen acres planted this year. The hay
crop was excellent, about 80 tons hav
ing been harvested. The wheat from
five acres is stored away in his capa
cious barn and the greater part of his
fifteen acres of oats. The yield of

those threshed in the field was 60'
bushels per acre. Mr. Averill bought
this farm two years ago, going quite
heavily in debt for it, and is paying
for it by selling ha£, oats, and pota
toes as the young men do in Aroos
took, and will gradually ' cock up with
colts and cows, of which only a single
one is kept now.

The new flour mills at Washburn,
Fort Fairfield and Caribou are doing
much for the county and a larger
acreage of wheat grown than ever be
fore. At a grange fair held at Caribou
Nov. 24, S. W. Collins & Co. had a very
creditable exhibit, of the product of
their new roller mill. Bags of the dif
ferent flours, rye, barley, entire wheat,
graham, and the finest white flour
were shown, and a sample of excellent
bread from each variety, looked tempt
ing indeed. The insect enemies of the
wheat crop are a thing of the past in
Aroostook. The yield is large, the
beads plump and of a superior quality.
With the excellent facilities offered by
the new mills for grinding, wheat is
being more largely grown than ever
before. Several new creameries have
been established and the product is re
ceiving highest market price. Many
excellent herds of cattle are to be seen
here and in this manner the farms are
becoming more largely self sustaining
and less dependent on commercial fer
tilizers. The influence of the Board
of Agriculture has been exerted in be
half of more stock for many years, and
it is very satisfying to see the result.
On the whole the trip was very en

joyable and undoubtedly will prove
profitable.
MRS. SPRAGUE TAYLOR.
Fairfield Centre, Me.

A BUSINESS PROPOSITION
I think that capital to the amount
of about $6000 to $8000 could be profit
ably invested so as to pay a good divi
dend, by purchasing several hundred
acres of land in some location where
land is cheap, and soil good enough to
grow good corn. Have cheap and
practical buildings arranged. Stock it
with cows of the beef type. Grow corn
for ensilage and mixed grain and
clover. Baby beef could be grown
with comparatively small cost.
I think land could be bought for
$3000. 50 cows could be bought for
$1750; Hereford bull for $100; four
horses for farm work, $400; 40 sheep,
$200; farm tools, etc., $1,000; repairing
buildings, $500. Total, $6950.
Such a-plant, properly managed, as
started in the beginning, would pay a
good dividend and be a credit and
help to any town.
<
ANSEL HOLWAY.
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THE STALLION TO BUY.

FARM

Failure to Breed.

AND

HOME.

the local banker who will be only too
glad to buy for its face paper that
bears the signs manual of twenty or
twenty-five of the substantial men of
his neighborhood. Arrangements can
usually be made of a very satsifactory
character as to time and charges right
at home to get the money on such
paper as this so even if the members
do not wish to go down into their own
pockets and dig up the actual cash at
the moment the sale is to be consum
mated it will pay them to borrow it
at their local bank and be ready to pay
It out when they close the deal. As
it is with a syndicate of farmers so it
is with any private Individual who de
sires to buy a stallion. He can usually
do somewhat better if he has the coin
to show when he asks for prices.
There are many things in business that
make cash transactions the most
agreeable and profitable all around.
Having thus furnished the sinews of
war the next thing for the syndicate
is to select a committee to buy the
horse. This must be done with as
much care as the original selection of
the company’s members. If one man
of the committee is the least bit “off”
grade in the way his actions may lead
to no end of trouble. Sellers of stal
lions are usually men of the keenest
intellect and they can scent the “cap
ping’’ instinct in a prospective pur
chaser just as
* surely as the hound can
strike the line of the fox when “a
southerly wind and a cloudy sky pro
claim the hunting more.” The writer
has seen more than one very nasty
mess stirred up by these crooked com
pany members whose palms itched to
such a degree that nothing short of
plasters at $100 per cold possibly
allay the financial eczema. In short,
too much care cannot be exercised first
in getting only the right men into the
company and second in sending only
the right men to buy the horse.—
Breeders’ Gazette.
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the specialist—it is a business by it
self. To be sure—to go over some
well-trodden ground—Williams did penny—nothing but a very little time.
breed Allerton and Axtell, stallions
set of farmers should permit them
that, have earned hundreds of thous No
to be “talked into’’ buying a
ands of dollars for their several own selves
if they do not actually need
ers, but has any one heard of the feat stallion
If they do not need him and
having been duplicated? These stal him.
know it, they should promptly
lions are now fourteen years old. they
together, form their corporation,
Plenty of time has elapsed for farm get
to have it duly legalized by
ers to have bred other horses as good. proceed
the Secretary of State according to
Men enough have tried it, none has the
statute, elect their officers, pay in
succeeded. Stick by the drafter.
their
funds and then they are ready to
When the farmer essays to breed do business
profitably on a business
draft horses he may or he may not basis.
have good mares. Likewise he may or
In most cases it will pay farmers sc^
he may not be in a position to acquire situated
take the cash along with
them if he does not himself possess them—notto necessarily
For the
actual gold
them. Just at present it is very hard or greenbacks, a draft the
or
rather
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ATHLETE,
to find well graded draft mares on the or three drafts are better. If It Is
market. Th$y are few and far be decided that time shall be asked, re
tween; those who own them for the
should be had to the local bank
most part know enough to keep them. course
and a note or notes properly made
is invaluable in
But while the farmer may be some er
and signed by all the members
removing soreness ai\d
what handicapped in the matter of his out
to undertake the obligation.
mares, there Is no earthly reason why debiring
restoring that pliable,
The amount and date may, when the
he should not be able to command the bargain
elastic condition of the muscles so much
is
completed,
together
with
services of a first-rate stallion for such the payee’s name, be filled in as oc desired, also cures strains of the joints
as he has. If there is not a suitably casion requires. All this can be done
and ligaments in a few hours. $i.oe per
high-class draft stallion at the disposal quietly
and without any fuss, the notes
of the farmers of a given community, being left
at the bank for safekeeping bottle of regular dealers or by mail. Write
they should band themselves together and signing
and when the members for pamphlet.
to procure one. Much has been writ reach town they
may In the course of
W.
YOUNG, P. D. F.,
ten and more said for and against the a week or so all append their names
•
MASS.
company plan of stallion ownership. to the papers without taking time from SPRING FI KIA),
The most that has been advanced their work or going to any unneces
against it is that in some instances In sary trouble. It is better, though, to
ferior horses have been foisted on un pay the cash. Notes given like this
suspecting and uninformed buyers; are always worth the face and In
that the members of companies have In ninety-nine cases out of an hundred
not agreed together and therefore have of
this sort will be sold right back to
lost money; and that importers and
breeders have usually charged com
panies more for horses than they have
for those that have gone to private in
dividuals. Not one of these allegations
GOXB AULT'S
is without foundation in fact, save the
last. There is no reason why a com
pany should pay more for a horse than
a private individual should, provided
that other things are equal in both
cases and farmers forming companies
which will start out all ready to do
A
*r*<r «a r«Kh• cm
Bw< |USTtR •▼craned. r»t.<
business on a business basis will find aU« plV'« uf ail liotmanta
fur Kill or wvarescstoa.
that even if there are an hundred men
in the company they can buy just as
cheaply as they could if they sent but •▼wry boll Io aold »« warrant*! to gtvw aaUafacUoa
91.90 Rf ioUX HAA ty drcpri.ta, or
one man to buy with Instructions not Fnwt
fwnl by cxpreM. ehame aalrf,w xh r»ll InocUuua
to breathe a syllable about his repre tor Ila aw. H«od fur (fwcriptira <irnl»ft
senting a farmer syndicate. Grant, CiMMSMK£SaM6HMBa^i!iiaMdLX
however, that two or three farmers get
together and without doing anything
toward forming a syndicate start for
For
la the one for you to buy. If
some importer’s stables, there pick out
you
want
an up to-dato bike or cart
a stallion and suggest to the vendor
that he send a man with him down to
f“v a little money. They are no extheir district and there “work up a
pes.aent v they have been on the
company’* to buy him, it is only natu
ral that something extra should be
market tor five years, and need no
tacked on to the selling price, for it
recommendation.
They are admired
costs money to ship horses and send
men hither and thither about the
by all horsemen. Hundreds of them tn
country and the importer cannot legiti
fise. Fully guaranteed.
mately be asked to utilize his profits
in any such way. If ho is perforce of
Second hand bikes cheap. Price
the demands of the prospective buyers
name
na last year.
made to spend his money, it is only
right that he should be reimbursed for
his actual outlay. To sell a stallion in
W. H. MOULTON,
this way will cost several hundred
Radeon, Maae
dollars for it takes some time to organ Endorsed by all leading Hommen
ize the syndicate and gather the cash for aide lining or pulling home
*.
CIGARS.
together or get the notes signed. When Horae
*
afraid of electrics perfectly
men are in a strange country they are nontroltod; for colt breaking has no Cigars—Will send trial box of twen
at more or less heavy expense. Right superior. Price I&00. For particulars ty-five Hunter’s Return, a ten cent
d<ir, for 11.00 to any addrorn by
at their very own doors wie farmers addnm.
W. T. GIBSON.
JOSEPH A. WIL
may do all the work of organizing the 11 WUlard Street,
Cambridge, Mass. mall postpaid.
company Without its costing them a
Mtf LIAMS, Box 174. Moodus, Conn. 27tf

Absorbine, Jr.

Horse Owners!

A SPAVIN

Klneb »ne, Splint or Curb will l’eauoe the sell
ing price of any horse 60 per cent. You iniirht Ju*t
as well get full*value for your horse. Cure him with

Bony and unnatural enlargements, also all forma
of l.atucneM yield reaillly tn this remedy. It is cer
tain and sure In its effect a and cures without a
blemish as it does not blister.
Opdyke, III., Dtf. 17. 1RP7.
Deer S r,Fnclcsr i tin<l etamp for your
on the
Hovte. I can truly racomtn«:i'1 your K«-u<inH
*e
Spavin Cura,
for I hav, unr i it for several years on Spavins, Splints ana
ldiniene«s, it has always
good aatlsfactlou, I am never
without a bott e on band. 1 ee my name if desired.

JAS. C. MOORE.
It works thousands of cures annually. Endorse
ments like the above are a guarantee of merit.
Price, |i; six for fS. As a liniment for family
it has no equal. Ask your druggist for KKNDALIZ8
SPAVIN (IIIE. also “A Treaiiss on ths Horst,’’ the
book free, or address

DR. B. J. KENDALL CO.. ENOSBURG FALLS, VT.

HORSES SOUGHT SOLD AHO
EXCHANGED

A freah car load each week. Price# low.
terma raey. A Mg etock of hamwses on
tvan.. Ifr«vy team hameaaea of our own
make a epeclalty.

JONAS EDWARDS,
AUBL’RN, ME. Sept. V. ’H

Telephone H-t. Call a red tee ua. Corroepor-dcTicc Solicited.
P. 0. I will pay a fair price for tome
•rood.
work boreee

Business
Horses
FOR SALE

Moulton’s Improved
Bike Sulkies
Use

Caustic
Balsam

SSMU&i

® James’
Safety
Bit.

1 have a uew lot of rood buelneae boraea
wclrliirxf from MU to lMt Tiiaae horaea
are all ready for buMoeaa.
f All and ecc tbexn.

H. F. CUMMINGS,
AUOUBTA.
MAINE
KMwman Street. Ea>< Side, NearCooy St
Inquire at Revere House.
Mtf

CET READY
FOR WINTER.
A MODEL HEFT OP

Hub

unners,

FOR SALE CHEAP.
The Boat Thing of lU
* Kind on Earth.

Address TORE, FARM & HOME.
WATERVILLE. MB.

WATER WHEEL.

For ttalu. Ono threu U) toot Rod
ney Hunt, W’lth threo Inch shutting
and iK’vel gears.
I. 8. BANGS,
*SS
21
Watenrlllr, Me.

TURF,
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TURF, FARM & HOME

DAIRY
CONFERENCE
AND
DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION.

EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.

The Dairy Conference and Dairy
men’s Association arc holding their
joint meeting for the year at Augusta
this week. It is by far the most im
portant agricultural meeting of the
year, for it is devoted to the forward
ing of the interests of the greatest
agricultural industry of the State. Sec
retary McKeon of the Board of Agri
culture, and President Alden of the
Dairymen’s Association, spared no
pains to make this a meeting worthy
the organizations they represent.
They have induced our own Prof.
Jordan to come from the New York
Station for a day, and Dairy and Food
Commissioner Adams of Minnesota is
here for the session.
George M. Whitaker of the Massa
chusetts Dairy Bureau lectures this
afternoon. This evening Prof. Jordan
lectures on “The Next Step in Provid
ing Education for the Farmers.” This
forenoon Prof. Gowcll lectured on
“Our Dairy Work;” and John A. Rob
erts on “Utilizing the Waste Products
of the Dairy.”
Tomorrow, Prof.
Woods lectures in the forenoon, and
Prof, Gowcll and Z. A. Gilbert in the
afternoon. In the evening Hon. H. C.
zkdams speaks, followed by F. S. Ad
ams, Treasurer of the Dairymen’s As
sociation.
Orin Doglass, the proprietor of the
leading dairy house in Boston, is to
day judging the great exhibition of
butter and cheese, that fills the tables
in City Hall. Mr. Douglass was a
Maine boy who went out into the
world years ago, and he has built up a
great business for himself, and be
cause of his experience and every day
contact with dairy products he is emi
nently fitted to grade the butter and
cheese in this great exhibitionAfter the Conference last December
the Turf, Farm and Home, in an edi
torial article, called attention to the
fallacy of any one’s attempting to
judge the butter, using half points, and
have those points convey anything to
the minds of the exhibitors except an
overwrought imagination on the part
of the judge.
The time may come when dairy and
creamery men can understand ho.w the
sensibilities of a butter judge can be
come so refined, that he himself can
understand why he calls the flavor—for
instance forty-one and a half points
and not forty or forty-one.
It may be possible but we don’t be
lieve there is a judge in the universe
that can pass upon a dozen samples
using half points, and then take a turn
around the room and come back again
to the table, where the samples have
changed places and put the half points
again where they were before.
The lesson is too fine for us yet; we
cannot understand it, and if we do not
understand it is has no value to us.
We must have a standard we can com
prehend; then we shall believe in it.
The dairymen, down here in Maine,
know as much about thc^e fine things
as they do in any other state, but wc
want score card that can be applied
to every churning of butter that goes
to market. If it sells in market at 25
cents give it a 25 score. If it sells for
24 cents give it a 24 score, and so on
down to a 15 score; if 25 and 15 are the
extremes of the market.
Jt was decided by the Board of Agri
culture that this was solid ground on
which to work, and the judge is using
here today* a score card prepared so as
to show what the market value of
every sample is, and why it is not more.

Many people are curious to know
why the two branches of. agriculture,
dairying and poultry culture, arc so
much more prosperous and flourishing
now than a few years ago. We have
often been asked the question. and
there are so many good reasons for
the change in the existing conditions
of today we are often puzzled to know
which one to put the most emphasis
upon. To be exact a number of in
fluence^ have contributed to the present
very satisfactory condition of things in
these two twin industries. We use the
word twin for the reason that the two
seem to go along so admirably when
conducted by wise men and women.
----- 0—

The more we ponder over the subject
the more we are inclined to the opinion
that the men who have discussed the
cow and her possibilities, and the hen
and her qualifications to the farmers
of New England generally, and Maine
more especially, have had the greater
part in putting these two industries up
on their present very satisfactory basis.
It isn’t only what these men have said,
but the way they have said it. Re
call for a moment the striking person
ality that John Gould gave the dairy
cow! You could see her standing be
fore you, and hear her telling you her
story of wrongs and abuse heaped up
on her by cruel owners, who under
stood neither her nature or require
ments. Or recall if it has has been
your good fortune to hear Prof. Drcser
in one of his most interesting talks,
either pon dairying or poultry. He
pictures a live hen before you, tells
you how she is made, what her aims
and requirements arc. As lie cares for
her through^ chickenhood and up to
pullethood you sec her taking on her
maternal functions and can all but sec
her lay her first egg. No less striking
have been the talk^ by our home
speakers who have all been reared in
the school of experience and talk what
they do know.
t

—o—

And right here is the secret of the
success of our institute speakers*
They arc not theorists, but one and all
solid, practical men who have worked
out with their own hands the instruct
ion they give to their listeners. A
man who heard Prof. Gowcll at Dex
ter a week ago, discuss that all import
ant question of feeding stock for profit,
told the writer that it was clearly
ahead and above anything he had ever
heard, touching this subject. And he
was a man of large experience and
wide observation. And why should it

A Teaspoonful
ifter a hearty meal prevents un
pleasant effects. You can depend
upon the True “L. F/' Atwood's
Bitters to cure Acute or Chronic
Indigestion and Constipation.
not be so? Prof. Gowell has devoted
bis life to this and kindred themes.
He has not only experimented exten
sively himself, but has had the benefit
of the experiments of many others. He
is enthusiastic on this branch of Maine
agriculture, and it need be no wonder
that he is recognized as authority on
this subject.
----- 0-----

Well then, to come back to our start
ing point. Dairying and poultry breed
ing arc popular today because, first,
they rest on a sound foundation pri
marily, and their strong points have
been set forth in a realistic and logical
manner. Well it is for- Maine that
these important branches of agricultur
al industry have been so intelligently
handled by wise and sagacious speak
ers and writers, under the guidance of
the Board of Agriculture. The success
of the cow and the hen means prosper
ity fqr many a Maine farm. Long may
they wave.

A

TRIP

THROUGH
TOOK.

AROOS

The writer rcently had the pleasure
of a week’s visit to Aroostook county,
truly the garden of Maine, and in rid
ing out through the country from the
thriving villages of Presque Isle and
Caribou, and meeting the long lines of
potato and hay teams, and noting the
small size of the barns, according to
the farms, and the almost entire ab
sence of any kind of live stock, aside
from the farm teams, and knowing
that these crops they arc selling were
grown almost entirely upon special fer
tilizers, causes the thoughtful man to
pause and reflect, and ask himself the
cpiestion, Can this state of things al
ways last?
Talk with the potato kings of the
county, who not only raise immense
crops themselves, but are potato deal
ers as well, and they will tell you they
can be grown ad libitum and ad in
finitum on commercial fertilizers alone,
by ploughing under a crop of clover
occasionally, and as long as they can
raise one hundred dollars worth of po
tatoes to the acre and two or three
tons of clover with a ton of second
crop to plough under, they don’t want
to bother with feeding stock, milking
cows, and cleaning out barns. But you
find another class, and far the most
numerous, who talk very differently.
They can remember two and three
years ago when on account of the open
winters the clover crop was entirely cut
ofT, and when the potato crop did not
bring enough to pay for digging, and
many small farmers were thrown flat.
And they sigh for the good old days
when Aroostook was noted for its
noble herds of cattle and fine flocks of
sheep, and they are keenly alive to the
discussion of the dairy question, be
lieving it can be carried on in connect
ion with potato raising, occupying
their spare time and disposing of their
hay. grain, corn and straw, in their
own barns, for more than they can get
for it carried away, and save all the re
sultant dressing on which to raise
their potatoes, instead of paying out
half they get for fertilizers, and have
another source of income which shall
be sure when their potato crop fails
them.
They say the potato raisers arc not
all getting rich. The big ones who arc
able to have all the machinery and do
business on a large scale, are making
lots of money, but the smaller ones
who have to do their work by hand or
hire it done, after all their bills are
paid don’t have very much left.
R. W. ELLIS.
Embden. Nov. 26, 1900.

A Belfast man, Mr. Albert 0. Hall,
has a curiosity in his stable. Tt is a
pure white calf, of grade Jersey par
ents, four months old, and very large
of its age. Both parents are of the
natural color of Jersey stock.

A
Few
Words

about

'PomvKiHer
A prominent Montreal clergyman, the Rev. Jamas
II. Dixon, Rector St. Judes and Hon. Canon oC
Christ Church Cathedral, writes: “Permit me to
send yon a few lines to strongly recommend
Perky Davis’ Pain-Killer. I ha»e
satisfaction for thirty-five years.
la a prepara
tion which deserves full public confidence.”

Every man that sells butter knows the
difference between twenty-four and
twenty-five cents. lie doesn’t know
the value of a half point when the half
point will not throwninto another class
and price. Below we give the card
which is being placed upon every sam
ple in the hall. The old score on the
margin is retained so that those who
wish can have that also. The money
prizes are being distributed by the
score card, but the education that the
butter maker will carry home with
him will conic from the selling price of
his sample and the reasons, as given
on the card, why his article is not good
enough to sell for a higher price. The
man who is giving these reasons is
capable of doing it, and of scoring it
too, if there is a man in the country
who is.
Maine Board of Agriculture Dairy
Conference, Dec. 6—7, 1900.
No. of Sample.
Butter is selling in Boston market
today at from 15 to 25 cents per lb.
This sample is worth there — — —
cents.
Score (Notes by the jtulge.) Score
Standard
50 Its Flavor is ...........................
25 Its Texture is ..........................
10 Its Color is .............................
10 Its Salting is ..........................
5 Its General Appearance is ....
ioo Perfection)
(Total Score
(Signature) .........................Judge.

W. S. Knowles, owner of Dirigo
Dairy farm, drives a milk team to Au
gusta, where he has a large trade. Mr.
Knowles believes in the silo, and this
B
if 1 ill
A sure cnre ^or
year harvested 12 acres of fine corn
for the silo. He keeps 25 head of
cows, mostly high grade Jersey. He
Cramps, dto. is one of the hustling young farmers
•
---------------------Two Sizes, 25c. and 50c.
Mrs. James Burnham, Parsonsfiehl,
There 1* only one Pata-Killer, Perry DavlS.” raised 1200 bushels of apples this year.

Pain-Killer
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THE FEED QUESTION.

What shall we feed, and how sh
we obtain it? is the problem that is t
ing brought home to us more and me
forcibly as the years go by.
It was only a few years ago that t
problem that confronted us was, Wh
class of animals shall we feed?
The farmers of the west, with th<
cheap lands and enormous crops ’
grain, were crowding us at every poii
Beef, pork, mutton, wool and butt
from the great west were driving tl
products of our New England fam
out of the market, until it almo
seemed as if we could no longer cor
pete with them.
This condition of things has be<
gradually changed until now we cc
find a ready market for first cla;
goods of almost any kind. The rcasoi
for this, of course, are plain to evei
one. As the west has become moi
thickly settleed land has increased i
value- Our growing population
creating a better home’market, and tl
demand for American farm producl
in foreign countries is steadily increa:
ing.
During the years before we learne
to depend on purchased grain, w
stocked our farms only in proportio
to the amount of feed that we coul
produce on them. Then the time cam
when the cheap feeds from the sout
and west were brought to our ver
doors fo? much less than we coul
raise them. This of course was a bene
fit,’ as it enabled us to put our produc
on the market at a reduced figure, a
a time when prices were very low, an
it increased the fertility of our farms
We were trying to ascertain the small
est amount of coarse fodder and th
largest amount of grain that could b
profitably fed to our stock.
The price oWommcrcial feed stuff
is steadily rising, and the time mus
soon come when we will be obliged t(
change or methods of feeding, and de
pend more upon our farms. When tha
time comes and we shall have^adaptec
ourselves to the changed conditions
the agriculture of New England will b(
in a more healthy condition than it ha;
been for years. Our future prosperity
hinges on the manner in which w<
solve the problem of how we are to in
crease the stoc1< carryingt capacity o
our farms.
Of course the kind of crops to b<
raised depends somewhat on the kinc
of stock that is to be kept, and this, ir
turn, depends on the farm. Some of oui
farms are adapted to sheep raising
others to beef stock, but the majority
of our farms will yield better returns
and increase in fertility faster if stock
ed with dairy cows and their auxil
iaries, hogs and poultry.
When we undertake to dispense with
the large amount of western grain that
we have been buying, and to depend on
the crops that \%e can* produce, the
'first thing that confronts us is a lack
of fertilizer with which to raise these
crops in sufficient quantities to feed the
amount of stock that we may wish to
keep. To do this, we must raise the
crops that will give the largest returns
in stock feed from the amount of dress
ing used.
The scientific side of stock feeding
has been discussed so much that it is
not necessary to dwell on it at pres
ent. I will simply endeavor to outline _
the method I have adopted, and while
others may be working on lines prefer- to make an experiment with some
able to this, it may give some one a be
beans which I have raised for several
start in the right direction.
ve
years.
They are very prolific and
In the past I have depended mostly ha
hardy, and if mixed with oats and
on the hay crop and cottonseed meal- gr
ground would furnish some of the pro
But the hay is too uncertain, as it is tei
tein that is lacking in the other feeds.
affected so much by the weather, and
No doubt others can improve on this
the cottonseed is becoming too expen- m<
method, but wc must adopt some sim
sive and is not likely to ever be any ila
ilar system if wc are to make our
cheaper. I Eave started on a rotation farms
fai
self-supporting.
consisting of corn, peas and oats, and
H. B. GRAY.
clover. The corn to supplement the
Bluehill. Me.
hay crop and the peas and clover to
furnish the protein, formerly purchased A NOTED NEW ENEGAND FARM.
in the cottonseed meal. Tn order to
raise as much as possible with the 1Newell Farm is in Rowe, Mass., four
dressing at my command I planted all miles
mi
from Zoar, Mass., on the Fitch
the corn I could last spring. The burg
bu division of the B. & M. R. R.,
dressing was ploughed in, the corn was consists
coi
of 400 acres of land especially
planted in drills, with 400 lbs. per acre adapted
ad
to the raising of stock, and
of corn fertilizer in the drills. This pa
particularly swine. The proprietor of
gave a good crop of corn. Next Ne
Newell Farm is Bradley C. Newell,
spring as soon as the ground can be who
wl is better &nown as the Vermont
worked it will be sown to peas and Blacksmith
Bl;
Healer of Jacksonville, Vt.,
oats, and seeded with , clover. I find having
ha
been all through the United
that clover winters best when sown States
Str
and Canada, as well as England,
early, so that it may make a good France
Fr
and Germany, healing the sick.
growth before winter. After one crop He
Ht became tired of that life so pur
of clover is taken off, the ground will chased
ch;
these farms in Rowe, stocking
be ploughed for corn again.
the
them with the very best stock he could
Although he traveled all over
The ration of corn silage and clover find.
An
hay is lacking in protein, and I intend the
th( country to get the best, he found

the most of it at the Hood Farm. Low
ell, Mass. He also found that Mr.
Hood had a few head that he had
rather not lose his grip on, one in par
ticular. Volco of Hood Farm, but by
offering a long figure Mr. Newell final
ly got him. but had to sign a paper
giving Mr. Hood the chance to get him
back at the end of two years, and
although he has gone back to Hood
Farm Mr. Newell has nearly a dozen
as fine heifers of his string as one
would wish to see, which are not for
sale. He frankly says that he reserves
his very best young stock when adding
any to his breeding herd, but will sell
the rest for a low figure, quality con
sidered, and any thing that is not up
to the standard goes to the butcher.
His aim is to get to the top as soon as
possible. He has shipped stock into
nine states and Canada, and he has
yet to receive the first letter of dis
satisfaction from a customer, they al
ways being satisfied. He believes that
a satisfied customer is the best adver
tisement one can have.
He has a herd of 100 swine and can
generally fill an order for Berkshires
of any age, and did not have to take
up with only two second prizes this
fall that he did not get first ahead of

the second. The boar that headed his
show herd was King Pippen III of
Hood Farm, sired by Wantage King of
Hood Farm, imported and out of
Elphecks Ophelia, imported. He won
first everywhere except New York
State Fair, where he won second. His
pigs took first prizes right along. He
is one of the best boars in America.
The Newell Farm people find it hard
to keep any of his stock, as all who
have ever seen him want some of his
stock.
Mr. Newell has a telephone from his
hose to the depot at Zoar. Mass., and
is always pleased to meet any one that
will stop off and take them up to see
his stock.

Free to Dyspeptics.
We will send to any sufferer a $1,00
bottle of our Dyspepsia Cure as a sam
ple, on receipt of 25 cents to pay ex
press charges. This offer Is good for
30 days only.
GEO. GRODER & Co.,
42 Oak St.,
Waterville, Me.
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HORSES.

HORSE FOR SALE.
A good delivery horse, 15-3, bay in
color, and good size and weight. Can
show a 2.40 gait without any handling.
Has the blood of Nelson, Black Pilot
and Knox in his veins. A good bar
gain if taken quick. VICTOR J. RING,
Richmond, Me.
20tf

GENTLEMAN'S DRIVER WANTED.
I want a good gentleman's driver, a
good sized, stylish, upheaded horse
with lots of speed, and especially a
fast sleigh horse. If you have got the
animal described, address D. F. MUR
NEAT STOCK.
DOCK, 7 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
P. S. Please do not trouble me about
any other kind of a horse than the one B ■ _ _ -■ Inbred Combination
■4(OOCl Dropped Sept. 18, 189ft.
I am asking about.
24tf

Bull.
Solid
color Sire, Mint, 4 in 14 lb.
list, by Diploma, sire of 64, in
eluding Merry Maiden. Dam,
Km
PITl Brown Bessie 10th of H . F , <4
• €11 III lbs. sq oz.. with her first call,
milled in B>^ months 5,281 lbs.
10 oz. that tested 3180 lbs. .8 oz.
g
butter. By Brown BpsJfflPSeVS sie’s Son. For price adoress Hood Farm, Lowell,
Mass.
"

Horses for Sale.
If you want to buy a good horse,
call on or write to Webster Williams,
North Anson, Me., or telephone him at
his house. He will have some good
horses that will suit the markets, and
will sell them right.
23tf
A RACE HORSE AT A BARGAIN.
Geo. C. Clark 2.28J, bay gelding with
white stockings, 12 years old, stands
15-2, and weighs 975 ponds, is offered
for sale, as his owner has too many
horses to winter. Geo. C. Clark is a
good road horse at from 10 to 12 miles
an hour, and is a remarkably good
snow horse. He showed a mile in
2.25} at Gorham this fall and won one
of the fastest heats at Windham Hill.
He is an all round good horse and will
prove a money winner in the right
hands. For full particulars, price, etc.,
address SAMUEL A. REGAN, 25
Washington Ave., Portland, Me. 22tf

SPEED FOR SALE.
Two fast horses, one a bay pacer,
perfectly clever both in and out of
harness, sound and can show a 20 clip,
safe for a lady to drive, the other a
chestnut trotter, an elegant road horse
and can show better than a 30 clip.
These horses are to be sold for no
fault, but business cares deprive me
of time to drive and enjoy them..
SCOTT P. BRADISH,
21 tf
Eastport, Me.

SPEED FOR SALE.
Ray Wilkes 2.2oi. Bay pacing mare,
by Lumps; dam Hattie Clay. Stands
about 15 hands and weighs 900 lbs., is
sound and clever in every way. Is the
best horse in her class in the State, for
anybody who wants a race horse. Can
go better than 2.15 and has shown
quarters in 31 seconds. Is sold for no
fault whatever. Address V. M. Went
worth, Red Beach, Me.
igtf

A GOOD MARE FOR SALE.
Six years old, solid bay. with black
points, and high action. Weighs 1150
pounds, and stands 16 hands. She is a
cheerful roadster at ten miles an hour
gait, and can go 15 miles in one hour
with ease. Can step a 50 clip, and
there is no wind about this either. I
have no use for this mare, hence will
sell her low. She will stand the closest
inspection and is all right every way.
For further particulars address W. P.
,
D.
Turf, Farm & Home, Waterville,
Me.
I9tf

FOR SALE.

S. G. OTIS,
24

Hallowell, Maine.

Fairview

Farm
Jerseys

Terefords.

I have for sale 20 choice young
Hereford bulls and heifers, a part of
them being by my great bull Lancer
94024, which I bought at the Sotham
sale in Kansas City in 1898, as a yearl
ing, for $705. Lancer is now, at two
years old, 7 ft. 4 inches in girth, weigh
ing about 1700 lbs. Address
G. S. BURLEIGH,
Riverview Farm.
Vassalboro, Me.
13tf

THE LOSS OF A GRAND FLOCK OF
SHEEP.
The fire that destroyed the barns
and crops of our old friend Elisha
Briggs of Parkman, last week, con
sumed his flock of ninety-two sheep,
said to be'the best lot in Piscataquis
county.
Mr. Briggs is one of the most skilful
breeders and handlers of sheep in this
country, and his flock represented a
great many years of his life's best
work.
The burn was clean, not a thing re
mained on that side of the road but
the ashes, and the stone foundations.
The loss is heavy—a hundred tons of
hay. buildings, animals and machinery,
amounting to over four thousand dol
lars. The insurance is a thousand.
At the opening of the afternoon ses
sion of the farmers' institute at Park
man last Saturday the master of the
grange gave out notice for all who
were to help cut timber, to be drawn to
the mill, to meet in Mr. Briggs's wood
lot next Monday for work. And they'll
do it. Those hard handed, big hearted
neighbors will cut and haul the lum
ber, and next spring will help build a
new barn on the site of the lost ones.
While the loss is great to Mr. and
Mrs. Briggs the testimony of these
people, who are neighbors indeed, must
make the old home seem dearer than
ever.
This custom of helping each other
when in need, exists in most places in
the country, and is (fne of the bonds
that holijs neighbor to neighbor with a
steadfastness that never fails. There
is nothing better in life than this.

ANGORA GOATS.

The Wealth of the Wilderness.
Price 25c (Postpaid.)
This is an interesting 32 page pam
phlet that answers the questions a be
ginner wants to know about Angoras.
Every owner of wild land should read
this book. No more does for sale this
year. HORACE A. FIELD, Wellsboro,
Pa.
4tf
THOROUGHBRED
BERKSHIRE
PIGS for sale, sired by King Lee XV
of Hood Farm. C. F. COBB, So. Vassalboro, Me.
20-22

BREEDER’S CARDS.

BERKSHIRES.

Thoroughbred Berkshire pigs foi breed
ing from both imported and domestic
strains. Boar pigs, $4.00, sow and boar,
$7.50; 2 sows and boar, $10, not akin. I
have also a few I. O. Chesters at same
prices. Signed ELM HILL FARM, Box
125, Cumberland Centre, Me.

GRANT FARM JERSEYS.
Blood of the World Fair winners.
Young stock for sale. Address.
V. B. GRANT.
13tf
Gardiner, Maine.

MAINE'S GREATEST STORE.

Thanksgiving
J erseys. Chat.
ALLEN FARM

GOOD HORSE

Harry Arnold, 2.24J.

Stands 15-2 1-2 inches and
weighs 1,(000 pounds, is sound,
clever and safe for a lady to drive,
and is now seven years old.
Took his mark 2.24 1-4 at Ban
gor Fair 1899. This horse is
sold for no fault but to close an
estate.
For full particulars,
price, etc., address, MRS. ELI
8AB0URIN, 330 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, Maine.
16tf

TO BE LET
At a low rentnl, in Hallowell,
Maine, the shop and buildings
formerly occupied by McClench
& Co., with water power and
steam engine.
The buildings will be restored
and repaired to suit tenant..
Especially liberal terms to any
one bringing a new industry into
the town.
Apply to

BAGS!
We will buy cotton seed meal bags,
gluten, bran, middlings, flour and Dirigo fertilizer sacks and pay the
MONMOUTH JERSEY HERD offers freight. SAGADAHOC FERTILIZER
22tf
a few bull calves that will please the CO., Bowdoinham, Me.
lovers of St. Lambert blood. Large,
straight and handsome, out of first
NEWELL FARM BERKHIRES.
class cows, such as Duchess of Pioneer For sale, a few of my choice boars
127.659, 36 lbs. of milk per day; May ready for service. Pigs, either sex,
Bud of Monmouth 128,864, 15 lbs. 8 oz. pairs not akin, and A. J. C. C. Jerseys.
of butter in seven days, and 40 lbs. For prices write NEWELL FARM,
milk per day. Others from daughters Rowe, Mass.
24-23
of Clotaire's Lanison 44,192. All sired
by the richly bred St. Lambert Rioter A GOOD OPENING FOR A HOTEL
bull, Pedro's Polo 53,844, son of the
MAN.
great General Marigold. Write for
The
lease
and
good will of a good
price and pedigree. LITCHFIELD &
hotel in a small village, together with
HAYNES, Monmouth, Me.
24-25
furniture of house and small livery
stock for sale to some one at a bar
gain. House has a dozen good rooms,
and at he present time has some 20
regular boarders, besides a fair tran
sient patronage.
Here is a splendid opening for the
right party. Not much ready money
needed to purchase if good collateral
can be furnished. If you want this
chance write at once.
Address “HOTEL” Care Turf, Farm
& Home, Waterville, Me.
23tf
FOR SALE.
Bull calf dropped Apr. 13, 1900, some
white markings. Sire the prize win
ning bull Brown Bessie’s Son 10th, by
the great Brown Bessie’s Son, sire of
9 in the 14 lb. list. Dam May Naomi,
test 14 lbs. 10% oz. of butter in seven
days; milked 44 lbs. in one day; 2d
dam Naomi B., made 19 lbs. butter in
seven days on grass alone, a grand
daughter of Imp. Bleechers.
Write for price to
FAIRVIEW FARM,
14t.f
Skowhegan, Me.

Brood mare, dark brown, nine years
old, sired by Warrener; dam by Nel
son; 2d dam Graynose, dam of Haley,
now safe in foal by Brown Rolfe. This
is a bloodlike looking mare and I
think as nice a brood mare as there is
in the State. Will exchange for a nice
family horse. Also 8 colts, ranging in
A few choice male and female
age from 5 months to 4 years. These
colts are bred in the purple and have calves, from four to 10 weeks old, rich
great prospects before them. Having in the blood of Exile of St. Lambert,
sold Pine Grove Farm these colts must sire of 84 tested daughters.
be sold. Come and see them and get
L. W. DYER,
prices, or address, S. CURRIER,
17tf
Cumberland
Center, Me.
Hallowell, Me.
20tf
FOR SALE.
Two thoroughbred Guernsey bull
calves, one two, the other five months
old. For price and particulars address
FOR SALE.
GEO. H. WESTON, Skowhegan, Me.
22-27
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HOME.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BERKSHIRES. Boars, fit for serv
ice, $12.00. E. S- DOUGLAS, Sebago,
Me.
16-26

A 1 fowls, pigs, sheep, varieties;
farmers' prices. Circular. A. Mc
CAIN, (No. W.) Deleware, N. J. 18-23

If there's anything lacking for the complete Thanksgiving prepara
tion in the way of furnishing, write us about it. We’ll put our time
against yours and send you full information about styles and prices,
and will send cuts or samples where possible. Or if you'll tell us how
much you want to spend, will select the goods for you according to our
best judgment, allowing you to return anything not entirely satisfac
tory. Here are a few suggestions.

SOLID OAK DINING TABLES, polished, with quartered-sawed
top. Heavy fluted legs. Extends to 8 feet. -.. • $15.00
OAK SIDEBOARDS, with full swell fronnss ............................ $23.00
DINNER SETS, from...............................................................6.25 to $75 OO
112 piece French Haviland Sets,.................................. $24.98
BLOWN TUMBLERS, 75c kind,.............................................40c per doz.
PRESSED GLASS WATER BOTTI^ES,.............................................. 19c
SILVER TOP GLASS CIDER JUGS,.................................................$1.19
Napkins, Table Cloths, etc., etc.

Oren

Hooper’s Sons,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

to___________
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the Old Glory sale at Madison Square
show it a great success, has come to
me in the daily papers. The first ani
mal sold was the three-year-old filly
Lady Thisbe 2.161, which brought
$4,100. Erirange 2.21, a two-year-old
filly by Prodigal brought $5,400. Priola 2.20$, a two-year-old, $3,350; Lissadel 2.29$, another two-year-old, by
Prodigal $2,350, and Lamp Girl 2.09, by
Walker Morrill, son of Winthrop Morill $3,000. The young Prodigals and
get of Milroi, comprising the consign
ment from Bitter Root Farm, owned
by the late Marcus Daly, brought
$28,525, an average of $533.97. On the
second day among the animals sold
was Carolita, a four-year-old black
filly by Dexter Prince. I had heard
great reports about this filly’s speed,
and looked her over with considerable
interest on the very day that Mr. Gold
en decided to send her to the Old
Glory sale. The price brought was
$3,550. On Wednesday Axtell 2.12
brought $14,700, and on Thursday Con
tralto 2.10 brought $6,500 and Nuretta
2.09$, $3,200, both purchased to go to
Austria, as was also Greenbrino 2.10L
who brought $5,100. On Friday The
Abbott brought $26,600. Oh, yes; the
horse is “decidedly on the wane.”

AND

HOME.

Falls, Me. Record 2.29$ made at Tops these matinee trotters were produced,
ham, Oct. 2, 1892.
Another reason why matinee horses
*****
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
should be given records is that a
BY THE
The Turf, Field and Farm of New wealthy man could race a likely horse
York remarks, after watching the first a couple of years in matinees and then
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
two days of the Old Glory sale, “The campaign him through the country in
Haines' Block, Over Post Office.
feeling thus far developed is that the green classes. This is an advantage
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
people are hungry for horses of the the ordinary race horse man could not
right quality.”
afford, and the chances are 10 to 1 that
E. P. MAYO, Manager.
*
* *
*
even if so inclined, the exclusive half
In speaking of the recent Horse dozen matinee clubs in the country
Show, the Spirit of the Times says: that wish to control this line of sport
TERMS:—$1.50 per year In advance, $2.00
“The show has long since survived the would not admit such parties to mem
if not paid strictly in advance.
accusation that it was a society fad bership. Why should the members of
and that when society frowned upon it, matinee clubs wish to avoid a record
Entered at the Post Office at Water
it would fade away. The charge was on their horses? Only a very few
ville, Me., as second class mail matter.
never strictly true. Society never got from each club care about campaign
the credit to which it was due. It made ing their animals, and a mark would
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 5, 1900.
the show possible by its liberal patron not be of harm to them. Because a
age, and its liberal patronage kept the few want to evade a justly earned rec
show going till the public appreciated ord on their horses is no reason at all
FACT AND FANCY. '
its intrinsic worth and became edu that the balance of horse owners
cated in the various types exhibited tn should be made to suffer. The National
The esteemed Lewiston Journal has
the -lasses. But the show has done a Trotting Association can ill afford to
the following in its notes editorial in
far greater work. It has devloped a discriminate between a certain class of
the issue for Nov. 23d. “The popularity
love of the horse in all classes of so people if the good of the harness game
of the horse is decidedly on the wane.
ciety and has been an enormous bene is considered. For this reason the
Even at the great metropolitan horse
fit to the breeders of the country. It Board of Review will probably see to
shows the costumes of the feminine
has taught the farmer and the small it that justice is done to all.” Let
spectators seem to receive first atten
breeder that the age of the scrub horse there be no class legislation in the N.
tion. Ere long horseless horse shows,
is past. He has watched at the ring T. A. It is so plainly an injustice on
as well as horseless carriages may be
side and knows the types which win the face of it, to allow one class of
in vogue.” If the Lewiston Journal
and which sell well. He knows that it horsemen to have their races without
can stand ft to put such rot as the
*
*
*
*
costs no more to raise a well bred colt the penalty of a record, while all who
above in a conspicuous editorial po
sition I don’t know of any one who The Maine papers which were con than a poor one, and that he can al- are engaged in legitimate racing must
will take the trouble to show its ab gratulating the State on the purchase was sell the former at a remunerative suffer, that it can be plainly seen and
surdity or attempt by argument to ex by T. H. Phair of Presque Isle, of the price. From a business standpoint all understood by every one. It will also
pose its ignorance and stupidity, for all yearling colt Gordon Princd for $2500 the exhibitors realize that the show is serve to withdraw many horses from
these are apparent to every one who from George Leavitt, can now add an a magnificent advertisement, and buy the race tracks and this to the detri
reads the item.
other chapter to that story. Ed Coggs- ers from all sections are on hand to ment of the turf. It is so manifestly
well tells it in the Traveller as fol price the winners. Any intelligent unjust that there can be but little
*
♦
*
*
lows: “Dallas B. Whipple of Bowling breeder after carefully watching the fear that it will prevail.
In publishing the account of the re Green, Ohio, bought the sensational classes in which he is interested, and
J. W. .THOMPSON.
cent Horse Show the New York Sun yearling pacer, Gordon Prince yester weighing well the judges' decisions,
says of one class: “When the bugler day for $4,000. The purchase was can go away with a very accurate idea
LANCEY’S WINNINGS.
sounded the call for the Speedway made at Madison Square Garden, Mr. of the style of horse which will win at
trotters that were to compete for the Whipple having come here from Ohio the show and can rest assured that the
Lancey. the well known trotting
Dr. H. H. Kane cup it was impossible to meet George W. Leavitt, represent same horse will go well at either pub horse owned by Col. W. G. Morrill of
to move along the promenade, and to ing T. H. Phair, of Presque Isle, Me., lic or private sale.” But “the popular Pittsfield, has probably won more
get nearer the railing than the middle who owned the promising youngster. ity of the horse,” says the Lewiston money on Maine race tracks during
of the walk was out of the question. The price is the highest paid for a trot Journal, “is decidedly on the wane.”
the season of 1900 than any other
Everybody appeared anxious to see the ting bred yearling since 1893. Gordon
* * *
*
green horse in this state. He never
great trotters, and even holders of Prince is a beautiful brown colt, by My friend S. W. Parlin of Boston has started in a race previous to being pur
boxes tried to crowd in to the rail. It Oratorio 2.13, a son of Wilkes Boy a filly foaled in 1899, I do not remem chased by Col. Morrill early in the
was a noble show of fleet-footed ani 2.24A, and Canzonet, by Dictator. His ber the exact date, but I saw her by season and has been in twleve races
mals. It was estimated that $160,000 dam was Twinkle 2.25, by Dictator; the side of her dam in the spring of this year, never being behind the
would not buy the lot, and it is seldom grandam Flora Wilkes 2.19$. by George that year, sired by Montview, son of money in any of them. That his own
so many horses are shown in the ring Wilkes 2.22. R. C. Estill of Lexington, Alclayone; dam Alto, by Allectus; 2d er’s judgment was good In purchasing
at one time by well known men in the Ky., bred Gordon Prince and sold him dam by Fearnaught Jr; 3d dam by this horse is unquestioned as the fol
social and business world.” Of course last spring to W. W. Evans for $600. Dirigo and 4th dam by Old Drew, that lowing record of money won this
“the popularity of the horse is decided Mr. Evans trained him two weeks last stands 15 hands, 1$ inches high and year shows:
ly on the wane,” and it was the “cos September, and drove him a quarter the day she was nineteen months old Pittsfield, June 23, 1st money, $50.00
tumes of the feminine spectators” that over the Lexington track in 32 sec. and weighed 1010 pounds, and I can testify Hartland, June 30, 1st money,
50.00
caused the crowd to fill the promenade. the last eighth in 15 sec. according to that she is well shaped and good gaited Jittsfleld, July 4, 1st money,
75.00
150.00
the watches of several experienced tim with excellent action, and if she don’t Calais, Aug. 1, 1st money,
♦
♦
»
»
Fairfield, Aug. 9, 3d money,
22.50
And as another straw, showing how ers. George W. Leavitt then paid Mr. make a high class coacher I don’t Pittsfield,
Aug. 22, 2d money,
75.00
the horse is “on the wane,” I will call Evans $2,000 for the colt. He was ne- know where you will look for one.
Pittsfield, Aug. 24, 1st money,
150.00
* * * *
attention to an article in the current otiating with Mr. Whipple when Mr.
Aug. 28, 2d money,
100.00
“Munsey” on “Our Horses and Jockeys Phair stepped in and paid his price, It is up to the National Trotting As Bangor,
60.00
$2500. Before the fast young pacer sociation to define what constitutes a Lewiston, Sept. 4, 3d money,
Abroad.” I will not quote it in detail had
200.00
left Mr. Leavitt’s stable Mr. Whip record. The question is an important Lewiston, Sept. 7, 1st money,
and in full, but just enough to show
Monroe, Sept. 14, 2d money,
56.25
something of the demand and uses for ple offered $4,000 for him, and through one from the fact that so many driv Exeter,
Sept. 28, 4th money,
15.00
Leavitt the sale was made. His ing clubs are being organized all over
American horses abroad, to say noth Mr.
new owner said he intended to give the country for matinee racing. Ed
ing of the much increased home de Gordon
$1003.75
Prince a fast record, and then ward E. Coggswell discusses the ques Total,
mand. “Forty-five years ago an Ameri
’s record at the present time
can horse had never won a race abroad; use him for stock purposes. 'Aside tion in the Traveller, and puts it is Lancey
2.20$, and indications are that an
the above the two-year-old pac plainly as follows: “One of the ques
an American jockey had never ridden from
season will see him in the front
in an English race; our trotters were ing filly Alice Mapes, who made a trial tions to be decided by the board of re other
of the winners and with a much
our own; foreign cavalrymen rode of 2.09$ and is regarded as one of the view in New York next week is wheth rank
home bred horses, and the American very fastest fillies ever foaled, sold at er a horse gets a record in matinee lower record than this.
mule was an unrenowned and despised the Old Glory sale for $4,000.” It does races when they are contesting for
look as though the poularity of the cups, whips, ribbons and other prizes. NATIONAL TROTTING ASSOCIA
animal. This was in 1855. Today, in not
was decidedly on the wane, that The past couple of weeks I have asked
TION.
the year 1900, American horses are horse
is, to any mind not biased by blind every prominent owner and trainer I
winning some of the best races in prejudice.
have met their opinion on the sub Members of the National Trotting
England, while American jockeys, on
ject. In every instance the reply was Association to the number of a score
some days, take six races out of six.
*
•
*
*
in the affirmative. If the horse win or more, met Tuesday at the Murray
Their success has become so common
that the daily newspapers, instead of Uncle “Jock” Bowen, who has train ning a heat was racing for a prize of Hill hotel, New York, where they will
giving, as at first, big headlines to ed around Boston so many years, has monetary value. The fact that he had be in session for several days.
these victories, dismiss them with a fnally given up his horses and gone to win three times to own a cup is of Pres. P. P. Johnson of Lexington,
few lines. Today, probably one quar to Vermont to spend the winter with no consequence, as in all races when Ky., acted as chairman, and W. H.
ter of the mounted Englishmen at war his daughter, and if his health permits money is put in purses, a horse is Gocher of Hartford, Conn., as secre
in South Africa bestride American he will train a few horses in Vermont obliged to win either two or three tary. The first work of the day was
bred steeds, while the German govern next season. Jock Bowen is one of heats in order to secure frst money. the taking of testimony in the matter
ment had agents here during the sum the best known trainers in New Eng- How many times a horse wins a heat of disputed and contested races during
mer seeking for cavalry mounts. The lnad, and was the frst man to drive a and is defeated, or perhaps is dis the last season, cases of entering
Germans wanted ten thousand good trotter as fast as 2.15, which feat he tanced, still he is penalized with a rec horses out of class, the matter of fines
horses, and they were all to have been accomplished when he drove Joe Elliot ord for his winning heat. The fact and expulsions or suspensions from
shipped by Oct. 1. These animals cost in that time years ago for Mr. Bonner. that the published conditions for a the association of horses and their
about one hundred and twenty-five I think, too, that he drove Capt. Mc $1000 cup calls for only one race a owners, and the matter of reinstate
dollars apiece, or a million and a quar Gowan in his famous race against time year, and the winner is obliged to win ment of certain horses having been
ter in all. As a result of this demand, to go twenty miles inside an hour. three times to possess the prize, does under suspension for a greater or less
horses for saddle purposes are so But few men in New England have not alter the conditions of the rules of length of time.
scarce that recently the United States rode the sulky as many years as Mr. the National Trotting Association, and
government was forced to buy Texas Bowen, and it is the first time since if the board of review decides that W. F. Young, P. D. F.,
Springfield, Mass.
ponies and mustangs for use in the 1855 that he has been without a stable these matinee performers do not get a
Philippines. A few years ago these of horses. Years ago he campaigned record, they will decide contrary to Dear Sir.—Kindly send me one bottle
ponies could be bought for ten dollars the famous Maine bred roan gelding the trotting rules of the association of your Absorbine. At my former
a head, but today they cannot be pur Honest Harry 2.22$, by Winthrop Mor they represent. Such a ruling will be home in Milford. Pa., I used several
chased for less than three times as rill. He has been a fixture so long a great injustice to the trotting world. bottles and find the Absorbine rather
much. Our trotting stock is also in about Boston, that he will be greatly It would harm the owner of a stallion a hard article to be out of. Send at
that sires speed, that go clean-gaited once and oblige
demand. For the last six years, the missed.
Yours respectfully,
*
*
*
*
and do not require extra rigging. Sup
Germans, French, Russians, and Aus
FRANK CRISSMAN,
pose such a stallion have half a dozen
trians have been buying some of our
best bred animals.” More might be A coirrespondent wishes me to pub of his get sold for matinee drivers. Aug. 24, 1900. Bergen Point, N. J.
quoted, but the above is sufficient to lish in this department the pedigree of They earn so-called matinee records
refute the statement that “the horse is Josie Campbell, and I give it as fol from 2.09$ to 2.20, yet this stallion Mr. C. H. Nelson purchased a very
lows:
would not be represented in the Year valuable six-year-old, by Wilkes, in
decidedly on he wane.”
JOSIE CAMPBELL, bay mare, foaled Book with a single performer to his Smithfield last week, and he thinks
*
*
*
*
in 1880, by Dom Pedro, son of Tom credit Not only would it harm the it is the likeliest green Wilkes he ever
I have not as yet a full account of Patchen; dam by Winthrop Morrill. owner of such a stalilon but also every owned. In fact he looks for It to be
garUVn the past Weekj but entrugh to Bred by Jas. C. Campbell, Mechanic's man that owned tho dam £ram Which another wonder.

Wilkes Boy; dam Twinkle 2.25J, dam
of Mannella II 2.25L by Dictator; sec
ond dam Flora Wilkes 2.191, by George
Wilkes; third dam Gray Fannie, by
Conscript, full brother to American
Clay. Oratorio was also from Can
zonet, by Dicitator, which gives a very
strong infusion of Wilkes and Dictat
or blood.

of justice, and in this there can be more or less wet, and even in seasons
of drought, animals will stand in pools
small chance of disagreement.
of water twice or more daily, in order
Portland horsemen are beginning to
think of brushes to the snow and I
I ndte the item regarding Taconnet to drink. The hoof of the wild animal
venture to say that a few good fast
21845, son of Nelson, in Bro. Thomp is clearly destined to be often wet, but
snow horses would find a ready sale
son’s Fact and Fancy last week, and we cannot imagine under what cir
in that city.
will credit him with another perform cumstances it would get an oily appli
—o—
er below 2.30. In June of the present cation.
In dry countries horses have upright
Mr. Murdock of Portland has the bay
year Mr. H. E. Wentworth of Danvers,
gelding, Cleveland Boy 2.26J, by Lo
Mass., an exponent of the art pedigogi- small feet; in wet lowlands, fat, weak
I learn that Express 2.22} will be cal, brought to Farmington, Me., a bay' heeled ones are the rule. In temperate
thair Jr., and he is looking well. I
have not seen him or known where he campaigned next season. In the mean gelding which he started at races in climes, as in these islands the most
was since the days of his campaigning. time he will do his duty on his own various parts of the state, giving him perfect feet are found, because they ob
-o er's express team at Gorham, N. H.
a record of 2.261 at Farmington the tain sufficient moisture to admit of
—o—
Mr. Hunt's Ned Rawlins 2.241 is
latter part of August. This gelding proper expansion and growth, and
looking stout and good, and though he My guess on the price The Abbott was not owned by Mr. Wentworth, but enough of dry weather to harden the
doesn't get much fast work is capable 2.081 would bring was $25,000, rather he drove him in his races and sold him horn to bear attrition. The nature of
of doing a brush with most any of the less than most horsemen thought, but to Mr. F. E. Southard of South Nor the soil too, has no inconsiderable ef
•glib ones.
1 was most wofully off as were many of ridgewock. This gelding was called fect in determining the character of
the others.
Searchlight, is a pacer and Mr. Went the hoof. Hill ponies bred for genera
Greenbrino 2.103 brought $5100 at the
worth assured me he was by Taconnet, tions upon rocky heights develop a
Fasig-Tipton sale, and it is understood
Empire City Track has been sold and son of Nelson. Mr. Wentworth has al high strong foot, with a small plantar
goes across the water. Some of the will, it seems, be devoted to the run ways owned more or less good horses surface, but of almost flinty hardness,
papers got the price $510, which was ners.
and won a five mile race against time as compared with the horses of Fland
a source of much mystification until
— o—
on a wager with Franklin county pa r- ers or other wet lowlands. The latter
would never be able to get a living
the facts were found.
Uncle Jock Bowen, one of the most ties some years ago. Jessica, by Geo. where a Welsh pony thrives, but the
o —Wilkes, dam of Taconnet, when pur
familiar
figures
among
New
England
ponies put on the rich, low meadows of
I learn that Frank R. Hayden will
has disposed of all his chased by Mr. Nelson, was, I think, in the Netherlands would soon increase
apply for re-instatement at the hands horsemen,
foal
to
Endymion,
and
produced
Lord
horses and has gone to Vermont to
in size, and lose their special charac
of the National Trotting Association pass
the winter with a daughter. Mr. Dufferin, which was purchased by his teristics.
in the near future. With most Maine Bowen
honor
Mayor
J.
R.
Murphy
of
Wood

has driven many a good Maine
horsemen I think the idea is that he
stock, N. B., and which has a very If these premises are granted, it be
should be placed on the list of those horse in his day and his departure creditable showing of stock in New hooves us to consider how far stabling
horses, nnd other animals, influences
temporarily re-instated, at the least, from Boston does not mean actual ro Brunswick and in Aroostook county.
their feet for good or.evil. On their
and although the action of the Board ti rem ent from the—track.
-o—
o
—
ground surface we may say that they
of Review may not be relied upon to
W.
P.
Stearns,
the
Pearl
street
black

The following is rather good and
are habitually subject to evil influ
be in his favor, his friends are hopeful
smith, Portland, has a good class of ences, inasmuch as they either stand
as the case was not a fact of ak ag should not be lost. I copy it from the customers
as any in the city, and upon wet and urine stained floors, or
Horseman, from its good report of the
gravated nature.
New York Horse Show. “Dare Devil keeps four men busy at work at his else are robbed of natural frog pres
1 —0—
Stearns is a jolly sure, by shoes which raise the plant
It is said that the Messrs. Hamlin did himself proud as a grand represen shoeing forge. Mr.
likes a good horse.
ar surface from contact with the floor
think in Lord Derby they have the tative of Village Farm’s Mambrino good fellow and —
o
—
of the stable, or the level roadway,
coming two-minute trotter, and there King blood. His record is 2.09, and his
George Leavitt has sold the colt. when out. Water is offered in a vessel
are few indeed but will wish their general makeup very soul-satisfying. A
light tail is the one break in the land- Gordon Prince for Hon. T. H. Phair held to the animal’s head, or breast
hopes may become reality.
sape. ‘He wouldn't have that kind of to D. B. Whipple of Bowling Green, level, and his feet only get wet on the
—o —
Herbert Gray continues picking up a tail long if I owned him,’ said a at an advance of $1500 on what the under surface, and that with excreta,
unless washed by the groom. Nay,
fast young trotters for the Lawson veteran who stood at the ring side colt cost Mr. Phair.
fence. ‘I’d wash it out with castile soap
more, though the groom may wash the
stable.
and warm water every day to soften
t>
It is said that A. H. Merrill has sold animal's legs and feet after a journey
in wet weather, he will more than like
Mr. Pari in of the Breeder gets in the skin, then I’d gently rub in a mix 181 horses with records below 2.30.
ly omit such a proceeding in hot dry
new evidence of the worth of a near ture of one part of glycerine and four
—o—
parts
of
water
and
the
tail
would
soon
times,
and apply greasy hoof dressings
thoroughbred cross in the fast trotters
Hal Wilkes 2.171, the Maine horse,
thicken
out.
I
got
onto
this
in
a
fun?
and pacers every week. The matter
for appearnace sake, before taking the
has
been
sold
to
Fred
Clark,
the
well
ny way. My head was bald and an known horseman.
horse out of the stable. The grease,
seems too evident to hope to refute.
old Maine doctor told me the scheme.’
so long as it lasts, of course, prevents
A driver who has a point to carry He took off his hat and showed a very John Scannel, owner of The Abbott any accidental moisture reaching the
hoof. In ordinary years, when the
usually manages to get it through by respectable crop of iron gray hair. 2.03.1.
lie has already been offered roads are frequently wet, the grit and
the exercise of a little ingenuity. A ‘I’ve treated more than a hundred $30,000says
for
the
horse.
thq water together pretty well undo
certain well known knight of the sulky horses in that same way,’ he went on.
the artificial practices of the stable, and
had a mount which needed a little ap and it never failed at it yet,’ which is Greenbrino goes to Austria.
respectfully
submitted
to
whom
it
may
a moderate amount of moisture gets
plication of the whip around the neck
—o—
absorbed, but in dry summers there is
and ears to get the best results, and a concern, man or beast.”
The
champion
Maine
bred
trotting
constant shrinkage of the hoof, grad
four foot, ten inch whip was not con
gelding, Cephas 2.111, recently sold for
sidered long enough. The whip as he
Friend Thompson gi,ves me a little $460 at the Chicago sale. He is getting ual contraction of the space within,
scored down appeared to be no more credit for having decided in my mind on in years but I think there’s a man and consequent pressure upon the soft
than regulation length, but when the that he was correct in his assumption in Maine who would be willing to give laminae, everal diseased conditions
result from this prolonged dryness;
time came to use more of it, as if by that the leading horse should be ruled
*
chronic “fever” (laminitis), contracted
magic appeared one nearly a foot long out in the case he cites. I felt differ near that price for him.
heels, wasted frogs, navicular disease,
er. He merely had something up his ently in regard to the matter at first,
A. W. Davis had Aral 2.251 and Yel and crack separation of the wall, etc.
sleeve. The trick was not difficult, but the conclusion I reached was
and went through all right.
forced upon me after a good deal of low Ash 2.23J among the offerings in Wet seasons are on the whole less
deliberation, and my sympathies were his sales stable this week. Both were harmful to horses’ feet, as water is the
G. M. HATCH.
“dressing” par excellence they most
The bay gelding Cleveland Boy 2.26J so much on the other side that I feel Maine horses.
need, but more shoes are cast owing to
was omitted from our list of fast ones very little inclined to take, credit for it
in the stable of Irving Rowe last week. in any way. Still by the ruling of the THE EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON the expansion of the hoof carrying up
This Is the well known bay trotter by Board of Review I can see no other
the clips of the nails.
HORSES’ FEET.
There is great sympathy between
Lothair Jr. 2.30, which was on the possible procedure than to declare the
Maine turf several years ago. He Is horse out. It may prove unfortunate The effects of beat and cold, wet and the hoofs and the digestive apparatus,
owned by Mr. Murdock of Portland. for a horse that he is obliged to wear drought, upon animals’ feet are often as well as the skin. The feet become
If a fast horse doesn’t go out and hopples or boots, but as the driver is forgotten by owners, and it may not be shelly and brittle owing to chronic in
win a lot of money, and is lost sight responsible for his outfit so must he out of place to consider some of them, digestion, and it is in all probability
of temporarily, just look for him in bear the results of accidents to or by and remind those who already know, true to say that feet first diseased by
Portland with'good chances of success. reason of any of the varied parapher and suggest to those who do not, what external conditions react upon the ani
nalia worn by his mount. The word is the best plan of overcoming some of mal’s health. In any case the feet are
The fastest colt trotter ever shown may when employed in the rules is I the consequences of prolonged dry so essential to an animal’s usefulness
in Maine was Col. Osgood, which by think interpreted to be used in the sesaons, or excessively wet ones, says that we should take precautions
the side of his dam trotted a quarter sense of shall, except in cases where a writer in the English Live Stock against the effect of drought as we
would against thrush and other evils
in 57 seconds at 16 weeks of age. As such an interpretation might be clearly Journal.
I remember it he was out of a daughter wrong. If the rules said shall instead
Skin, hoof, horn, nail, are all prac caused by excessive moisture.
of Constellation; second dam by Lan of may I think there are many judges tically composed of the same material;
caster, son of Lexington, while his sire, who would not remember that there the layers are closer packed in hoof COACHING ROUTE TO BE STARTED
AT BAR HARBOR NEXT SEA
Wilkes, was strongly backed up by are cases when they are supposed to than in skin, while horns and nails
SON.
thoroughbred blood. Col. Osgood had use their judgment rather than the are but compressed epithelium of less
the right to have taken a much faster rules, but never in instances where the thickness in general than hoofs, Soak
record than 2.183, in the minds of rules make everything plain, I have ed in an alkaline solution, as strong Gen. Edward Morrell, the Philadel
many Maine horsemen.
more than once intimated that in most soda water, the scales of which nil nre phia millionaire and owner of the cot
cases where errors are made by the made up, will separate, and can hr tage Thirlstine and Robin Hood Park
It turns out that Hon. T. H. Phair judges the same arise from a disposi placed under the microscope and made at Bar Harbor, will start a coaching
of Presque Isle, who has just bought tion to juggle with the meaning of the to prove what has been stated above as route around the 22 mile drive next
the phenomenally fast yearling stal rules at variance with the way in to their composition. The “clean” an season. It will take 24 horses to make
lion Gordon Prince, is the owner of which common sense would construe imal according to Levltical law which the trip. Starting from Bar Harbor
Dolly Bidwell 2.132. I think the fact them. Too many are found in the “divkleth the hoof” is yet made on the there will be a change of horses every
was mentioned to me last spring when judges’ stand who try the tactics of a same general pattern as the horse, ass, six miles and some of the steepest hills
I called at Mr. Phair’s stable that he lawyer who Is on the wrong side of the and mule, only that he has two small there will be tow horses located to
owned something real good which they case, forgetting that their duties con hoofs containing the same number of keep up the rate of speed. These
didn’t care to have mentioned. I very sist in judging according to the merits bones, slightly modified in shape on horses will be bought in Maine and al
conveniently forgot the matter at the of the case, rather than to find some the nsides. The outer wall of the foot ready he has notified F. H. Leonard,
time, and very inconveniently forgot twist or turn whereby a point of con —the hoof as we know it—is influenced his manager at Bar Harbor, to be on
to recall it. Dolly Bidwell raced the tention may be found. A good judge by moisture and drought in much the the lookout for them.
It will be remembered that Gen.
past season as a member of the stable has the rules at his tongue’s end and same way in all the animals having a
of George Leavitt of Boston, of whom is ready to apply them, It is not a horny covering to the sensitive foot, Morrell runs a coaching route from
Mr. Phair bought Gordon Prince. I good place for friends of a certain whether it be a horse or sheep, a deer Philadelphia to New York a few years
notice that the colt was mentioned as horse or for shysters in the judges’ or a donkey. Hoof, whether alive or ago, beating all coaching records. There
she in my items of last week, though stand, and I find little to condemn in removed from the dead animal, is cap were 110 horses used and it was run
the name would be a pretty effectual the rules, provided a sprinkling of able of absorbing something like thirty on schedule time, ninety miles in ten
guide to his sex. An Ohio pan, it common sense is applied in the inter per cent of water and less than seVen hours. So great was the interest across
seems, was talking of buying Gordon pretation thereof. Of course if it be per cent of oil. By the absorption of the water that they had cables sent re
Prince, but backed out at the last mo necessary that judges who lack a nice water it increases both in Wnight and peatedly to know if it was on time.
ment, and Mr. Phair stepped in. The sense of discrimination shall be placed bulk. Natural conditions of life pro The horses for this route were all
breeding of Gordon Prince is very in the stand it may be well to curtail vide for the moisture of the hoof, for bought by William Deering and
slrctog. Hb is Vy OrattfTio 2.13, sbh of their opporl'unitise for the patMcrsiUn the ground and the pasture will be brought big money at its close.
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Veterinary Column.

Fred Blake, Sidney, harvested 300
bushels of onions this fall.
I. F. Gold of Prospect raised this
season 350 bushels of turnips.
Mrs. F. S. T., Richmond, Fa,— If you find a case
T. A. Libby, Corinna, raised 1000
of colic that Tuttle s Elixir will not cure, it will en
title you to the /iioo reward offered by Dr. Tuttle.
bushels of apples this year, all grafted
Wilbut S. Davis, M.D., Alton, N. H., writes :
fruit.
" To whom it may concern :— This certifies tha!
my horse, on the twentieth day of January, 1892, ran
Mr. A. F. Chute of Bolster’s Mills,
away with a hitching post and injured her knees
on A acre of land raised 70 buhsels of
badly that she was pronounced worthless by severe handsome onions.
horse doctors. I tried various remedies for six weeks
and she grew worse. I at length used Tuttle's Elixir,
Fred M. Weymouth of Freeman
and in three weeks from the time I commenced to use
raised nearly 100 bushels of carrots on
it I had her on the road ready for work. The knees
a small piece of land.
healed so nicely that it is difficult to fiud the scars.”
"* T. P. Simpson of Brunswick has a
thrifty orchard that has yielded this
year some 1,200 bushels of nice fruit.
J. F. H., Cambridge, Mass.— A sprain such as yo«
describe is not incurable. Use Tuttle s Elixir.
Horseman, Elgin, III.— There is only one sure way
of escaping a lameness. Apply Tuttle's Elixir,
and it will remain moist on the part affected.

half months old.

Dr. A. W. Rich of Brooks, has one
of the best farms in Waldo county.
This year he raised 91 bushels of good,
sound corn on 85 rods of land.
C. H. Partridge of Clarke’s Corner,
Prospect, has a flock of hens, the
Rhode Island Reds, 30 in number,
J which laid in one day last week 28
eggs.
DO
J. H. Alley, Lambs Corner, from a
flock of 18 Plymouth Rock hens got
• 147 dozen eggs from Jan. 1 to Oct. 1,
1900. and during the summer several
1 of the flock were allowed to raise
With a font of our Metal Bodied Rub- young broods.
ber Type. Simple, durable and eco’
Mr. Henry Copp of Embden has
nomical. Send for circulars.
raised this year, on 167 square rods of
FLETCHER & CO.,
land, 63J bushels of measured oats.
2-28
Augusta, Me.• Who
says that farming doesn’t pay?
If anyone has done better Mr. Copp
says he would like to hear from them.
Asa W. Fisher, Sabattus, raised this
year over 400 barrels of apples on his
farm. Among his trees is one of the
banana apple variety, which is quite •
rare. 'On one Baldwin tree he found
17 large apples on a twig 15 inches
long.
Hopkins Bros., Fort Fairfield, are
pressing and shipping the surplus hay
raised this year on their large farm.
They will ship about 200 tons and still
have enough for their own use al
though they have a large number of
cattle and from ten to fifteen horses.

.

Your Own Printing

R. JOHNSON was a great tea
*
drinker
It used to be said of
him that towards midnight, when he
had finished his twentieth cup of tea,
his conversation was irresistible, his
logic unanswerable, he was at his
greatest power. How many fluent
talkers to-day owe their brilliancy to
the invigoration of “ original package ”
*
dea
If you want to know how
clever you can be when you are at
your best, try the experiment. Buy a
pound of Chase & Sanborn's Package
Tea in the original air-tight lead form
*
It is a native drink.
“

D

Tuttle's I
E. C. Hall of Topsham killed his pig
week, and it dressed 375 pounds.
Elixir last
That is a good pig for eight and a

will do all we claim for it,
or we will refunc your
money. It will euro all
forms of lameness, colic, sprains, cockle joints, etc.
Send to us for full particulars, mailed free
Tuttle's Family Elixir cures Rheuma
tism, Sprains, Bruises, Pains, etc. Samples of
either Elixir free for three 2-cent stamps for post
age, Fifty cents buys either Elixir of any drug
gist, or it will be sent direct on receipt of price.
DR. 8. A. TUTTLE, 27 Beverly Street, Borton, Mmi.

AND

package’*
TEAS.
Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).
original

The Siegars Bros, of Bowdoinham
put up 2,000 cases of canned corn the
past season, besides other goods. One
of the brothers was in Bath Wednes
day with produce for the Thanksgiv
ing market. He has a regular route of
customers for butter, etc., and he fur
nished a number of them with poultry.
For geese he got 18 cents a pound.
He is more fond of raisng geese than
ducks, because the former can go right
out in the pasture and get their own
living the same as a cow. With but
very little grain just before killing
time, they are more fit for market
than ducks which have had to be fed
/ill summer.

THORNDIKE NOTES.

The Best
Friend of
the Horse.

Fred Patterson raised over 100 bush
els of barley on one and a half acres
of ground.
Howard Small is wintering several
fine horses for outside parties.
Emery Whitten has sold a fine sucking colt to George Nichols of Free
dom. Mr. Whitten says this colt can
not be beaten for size, style and knee
action. This youngster is by Claud
Nelson, he by the Northern King.
’Wallace Palmer of this town has a
handsome four-year-old gelding by a
French coach stallion. This horse is a
pleasant driver, stands 16 hands,
weighs 1100, good actor, up headed,
stylish and will make some one a fine
family horse.
A good many farmers in town and
near here will build silos next year.
About ten have stated their intentions
of building, and one man who has one
now will build another. A big silo
It is the only Remedy on the market packed full of fine ensilage about now
would make most any farmer smile in
that positively locates Lameness and this town.
COR.
then if properly used Effects a Sure
Cramps, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus,
Cure. It is without an equal in Equine diarrhoea, and, indeed, all bowel com
plaints quickly relieved by Perry
Practice. Try it and be convinced.
Davis’ Pain-Killer, a safe, sure and
speedy cure, for all the troubles named.
reputable druggist keeps a sup
CHAMELEON OIL CO., Every
ply. Each bottle has full directions.
263 Dover St.
Boston Mass. Avoid substitutes, there is but one
Pain-Killer, Perry Davis'. 25c. and 50c.

CHAMELEON
OIL
INIMENT.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Away from the Rush and Rattle! Yet

IN THE HEART OF
NEW YORK CITY!
Trade Marks

Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may
Quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patenfl
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
spreiai notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. *
f a
four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co.^^'Broadway, NeW York
Branch Office. (125 F St., Washington, D. C.

Quiet and comfort! Within easy walk
ing distance of the Great Dry Goods
Stores. Wanamaker’s, two minutes;
Sigel-Cooper's, eight minutes; Macy’s,
six minutes.

Hotel
Albert,

DO NOT ADVERTISE
Cor. 11th street and University Place.
Your stock in the Turf, Farm and
(One block from Broadway Oars.)
Home, if you want to keep it, for it is
sure to go if you do. Ask any one Rnoms S1 Un restaurant.
nUUllld S I Up.
Prices Reasonable.
who has tried.
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in the house, so she gets no nice shoes
like yours.”
“This is too much for anything.
I’ll---- ”
“No, you won’t. You will just let
her work right on to the end, and then
you will marry some high-flier, who
will pull every hair out of your head,
and serve you right, too.”
“Doctor, for mercy’s sake, stop!”
“When you know, and 1 know, that
if your wife had a proper chance of
rest, and had clothes like other women,
sshe would be one of the best looking
v
women
of her age in the country.”
“1 declare I believe it.”
“And, old as she is, if you were to
gget out the carriage next Sunday and
ttell her you wanted her to go to
cchurch with you, she would actually
blush
b
with pleasure.”
* Blest if 1 don’t do it.”
“Then, Monday, if you were to tell
liher you were going to hire a girl, and
tthat she must sit jn the parlor and
v
work
on that new silk dress you are
ggoing to buy her——”
“Doctor, that’s me!”
“And then hand her a nice purse,
v
with
money in it, and tell her to go
s
shopping
---- ”
“1 will, as sure as I live.”
“And then, when the tear starts in
h eye, and the same old blusl^comes
her
oout that you thought so nice when you
vwere courting her, if you would kiss
her
h ---- ”
“It’s all right, doctor, you’ve opened
rmy eyes!”
“Then, my friend, I should begin to
tthink she had made something by mar
rying
what yon call a rich man.”
r
“You’re right, doctor, you’re right.”
“Then I think you wouldn’t have a
miserable
wife any longer. Then you
r
would no longer want to sell or let the
farm, but would be showing the
mother of your children how much
you respected her for her life of devo
tion. Then she would know she was
a partner in that fortune. Then if you
made your will all right, and she had
a good rest. I think she would some
time be an eligible widow?”
“Think so. doctor?”
“I know it. Woman is a plant that
needs sunshine. You have been leav
ing your wife in the shade too much.
She has lost her color. You have made
her think she is an old woman. She
has given up all hopes of admiration
and love, and is only waiting to die
and get.out of the way. Suppose you
were treated so?”
“What, me?” I am all right.”
“Yes, I know. Women pity you beause you are tied to such a dejectedlooking wife. Foolish old maids and
silly girls whisper behind your back
what a nice-looking man you are, and
what a stick of a wife you have, and
you are just soft enough to wear tight
boots, dress smartly, and go speculat
ing how long it will be before your
wife will die.”
“Stop now, dotor; there is a limit to
endurance. I am going.”
“I am coming down to see you next
week. Will it be all right?”
“Yes, if you drop this kind of talk,
and won’t tell of my complaints about
my wife. I’ll try your medicine. Would
you stick out for that prescription
about the purse and the money?”
“How much did you say you had
made together?”
“1 give in. The dress will be all
right, and the horse and carriage shall
have new uses. Come down and see
us. old chap, but not a word about this
talk. If you wasn’t an old man. I’d—”

borhood. She used to do dairy work
ror my lather. and tile way she made
the maids move took my eye. She was
a poor girl, and her industry got her a
rich husband.”
mere he took out a gold watch,
I looked at the time, put it back, and
adjusted the fob on the front of his
nicely-fitting trousers.
“She did well, getting married on
account of her industry?’1
“Why, of course. She was a poor
girl, and she became mistress of a
farm.”
excuse me, how much are you
worth now—confidentially, you know?
1 am a professional man, and will
never use such facts to your injury.”
“Well, doctor, $50,000 down would
not buy me, to put it low.”
“That is good. How long have you
been married?”
’ Thirty years come Christmas.”
“How much do you suppose you
have made in these thirty years?”
“Hum—urn—let me see. I got the
Davis farm the first ten years then I
A LESSON FOR HUSBANDS.
ran in debt for the Simmons place, got
“Yes, doctor, I am afraid I shall good prices for my cheese and crops
have to let or sell the farm; my wife for two or three years, and squared up
is so miserable. I cannot carry it on both places. Well, 1 think I have
without hiring, and hiring eats up all made quite twenty-five or thirty thousand dollars.”
the profits.”
I looked at the speaker admiringly “Very good, indeed. And your wife
He was about fifty yeas old, and as has been a great help all this time?”
robust as a man of thirty. His whis “Oh, yes’ She used to be a rattler!
kers were neatly trimmed, showing a She took care of and looked after the
full red cheek. He wore a jaunty hat, milk from twenty cows at the least,
and natty cutaway coat, and below his and overlooked all the house and dairy
vest hung a single fob and heavy gold work.”
seal. I was proud of him. He was
“Splendid, and you have cleared
such a good specimen of a country gen thirty thousand dollars in that time?”
tleman that I wanted to imprint his
“Yes, easy.”
picture on my memory.
“Now, how much has your wife
“So your wife is miserable?”
made?”
“Yes. Always drooping, with a dry
“She? Why, hang it, doctor, she is
cough and no ambition. She drags my wife.”
around the house and looks so de “I know it. But what has she made?
spondent. it gives me the blues.”
You say she was poor when you mar
“Naturally weakly, wasn’t she?”
ried her. Now, what has she made?”
“She! Oh, no. When I married her
“Why, you beat all! Why, she is
she was the smartest girl in the neigh- my wife, and we own it all together.”
“Do you? Then she can draw on
your bank account? Then she has a
horse and carriage when she wants
them? Then she has what help at
home she wants? Then she rides out
for her health, and wears a watch and
gold chain as you do? Is that so?”
“Doctor, you must be crazy. No
body’s wife is master in that shape.
Who ever heard of such a thing?”
IT k.AVED HIS HORSE,
“Now, look here. You say she did
well in marrying rich, and I cannot
It Will Save Yours.
see It. If she was getting good wages
About one week ago one of my team when you married her, and had saved
surplus pay, she would have been
horses was in great dlsbresus caused her
off now. Now you tell me she is
by drinking too freely of cold water. well
broken down, used up and miserable,
Parties who saw him told me he and
looks so badly she makes you sick,
would not live an hour. I gave hum and she has no money, no help, and
Brown’s Insta.nl Relief according to will probably get nothing but a granite
(linx‘tk>ns as soon as I could obtain gravestone when she dies.”
it, anid it relieved b'5 ddstrews at once,
“Doctor, if you were a younger man
giving me no further trouble. It is 1 would not allow you to speak like
the best medicine I over used.
that to me for a minute.”
C. C BROWN, Waterford, Me.
“Why not? I am stating this case
fairly, am I not? Your wife is no
longer young. She is no longer hand IF THE BABY IS CUTTING TEETH.
some. Her hands are hard, and she Be sure and use that old well tried
is breaking up.”
remedy, MllS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP for children teething. It sooths
“Doctor! ”
the child, softens the gums, allays all
“She has brought up four children. pain,
wind colic and Is the best
One of them is at college. One .is tak remedycures
for diarrhoea. Twenty cents a
ing music lessons. The other two are boi. e.
following genteel occupations. She is
aj home alone, grinding out a tread
CARE OF THE COMPLEXION.
State kind of rooms, price, width ef mill life which will end only in a firstclass
funeral
----”
Very few women are indifferent to
border and color desired.
“Stop that, doctor, wil you?”
their personal appearance, and there is
“While you' are still a young-look nothing that will add so much to her
ing man, with just enough gray in good looks as a clear complexion. The
your whiskers to make you interesting. majority of the blemishes and spots
Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
No doubt you have been thinking of that disfigure faces are not attribut
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
some nice young girl of eighteen who able to disorders,of the blood or con
There Is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
would jump at the chance to marry stitutional troubles, but to outside ir
safely do the work. Have never had a single
you and your property.”
ritation and lack of proper care. One
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
“Confound it, doctor, I won’t stay secret of a good complexion is abso
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
here if you don’t—”
lute cleanliness; in fact the beginning
Aiterference with work. The most difficult
“And your wife never goes any of beauty is the bath. After the daily
cases successfully treated through corres
pondence, and the most complete satisfaction
where, so you do not get her a watch bath has done its work of cleansing
Suaranteed in every instance. I relieve liunlike your own, nor a new silk dress, the system of impurities through the
red« of ladies whom I never sec. Write for
further particulars. All letters truthfully
nor a horse that she could drive. She pores, then lotions and creams are val
answered. Free confidential advice in all
never says anything, so you have not uable to soften and whiten, but with
matters of a private or delicate nature. Rear
got her a set of new teeth like your out the bath they are utterly useless.
In mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
own. And her nose is pushed up into Use tepid water for bathing, softened
leave no after ill effeetB upon the health. By
her forehead and her face wrinkled. by the addition of a little borax and
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOL
Ske aever goes out. Ske has
work a good toilet soap. When the face is
MAN CO,, 170 Tremont 8t., Boston, Mmi.
I
I
I
I
I

For Women.
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scrupulously clean rinse with clear
water and dry with a soft towel.
After the night toilet, rub the face
with a cold cream which is made by
melting one ounce of white wax and
one half an ounce of spermaceti; add
one half a pint of rosewater, an ounce
of boracic acid and one half ounce of
sweet almonds. When it is taken from
the fire, beat the mixture until it is
cold. Soft, flabby skin gains firmness
of texture by rinsing with cold water
to which a little salt has been added,
after bathing.
Steaming the face is considered by
many experts a valuable method 6f
improving the complexion. This is
best accomplished at night when the
face is held for a few moments over
a bowl of steaming water. The warm
moisture prevents the clogging of the
pores of the skin, and if not carried to
excess is beneficial.
E. J. C.
GOSSIP.

If there is anything under the light
of the sun I detest, it’s a gossiping old
woman, or a young one either.
I overheard three or four in conver
sation recently and it was nothing but
“they say,” or “I heard” this and that,
until I felt just like pitching in and
giving them my opinion in straight
English.
If I believed one hundredth part of
what they said I should feel like be
ing hardly on speaking terms with a
person in town, but thanks to early
training 1 always have a way of di
viding everything that is told me by
two. I suppose I am a doubter, to tell
it just as it is. While I may doubt
the good sometimes, I am never eager
to doubt any one’s word or character
without cause.
Who is this “they say?” Ferret out
their existence and you will find it
takes a good many to form one “they
say.” It is a little of what you or I
said, added to what some one else said,
and so on until the original is entire
ly lost and “they say” is the chief
speaker. Don’t gossip. Steal chickens
first. It is far more honorable.
Remember this, “Judge not that you
be not judged.” Matthew, seventh
chapter. Read the whole of it.
HANNAH.

There is more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other dis
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incur
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease, and pre
scribed local remedies, and by con
stantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proved catarrh to be a con
stitutional disease, and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It
is taken internally in doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonful. It acts direct
ly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case it fails to cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
DO YOU HAVE HEADACHES? If
so send your address on postal and we
will send free sample of Acetine, th
*
greatest known cure. It never falls.
If you are afflicted, try It. Acetine
Drug Co.. Augusta. Me
Rfltf

STRAW SHOP, MEOWAY, MASS.
Winter Season, 1901.
Will have room for Girls who
are quick with needle, to sew
fancy straw. Also, for Makers
and Trimmers. Also, for Exper
ienced Operators on Straw Sew
ing Machines. Address,

in. Hirsh & Park, Medway, Mass.

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS,
SKOWHEGAN, ME.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made
from old carpets, 5 or 6 yards for 1
yard Rug. CARPET CLEANING, 2£
CTS. A YARD a specialty. 2,000 clips
a minute. Moths, insects and dirt
beaten and blown out. Freight paid to
works on all bundles of carpet weigh
ing 100 lbs. and upwards. Send for
circular.
16-29
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FOX FARMING.

When at Foxcroft the other day we
went up on to the side hill just at the
south edge of the village, to see the
foxery that Mr. Elijah Norton and Dr.
Henry Robinson established two years
ago. and are conducting for profit as
the chief purpose.
About two acres of the steep, north
side of the hill, are enclosed by a
heavy, closely woven wire fence, which
extends from the hard pan, three or
four feet below the surface, up to a
height of eleven feet above the ground.
At the top of the fence a strip of the
same material projects horizontally in
ward about two feet, to prevent the
animals from climbing out of the en
closure.
There are twelve separate yards in
the two acre lot^-all constructed of the
same material and in the same way.
Gates made of iron and wire, admit the
keeper to the yards.
In each yard is a small board house
or pen, five by six feet, and about five
feet high. This house lias no bottom
floor, but rests on the ground. It has
a shelf about half way up, and the
foxes like to lie there as well or better
than on the bottom.
The only opening into this building
is a six inch square hole, through
which the little beasts slip, like eels
through a hole in a flsh basket.
There are now thirty-eight foxes in
the yards, and they scamper away
when strangers go near, and hide
in the houses and in the hollows on
the surface of the ground, or in the
hollow logs that have been partly
buried in the ground, so they shall still
imagine themselves wild, out in the
woods; but when Mr. Norton unlocked
the door and went in. a half dozen, six
months’ old foxes climbed on to his
back and shoulders, vieing with each
other for the place nearest his face.
The mother of this lot had twelve
young ones last spring, and she raised
them all for a month, when Mr. Nor
ton shot a young crow and gave it to
them, and two of them died the next
day. He thought the feathers might
have caused the trouble, by producing
indigestion.
When they were two months old,
thinking the ten remaining foxes were
drawing heavily on their dam, Mr.
Norton took six of them away and fed
them just as he would puppies, and
they grew to like him just the same as
they did their true mother.
He says he is going to take two of
them down to the barn and keep them
loose, just as he would dogs, this win
ter. These little fellows are in their
kitten covering of fine woolly fur, and
do not look like their older brothers
and sisters.
The parents of this dozen came from
Alaska, and are of the Alaska Blue
variety. They are just good clean blue
in color. Six of them were bought in
Alaska, and they cost, delivered here,
ninety dollars apiece.
In another yard are the blacks and
silver greys, and Mr. Norton says that
the blacks and silver greys are of the
same family and frequently come in
the same litter.
Now, Mr. Norton really knows more
about the foxes, than the foxes know
about themselves, and he gave us a
lot of information about them, Without
their consent. He showed us a hand
some black one that they paid three
hundred dollars for in Ohio. They
have several of the common native
reds. Thhy also have an order in for
a pair of white ones, which are said to
change color with the season, being
brown in summer and white in winter.
The cross-grey variety is a result of
crossing the grey or black on the com
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mon red. These varieties comprise all
the families of foxes that are known.
The fox carries her young seven
weeks and has from five to twelve at
a litter, usually about seven. The
young are born in the spring.
They feed them about such food as
would be given to dogs. Too much
meat is not desirable. The greatest
difficulty in feeding lies in the liability
of fattening them. This has to be
guarded against.
They rarely go under cover to stay,
except in wet weather, but lie out on
the ground night and day, winter and
summer.
During the two years they have been
in the business there has not been a
case of sickness or disease among the
animals.
Some of the stock came from Prince
Edwards Island and Nova Scotia.
There are but three or four fox
farma in the country. There is one on
Prince Edwards Island; another on
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor, and
another in Ontario; this last one was
started this summer, and covers an
area of fifty acres.
With red fox skins selling at from
$3 to $5, Alaska Blues at $30 to $40,
and Blacks and Silver Greys at $100 or
more, it is plain to be seen that there
is as'hance for something more than
amusement in the raising of these sly
little fellows that have tried the hound
and the hunter, and then so often
managed to escape and wear their furs
themselves.
If confinement and partial domesti
cation do not impair the quality of the
skins, 1 can see no reason why fpx
growing may not become a legitimate
line of farming. 1 am watching this
experiment with a good deal of inter
est.
G. M. GO-WELL.
THE LEGAL STATUS OF A DOG.

Sheep-Killing and Trespass in Various
States.
Under the law of animals it is inter
esting to note the prominence given
by our courts to the present legal sta
tus of the dog; the liability of his
owner for his trespassing propensity,
and the right to kill a dog by any ag
grieved person. It appears that a dog
has not equal protection under the law
with other animals, and may be des
troyed under any circumstance where
it is absolutely necessary for the pre
servation of property. Other animals
may become vicious and injure person
and property, and the injured person
have his action, but may not kill
them. The discrimination against dogs
results legitimately from their prone
ness to mischief and their liability to
hydrophobia. The law authorizes the
act killing a dog found on a man’s
premises in the act of attempting to
destroy his sheep or other domestic or
reclaimed animals used for human
food, and unable to defend themselves.
Where a dog pursues a deer In a park
or fowls in a poultryyard it Is a suffi
cient justification of the shooting to
state that fact, without adding that it
was necessary to shoot to prevent his
doing the injury; but the latter state
ment must be mode with substantial
proof, where a dog Is pursuing a fowl
not in an inclose. In Iowa the court
held that the killing of a dog was jus
tified because he was worrying chick
ens, and that he need not be in the
act at the very instant he is shot, pro
vided his conduct could excite reason
able apprehension; and “to worry’’ is
held by the Iowa court to mean “to
run after, to chase, to bark at,” etc.
The general rule is that where a dog
chases and bites an animal, in order to
justify killing him it must be shown
that the animals could not otherwise
be separated. Thus, where a muzzled
dog is attacked by another dog the lat
ter may be killed by the owner of the
former if it is necessary to save him
from serious injury. On the other
hand, to kill a dog simply because he
is suspected of having done injury up
on the premises previously is a tres
pass; no one but the master, as a rule,
has the right to kill a dog. The dis
position of a dog to drive off stock
trespassing on his master’s premises is
not a vicious propensity which will
justify the owner of the stock in kill
ing him, unless he is a common nuis
ance.
Under the California statute it has
been held that a dog killed for chas
ing sheep must be actually doing the
act when found and immediately fol
lowed up; he cannot subsequently be
killed to prevent his return. A sim
ilar rule exists in Iowa. At common
law the owner of sheep is not justi
fiable in shooting a dog in a field some
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distance off. Where a master issued a
general order to destroy all dogs
found on his grounds, and his servants
accordingly killed two dogs that were
tespassing In one of the master’s fields,
and near a flock of valuable sheep, the
court held both the master and the
servants were liable in damages. If a
dog Is known to be a sheep-killer and
is found in a field of one having sheep,
it is not necssary to wait until he is
near his prey, annoying and worry
ing the sheep, before he is killed. But
the case is very different when this is
not the character of the dog. But there
are many statutory exceptions to this
rule, especially in the case «of sheep
killing dogs. In Missouri a dog that
has killed or maimed a sheep or other
domestic animals must be killed by
the owner, and may be killed by any
one; it is not necessary that he should
be on the premises, or in the act of
killing, or that knowledge on the part
of the owner should be shown. The
same rule prevails in Delaware. In
North Carolina it was held that the
owner of sheep is justified in killing a
dog which had destroyed some of his
sheep and returned to his premises ap
parently for the purpose of destroying
others, though at the time he was not
in the very act of killing or worrying
the sheep, nor was it shown that the
owner knew of his bad qualities, or
that the injury could have been other
wise prevented.
Knowledge of a particular injury
committed by a dog is sufficient to
make the owner liable for injuries of
a similar kind. Thus where a dog
killed sheep, evidence was admitted
that four years before he had attacked
and bitten a child to the defendant’s
knowledge. If a dog becomes mis
chievous and inclined to injure the
property of others, his owner is bound
to restrain him on the first notice, and
liable for any mischief he may there
after do to property of any kind. If a
dog is known to have killed one sheep
a jury from their knowledge of the
dog may infer that he would kill an
other, if an opportunity presented it
self. In such case the owner would in
law be liable because of his knowledge
of previous guilt. Where the owners
of dogs showed that the summer be
fore their dogs had gone among their
sheep without molesting them it was
held competent for the plaintiffs, in an
action for damages, to prove that
sheep-killing dogs are not accustomed
to attack the sheep of their owners,
but that they go away to do it.
In Massachusetts, where a statute
provides that every owner or keeper
of a dog should “forfeit to any person
injured by such dog double the amount
of damages sustained by him.” it was
held that each owner was liable only
for the damages done by his own dog
and not for the whole damage done by
the two dogs. But where the statute
of the same State made the owner of a
dog injuring sheep liable for “all dam
ages so done,” he was held liable for
all damages in the doing of which the
dog took part with other dogs, and it
was held to be no defence that one of
the dogs so engaged belonged to the
sheep-owner. In Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Vermont, by statute, the owner of
a dog that injures or kills sheep . is
often made liable for the entire amount
of damages done with other dogs.—Ru
ral New Yorker.

A CLEVER CANARY.
A lady who had lost a canary hap
pened to be attracted by a bird that
was hopping about in its cage in the
front window of a house in New York.
Thinking that it looked very like her
own, she knocked at the house door
and asked a few questions about it.
She was told that it had been found
one cold morning sitting on the win
dow sill and was taken in and’cared
for. The lady said her bird could per
form the pretty feat of picking up a
pin and sticking it in the carpet. Be
ing allowed to test this bird, the cage
door was opened ana a pin thrown on
the floor, The canary at once llew
down to it, picked it up in its bill and
cleverly stuck it Upright in the carpet,
after which it burst into song, as if re
joicing at its success. The folk of the
house, believing the lady had proved
her ownership of the bird, permitted
her, says Little Folks, to take the
songster away to her home.

Belgian Hares.
Imported and domestic Belgians
from the leading strains of the world.
Pedigreed and scored stock a specialty.
To those looking for market stock can
offer a snap. Imported and domestic
Bucks at stud, scoring 93i to 95 points.
Fee $5 00, $7.50, $10.00. Discount to
dealers on large orders. Correspond
ence solicited. Visitors welcome. IM
PERIAL BABBITRY, W. A. Shedd,
Prop., 40 Arlington St., Nashua, N. H.
19-22

FOR SALE.
English Pointer puppies. Highest
Field Trial Breeding. Very low price.
Write for particulars and pedigree.
M. T. MASON, Chatham. N. Y. 24-25

LEXINGTON RABBITRY.
High grade pedigreed Belgian hares
of the best strains from California and
Minneapolis, breeding does for sale at
reasonable prices; also nonpedigreed
stock for table use for sale cheap; fine
guinea pigs for sale, consisting of
smooth back Abyssinian and Peruvian
stock. C. A. CURRIER, Forest St.,
Lexington, Mass.; write for prices; vis
itors welcome.
19-22
ANGORA CATS WANTED.
Parties having Angora cats for sale
are requested to send me a full de
scription of their animate, price aBked,
etc.
C. H. DAVISON,
Room 1, Haines Block,
IGtf
Waterville, Me.

PIGEONS.
Market Squab Stock a Specialty.
Circular and price list on application.
Washington County Pigeon Farm, E.
F. BARRY, Manager, Machias, Me.
19-25FOR SALE.
Fan tail Pigeons, 5 pairs of white, 10
pairs of blacks, 5 pairs of blues. At
75c to $1.50 a pair, or would exchange
for poultry. STEPHEN HALL, Port
land, Conn.
23-28

ENGLISH AND FETCH FERRETS.
1 Trained to hunt rats, rabbits, etc.
Best strain in America. Price $3.00
per pair. G. E. FLORA, Mt. Healthy,
Ohio.
24-29

THE BELGIAN HARE CHAMPION.
The Belgian Hare authority of Ameri
ca. Read and learn “How to Judge
Your Own Hares.” and everything you
want to know. 50 cts. a year. Sample
free. 252 Wilson Block. Lob Angeles,
Cal.
23-26

FANCIERS’ SUPPLIES—Books on
Poultry. Belgian Hares, Pigeons, Birds,
Rabbits, Dogs, Pets, etc. Pedigree
blanks, records, leg bands, ear marks,
etc. Samples with catalogues free.
F. L. HOOPER, Baltimore. Md. 24-25

FANCY BELGIAN HARES CHEAP.
Youngsters $1.00 each. Mature does
and bucks $2.50 each, up to $15.00.
All good sound pedigreed stock. Write
for particulars. All strains stock.
W. A. PORTER. Woodland. Yolo. Cal.
23

MASTIFFS at stud
BLAC^^ PETER, Celebrated Brindle Mastiff.
BLOODHOUNDS at stud
SIMON OF SUDBURY (39095), Eng
lish Bloodhound, bears an unbeaten
record and acknowledged by the press
to be the best Bloouaound in the
States. Fee $50.
LUATH (44895 English Bloodhound,
whelped Feb. 20, 1894, by Ch. Bar
dolph, out of Bricket Ruby. Fee $100.
The above named dogs are all 1st
prize winners at shows held under A.

Highest pedigree.

opportunity for breeders to Introduce
the best blood, at a reasonable price,
and should be taken advantage of by
all who are interested in the improve
ments of the above breeds. Special
terms to owners breeding two or more
bitches. Mastiffs, St. Bernards and
English Bloodhounds always on sale.
For particulars apply to
41tf
DR. C. A. LOUGEST,
K. C. Rules, and thir offers a grand
111 Columbue Ave., Boston, Muh .)
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A CANINE MAIL CARRIER.

How a Brave Maine Dog Died While
Sagadhoc County Has The Fad.
Performing His Duty.
One Man Has a Buck Valued at $500.
The Belgian hare fad has reached There are about twenty dwelling
enormous proportions in some parts of houses, a blacksmith’s shop and a
the country but it is getting its first small store on the east side of Long
converts in Maine and up-to-date Dr. Pond, Maine. In 1898, when Shafter
C. W. Price of Richmond, formerly of and Sampson were pounding away at
Bath, and his son Dr. Wallace N. Price the south side of Cuba, the citizens
are among the few who are in it most could stand their isolation no longer,
and seint a petition to Senator Hale
extensively.
The Enterprise met Dr. Price the asking for a post office, and requesting
other day and had a long talk with that it be named Santiago. The de
mand was granted so quickly that
that gentleman regarding them.
wished he had thought of
Dr. Price declares it is not a fad but everybody
such a plan twenty-five years before.
a legitimate and money making busi 'Santiago
is four miles distant from
ness which will give employment to Dedham, from
-which place it is only
hundreds and bringing thousands of two miles to George
’s Corner, on the
dollars into Maine within a few years. line of the Bar Harbor
On
These Belgian hares are high bred the south side, however, Railroad.
was only
and are raised extensively on the three miles from East it Bucksport,
Pacific coast. Dr. Price says that 15, where a stage line ran six miles to
000 to 16,000 people are engaged in the Bucksport, where a railroad connects
business within 100 miles of Los Ange with Bangor. John Hubbard of Santi
les, California.
ago had been carrying on the ice in
Belgian hare skins are used in mak the winter and making a wide detour
ing the, so called, electric seal gar around the pond during warm weather.
ments, for lining capes and coats, for An aged Newfoundland dog. who had
gloves, for hats, for glue, for parch earned retirement In a bear fight years
ment and a score of other uses. The before, was Hubbard’s attendant on
meat is worth 20 to 30 cents a pound every trip. The dog was in the habit
and the demand far exceeds the supply. of following the mail wagon down in
The feet are mounted and sold as the forenoon, and then if the day
charms, the ears are made into pow proved warm, he would swim back
der puffs for ladies. Last year 25,000, home, allowing Hubbard to go his
000 skins Were imported from France roundabout course alone.
Hubbard
and over 1,000,000 were imported from noted the action of the dog, and came
Australia by Fall River hat makers. to the conclusion that he could make
Dr. Price and his son have at pres some profit by cultivating the habit.
ent 25 hares, three of which are bucks. He was making two trips a day, which
Among his hares is a doe called Prin was a waste of good time, when he
cess Amy for which an offer of $165 could make the dog perform one trip
was refused. She took ten first and alone, and thus have the whole after
five special prizes in England. He noon left for hunting bears. The next
has another high cost one on its way morning he forgot to feed the dog be
across the ocean. .
fore starting out. On arriving at East
He has a buck called “Grand Duke Bucksport he took the postmaster
of Edington,” which he values at $500 aside and confided his plan for carry
and which scored 95£ points out of 100 ing the mails by dog power.
‘‘Here’s a water-tight bag,” said
when four months old.
He has 70 hutches and carpenters Hubbard. “I’ll chain up the dog be
are busy building more. The animals fore 1 go home. I want you to keep
eat bread, grain or vegetables. They him fast until the mail comes up from
can be kept in any building which Bucksport. Don’t feed him or go near
him. As soon as the mail gets in tie
shelters them from the weather.
The does give birth to a litter of the bag to his neck and let him go.
eight young every 60 days and as these I’ll warrant he’ll get the mail to San
are half male and half female one can tiago ahea dof time.”
Hubbard’s idea worked splendidly
easily see how the animals multiply.
Dr. Price says any one starting in all summer. The dog was at home and
the business should buy a high bred the mail was distributed inside half an
stock which is registered and given hour, while it had always taken Hub
pedigrees just the same as high bred bard more than an hour to go around
the pond. He was saving time and
dogs.
.The skins bring 80 cents to $1.50, money and giving perfect satisfaction.
the meat 20 to 30 cents a pound, the Along In the middle of October there
hind feet 25 cents each, so it is claimed. came a day that was cold, so that shell
Dr. Price is a member of the Ameri ice formed on the pond. Later the
can Belgian Hare Club, of American wind grew to a gale. When the stage
Belgian Hare Registry Association of came in there was a big bundle of mail
Kansas City, and will have an exhibit for Santiago, consisting of political
at the Belgian hare show which opens documents for the voters and a score
in the Mechanics Building, in Boston, or so of official reports from Washing
ton. The mail route fght at Santiago
January 15.
Others in Richmond intersted in had made the place famous. Postmas
Others in Richmond Interested in ter Hewey tied the heavy mass to the
these animals are Silas Call and Mrs. dog’s neck with many misgivings.
Then he fed three links of new sauRages to the animal and cut it loose.
DOG'S FAITHFUL GUARD.
That night the neighbors waited un
9 o’clock for the arrival of the mail,
For two days John Arnoldel, a farm til
was due two hours earlier. Then
er living near Manchester, St. Louis which
Hubbard harnessed his horse and
county, Mo., had been searching for drove
furiously to East Bucksport to
his Newfoundland dog. On Wednes look up
his dog. He did not return
day Arondel drove into Manchester, until
midnight. Patrons of San
accompanied by the dOg. He had a tiago nearly
knew what had hap
number of packages. These be laid pened postofflce
soon as they looked at Hub
beside the door of an office which he bard’s as
face. The dog had attempted to
entered to transact some business. swim the
carrying a heavy load
After remaining there some 30 min in the factpond,
of rough water and high
utes he departed, forgetting the dog wind, and had
been drowned while in
and the packages.
performance of his duty. They
When he arrived at his home Mrs. the
the pond two days before the
Arondel inquired what had become of dragged
body was found. The mail was un
Prince. The bewildered man could harmed.
They bqried the dog under a
not remember, but jumping into his
buggy, started on a search for the an big apple tree.
imal. Every place in the country he
HAVE CATS ANY RIGHTS?
could think of, except Manchester, was
visited that evening and next day, but
no trace of the dog could be found.
In the Superior court at Portland
The next day Mr. Arondel drove to recently a case was tried to determine
Manchester, and there found the faith the rights between cats and chickens,
ful animal lying on the sidewalk when the former is eating the latter.
where he had left him, with his nose The plaintiff claimed that the defend
resting on the packages he had been ant shot two of her cats wantonly and
told to watch. The dog was so weak wilfully, and wanted to know if he had
that he could not rise to his feet. He the right to *do this. The defendant
had been there over 48 hours, never admitted that he shot the cats, but
leaving his trust, even for a drink of claimed they were on his premises and
water. The dog and packages were in the act of killing his chickens at the
lifted into the buggy and Arondel time of the shooting. He.said that the
drove rapidly home.
plaintiff was overrun with cats, and he
nas lost many chickens in this way.
BELGIAN HARES. Seven popular ’"be court ruled as matter of law that
strains
imported
and
domestic. the defendant had no right to shoqt
Healthy stock and prices reasonable; the cats unless he was compelled to
honest treatment. The home of the use that amount of force in order to
finest Hares in America. Book free. save his chickens at that particular
E. J. WHITE & CO., Brighton, Colo. time from being killed.
23
Verdict for defendant.
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Nerves Wear Out
And grow weak and exhausted when not properly nour
ished, just as an engine loses its power when the fuel runs low.
The loss of nervous power is seen in the failing health and the
wasting form. It is felt in the aching head, the throbbing heart,
the irritability, indigestion, restlessness and loss of sleep.
Re
build th : worn-out nerves, rest the tired brain and add new fuel
to the vital fires with the best of all tonics, Dr. Miles' Nervine.

•

“ T suffered from nervousness and nervous prostra
tion for a long time. I became thin and wasted, lost
control of part of my nerves and muscles, and finally
became so bad that I could not sleep at all. Three
doses of Dr. Miles’ Nervine brought the first sleep in
nearly three weeks. I was on
brink of insanity, but
that great nerve restorer brought me back to health.”
Mbs. M. B. R
, Delta, Iowa.
eed

Dr. Mlles’ Nervine
is food for the worn-out nerves and the weary brain. It
is a food for the over-taxed and weak digestion. It
nourishes, fortifies and refreshes the whole system.
Sold by druggists on guarantee.
Dr. M
M
Co., Elkhart, Ind.
iles
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A HOSPITABLE CAT.

whipped soundly, and his crime and
its punishment have been visited up
A cat owned in Brookin has been on his descendants these many gene
trained to enjoy being lifted up by his rations.
tail. As a reward for this exercise, be
fore he really begun to delight in the
THE LOST DOG.
sensation, lie used to demand and re
ceive food on a plate in the back yard,
And one day, when he had been
says the New York Herald. At first with his new friends two years, he
no one could understand why he re found him. His mistress’s carriage was
fused to eat in the house, but eventual waiting, and he beside it, one day in
ly it was noted that as soon as he got spring when they were selling daffo
the meat a number of homeless cats dils and violets on the street, and
appeared in the yard, though not one doves were murmuring around the
had been in sight when the plate was church towers, and the sparrows clam
orous, and everything which had life,
filled.
Dewey (all cats are named Dewey in which hope was not quite dead, was
now) was watched, and it was learned flying, and darting, and blossoming,
that no sooner was he by himself with and creeping out into the sunlight.
Then the dog saw his old master
his food than his loud “jueow” called coming
down the street, scraping the
in the visitors. They were all of the pavement
his heavy feet—an old
thin, half-starved class of back-fence man, meanwith
and meanly clad, with no
haunters so common in cities, and grace of body
or soul, unless it might
Dewey seemed to get as much pleasure have been the memory of, and regret
out of feeding them as they did out of for the dog. Him he had loved after
the dinner.
the best fashion which he knew. This
It was not long before the further splendid brute thing, with his unques
discovery was made that through ap tioning devotion, had kept alive ip him
peals to various members of the family his piteous remnant of respect for
Dewey would get enough to satisfy self, and had been to him more than
himself before lie insisted on the back anyone of his own kind, who had put
yard feeding. Then his owner found him to shame, and sunk him in the
that he would pick his guests. Some lowest depths of ignominy by forcing
of the most disreputable cats in the his realization of it.
The dog stood still, with ears erect
section were welcome; others equally
disreputable and equally hungry were and tail stiff, then was after his old
master with a mighty bound. At frst
ruthlessly driven away.
Dewey has other peculiarities. He the man cursed and kicked at him,
then looked again and swore 'twas his
likes to lie on a clean 'counterpane, and old
and stroked his head with
the more elaborate it is the better he is that dog.
clutch of avarice for his
satisfied. He is also fond of all starch own yellow
possession and his own profit,
ed goods, and will invariably hunt out rather than affection, which was the
a lawn skirt to make his bed on, if one best his poor soul could compass.
is incautiously left around.
But his
But the dog followed him, faithful
friendship for plebian cats is getting not only to his old master, but to a
him intb disrepute, and there is pretty nobler thing, the faithfulness which
persistent talk about sending him to was in himself—and maybe by so do
the country, where he will have to ing gained another level in the spirit
keep better company.
ual evolution of his race.—Mary E.
Wilkins, in Harper’s Magazine.
DOG WHIPPING DAY.
TO RAISE PIGEONS IN ELIOT.

There are parts of rural England
where they still set aside a day for
Samuel Dixon of Eliot, the poultry
whipping dogs.
Dog-whipping day is October 18. reiser, has entered into the business of
breeding
pigeons on an extensive
Then every boy in the neighborhood
is privileged to arm himself with scale. He has purchased several hun
sticks and lashes and beat every dog dred fine blooded pigeons and will
fSe market. In Bos
he meets to his heart’s content. Tpere breed birds .
ton plump .p-Oreons are worth fifty
are different stories as to the origin cents
peff^ur.
of this strange custom. In Yorkshire
tradition has it that a priest, when
--------------------- --==
going his rounds many vears ago,
/RAINED FERRETS—Ferret hardropped the holy water used in com asss,
murfles, sacks and books. Wal
munion service. A dog that happened
18-23
to be near by swallowed it. and wM lace .son, Lucas, Ohio.
promptly whipped for his gluttony, tRaINED reliable rabbit dogs. Sat
and in commemmoration of this eVent isfaction guaranteed.
'J. KURTZ,
it haw been deemed expedient, to •Vintage, Pa.
;
23-26
thrash the entire dog family on this
FOR
SALE.
day throughout the ucceeding years.
In the vicinity of Manchester the tale A Fox Hound, 20 months old. Ad
goes that the good fathers in a certain dress FRANK E. STONE, Sweden,
21-22
monastery used to set platters of food Me. Oxford Co.
outside the gates for the poor pilgrims BRISTOL rAbBITRY.’
Belgian
that infested the country at certain hares for sale from imported stock.
seasons. On one occasion a dog. whose ‘‘Champion Rex” imp. fee $10. B. B.
stomach was probably as empty as ROBBINS, M. D., Bristol, Conn. 18-23
any pilgrim’s ever dared to be, very
selfishly ate the food himself. «He was
T BREED R C. St Bernard Pups. H
caught in the lawless act and was E. DOUGLASS, Dover,Me.
46-m
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GEESE FOR PROFIT.

when but one year old, and do their
best when three years old or more.
Best Breeds for Business—How Quali Geese unlike fowls become very
ty Counts—When and What to Buy. much attached to their mates, and
ganders will mate with from one
Geese pay well if properly managed. to four females (according to the
With right conditions they give better breed), and will remain constant to
returns than any other poultry, li them. They mate only after they have
wrongly managed no poultry is so un become acquainted for some time, and
profitable, so expensive to keep, or so a strong attachment has grown up be
sure to cause loss. Almost all begin tween them, and if separated from the
ners, and even skilled and successful favorite by death or otherwise, they
duck and chicken raisers who com will mourn and often refuse to mate
mence with them, do manage them the again that season, and sometimes will
wrong way, find them unprofitable, die of grief. If geese, strangers to
and usually give them up in disgust each other, are put into a field together
before they learn where the trouble as late as January 1st, they will often
lies. Their failure, however, is due not mate in time for the breed season.
simply to ignorance of their nature and To give them plenty of time they
requirements. This knowledge is not should be put together early in the
hard to acquire or put into practice. fall, and become well acquainted a
If one possesses it he finds them the considerable time before the laying
easiest to succeed with ot an poultry. time. During the summer and fall
The nature of a goose is more like many breeding geese, previously mat
that of a sheep or cow than that of a ed, will run together in one flock in
hen. The management suited to hens harmony, if allowed to do so, and this
and chickens would ruin turkeys and is customary; but about January 1st
geese. There should be almost as or 15th each pair, trio or quartet, as
much difference in food, care and treat the case may be, will draw away from
ment as between hogs and cattle or
sheep. Geese are grazers like cows
and sheep, and too much grain food
will spoil them also. Cold pure air is
of even more importance to geese than
to cattle, and they cannot be shut up
in buildings. If you haven’t enough
grass pasturage to support a cow or a
few sheep during the entire summer,
do not keep geese, or at least attempt
to raise many goslings. Without
plenty of well cleared cow pasture
or good grass meadow you can main
tain geese very cheaply, and need give
them very little grain a good part of
the year.
If kept in small yards like hens they
will soon exhaust the grass supply,
make the ground as rich as the cow
yard, an^l everything they eat must be
provided for them. By feeding fodder
corn, green rape and mowed oats they
can be maintained in such quarters,
and kept in good condition, but it is
very much more expensive. A swim
ming pool in such yards will g’ve
them exercise and enable them to
breed better; but, varded thus, they
ai^ less liable to be productive and
profitable than if at pasture, and if
they do fail to breed will more than
eat their heads off during the year.
While grass pasturage is important
for maintenance of old geese, it is
still more indispensable as food for
small goslings. Young goslings must
have fresh tender grass in unlimited
quantity every moment during the day
light, from the first day they eat to
the time they are well feathered
and have grown their wings. After
that those intended for market may be
penned, and fed green stuff and grain
foods. Those intended for breeding
should continue to have pasturage and
free range. If any number are raised
quite an extent of grass land is re
quired to provide them with proper
food continually.
It takes geese almost as long to get
their full development for breeding as
cattle or sheep, or three times as long
as a hen, and they are also profitable
about as many years, especially the
females. Geese breed very poorly

HOME.

season’s eggs have been laid, and half kept one year without much return
of the whole year's profit lost. Young from them, and two seasons before
geese of the large sluggish breeds of they will do their best.
In buying young geese it is safest to
ten do not mate at all the first season.
Young Africans usually mate prompt order them before they are hatched,
ly, but the germs in young geese eggs and have the large early hatched spec
are usually weak, and do not hatch imens selected for you and delivered to
well, but die in the shell. Most old you early in the fall. They should be
experienced goose raisers are not dis fed differently from those to be mar
appointed if eggs from mated young keted while young. If not ordered in
geese do not hatch at all the first sea advance breeders will kill off the early
son, provided about all the eggs con ones except what they want to main
tain dead goslings. This to them is tain their own stock.
all right, and indicates that these same
In the east they are sure of receiving
geese when older will be profitable $2 to $2.50 each for any number dress
breeders. They know that if the ed. when they are eight to ten weeks
young geese eggs had hatched that the old. That is better than feeding them
goslings would have been small and three to five months longer and then
weak, and slow to grow, and not very take chances of selling them as breed
profitable. So the greatest mistake ers. a few at a time, after considerable
one who wants immediae returns can correspondence, for twice that amount.
make is to buy young geese at all, or It does not pay breeders to/hold many
old geese later than December 1st.
young geese. Late hatched goslings
We will put in this way: One who about the same age can be bought low
buys the most desirable unmated old because the market price for dressed
geese as late as December 1st has les stock is also low then, and because
sened his chances of success one-third. they have not been kept and fed long,
If he buys as late as January 1st his but they never will grow as large, fine
chances are about one-half as good as or vigorous or ever be as fit for breed
if he bought in October or November. ing stock. Therefore, to do the best,
If bought in February two-thirds of buy in September and October, the old
the chance to succeed that spring is geese that you are to mate up on your
lost. Sometimes mated geese bought own place. Do not buy well mated old
as late as March or April, even after geese later than Dec. 1st, if you wish
they have laid one litter of eggs out of to give them every chance, and the
the three they usually lay, may pro earlier the better. Order your young
duce as much as one-half of the usual geese in advance before June 1st, and

EMBDEN GOOSE.
By Courtesy of Farm-Poultry.

BREEDING GEE5E’
Our surplus consists of 15 large,
heavy male and female Africans, over
2 years old. Price $6 to $8 each. 40 fine
yearling Africans, mostly ganders,
well marked and fit for breeding or
showing, at $5 each. 8 large and heavy
African ganders, over two years old.
for market breeding at $4, each, right
now. 25 extra good early hatched Af
rican goslings at $5 each, and ten not
quite so good at $4 each
*
Cheaper
ones all killed. Also one or two pairs
old Embdens and Toulouse at $15 and
$20 per pair. Exhibition stock. Two
pairs White Chinas at $10 per pair.
No more Embden or Toulouse young
for sale. If you are not suited when
they arrive you can return and mon
ey back less express. We ship geese
safely to Oregon, Montana and Ala
bama.
17tf
SAMUEL CUSHMAN.
Pawtucket, R. I.
Farm West Mansfield, Mass.

AND

the others and occupy their own do
main, a different part of the farm,
during the breeding season. After
this occurs certain breeds of geese
will not mate readily, and for this
reason aft worthless for another year.
Beginners usually make the mistake
of buying their geese late in the sea
son after this occurs. Judging by
their experience with hens, and not
understanding how geese mate, they
wait until February or March before
they order, and then in great haste.
Many geese commence to lay the lat
ter part of February, and by March
25th or 30th have laid one-third of the
eggs they will that season, and by
May 1st have about finished laying.
If bought from different sources in
February and March they will usually
fail to mate or lay fertile eggs, and
even if some eggs do prove fertile it
will probably not occur until half the

number of goslings, but it is not safe
to count on it even with all conditions,
favorable.
If one can secure old well mated
geese of the right quality they are the
cheapest and most profitable to buy.
These are rarely spared at any reason
able price by the market goose raisers
if they care to continue the business.
Sometimes death or a jhange of resid
ence forces their sale and gives one an
opportunity to buy them very low.
Beginners, however, are frequently
handicapped by securing geese that are
offered very low. Valuable time is
thus wasted, and nothing but loss is
the result. The best and safest way
to know the age of your breeding
geese, and to get the finest stock, is
to buy young geese and keep them until
of the right age, but they must be well
fed and properly developed up to their
third year. But these will have to be

have them delivered between August
and October.
The beginner who buys geese at the
wrong season, suffers from his mistake
only for the rest of the year, provided
he has secured the most desirable
stock. If he buys in January or March
and fails to get returns, he has to
maintain them at a loss for nine or
seven months only, and then can fol
low the proper course to insure suc
cess. A greater mistake, however, is
to start with inferior or unsuitable
stock. The evil results follow, not for
one season only, but for every season
such stock or their progeny is kept.
There is as much difference in geese
as in the quality of cows. Some cows
give rich milk and not much of it;
othes large quantities and of not so
good quality. The product of some in
either class do not even pay their
board for the year. The more of them
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mate with fewest geese of all, an d sell enough to to for the first cost of
their very early eggs are rarely fertilee. the old breeders. Mate up the rest for
They grow a very large frame, buit crossing, the young Embden males to
grow slow, and do not get plump o■r the African females, and the young
fatten readily until late in the fal 1. African males to the Embden females,
They have red bills and legs, and thei r and sell for market everything you get
plumage is easily plucked, but as it i s from the latter. Breed those you raised
dark their skin does not hare the at■- for market production as long as the
tactive appearance of that of the whit,e ganders are serviceable. Continue to
goslings. Therefore, this breed is no>t breed the original Embdens and Afrijust suited to the production of earl;y cans pure, and sell the progeny for
goslings.
pure breeding, or mate it for crossing,
Embden geese are large, docile, amd You are independent of all other
their goslings grow plump and large stock, and can continue to increase
very quickly, have yellow bills amd your stock of market breeders from
legs and the most desirable whit e what you raise yourself until they get
plumage. They also pick easily. The;y too old to breed, then buy young
seem almost all that could be desiresd males to take the place of the old ones,
of any pure breed. But they have thei r and you are all right for foundation
faults. They lay later in the seasoiti stock for another four or five years,
than any other breed, and fewer eggsj. The difference in price between a fine
The ganders are also backward in mat pair or trio and an inferior or cheap
ing, and many infertile eggs are pro - one, even should the difference be as
duced. The goslings that are securer1 much , as $15 or $20 will be paid you
are all that can be desired, but the}K back many times over in the extra
are few in number and appear on th<e marketable value of the first two sea
scene rather late.
sons’ product, to say nothing of the
African geese are as large as th<e future. This is not mere theory only,
Embden and Toulouse, lay more eggis I have verified everything we have
than the Embden, and nearly as man}f here presented by my own experience,
AFRICAN GEESE.
as the Toulouse, and lay them nearlyf
SAMUEL CUSHMAN.
as early as the small Chinese varieties
By Courtesy of Farm-Poultry.
They are prompt to mate, and the gam- COUNTING CHICKENS BEFORE
des will mate with more geese, anc1 ■
THEY ARE HATCHED.
a man has the poorer he gets. Therei ers pay good prices for young goslingi 5 their early eggs will be more fertileg
------are cows that pay some profit over1 that are marketed early in the summei than those of any other large breed
We are aware that there is a great
their keep, but not much, while others; if they are large, plump, and nicel] r They are steady, docile, and grea t deal of enthusiasm aroused regarding
are very profitable. Dairymen will get. dressed. Those that are white skinnec L feeders. Goslings grow faster up tc3 the poultry industry, and we are rerid of those that do not pay, just as and have yellow bills and legs are giv ■ the time they should be marketed, anc1 joiced at it, for we have been striving
soon as they find it out, but some en the preference. The weights re ■ are easily fattened. Many more large5 to awaken an Interest in it for a long
never know. Those that they find pay quired vary with different markets > goslings will be secured early that1 time, and we know that the interest
but little are also for sale at moderate Boston usually wants them to weigh 1 from the other varieties. If you have3 is a healthy one, and that the flocks
prices, but their most profitable cows 8 to 12 lbs. each, and does not wanl '• ten females each, of Africans, Emb-- are to be increased and new ones esand calves from them are kept, and it them heavier, while New York take? ! dens, and Toulouse, with the proper' tablished, much to the benefit of farmrequires a tempting offer to cause them them as heavy as they can be had number of ganders on your place, andI ers, and other people of limited means.
to sell these. Up to date producers are provided they are plump and tender give them the same chance, you will1
While we expect so much good to
continually culling out and selling the The earlier such stock is furnished the ! have after the hatching season is over* result, we are perfectly well aware that
least profitable cows, and have speci higher the price they bring. As high many more African goslings thani there is a good deal of disappointment
mens, not pure bred, they would refuse as 28c per lb. is often given for the either Toulouse of Embden. Probablyr in store for those people who become
$55 and $60 for. Ask such a man if earliest sent to market in June. Each three times as many Africans will be! enthusiastic, from reading of the sucthere is money in keeping $25 cows, if week after the price drops one or twc secured as Embdens, and twice asi cesses of others, but who know noththey are the kind to insure the begin cents, until it gets down to 15c. or 16c., many as Toulouse. This has been our’ ing of the business by personal experi
ner’s success. One with his barn full and rarely goes lower up to the time experience. Of course there are excep ence, yet decide that they can manage
of $45 to $60 milk or butter cows will the last are marketed about Christ tions to all rules. African goslings ares a matter of that kind without difficulty
make more money with no greater :mas. The most money is to be made on more salable dressed than any except'• and so construct buildings, buy incu
those marketed early or fairly early. the Embden, and as they get in ahead bators and brooders, fixtures, birds and
labor or proportionate cost for food.
There is just as much difference in The very first may cost the most to bring as much or more per pound. eggs, and never have a thought that
geese. There are the desirable and the ;grow.
Their drawback is their dark bill and they are liable to meet obstacles and
undesirable breeds; the inferior strains To gain the required weights, large dak gray instead of white plumage. disasters that will defeat and discour
and the superior strains of each breed. breeds that grow large and plump Taken alone or bred pure they are the age them. Many do not despise the
The poor layers and great layers. The <quickly and fatten readily must be most profitable of all breeds.
advice that every practical poultryman
stocky, vigorous, docile birds that iused. They must lay fertile eggs early The best early product, however, is will give, to go slow, begin small, and
make no fuss and grow rapidly and to iin the season. If possible, goslings without question secured by mating after learning the business, extend it,
great weight, and the small screaming fshould have yellow bills and legs, and Embden ganders with African geese, and so are saved the losses that are
nervous kind that run all their flesh 1the w’hite plumage that accompanies a and African ganders with Embden almost sure to come from lack of prac
off. never get fat. and keep everything iwhite skin.
Embden gander mated to tical knowledge.
To produce such, the raiser of gos geese. An
near them in a stew or panic. There
This morning a young man from a
geese will be attentive earlier
are breeds that pick hard and look 1lings has but five pure breeds to select African
in the season, and will mate with more village a few miles away, came to see
badly dressed and are almost unsalable ffrom. The Africans, Embdens, Tou geese than if of his own kind, and the us, and our plant and birds. He was
and the White and Brown China African females will lay fertile eggs a bright young fellow, full of life and
in the market, while other breeds com- louse,
1
The latter two are small, early. The goslings will come mostly enthusiasm, and as we went about he
mand the highest price in market varieties.
i
whether sold alive or dressed.
rnervous and noisy by nature, and are white, and grow larger and faster and told us that he bought an incubator
least able to withstand cold or plumper than those from either breed and brooder, and had a fine hatch, but
Of all mistakes that are made, the the
t
They are timid, excitable, and
buyer of inferior geese because they heat.
1
pure. An African gander mated of over a hundred chicks brought out,
to fatten, also hard to pluck, but mated
are cheap, makes the worst. The re- hard
t
to
Embden
geese will insure more of he had but eight left. He had met his
they
are
the
earliest
and
most
prolific
suits may or may not be so poor as t
the
Embden
early eggs being fertile, first snub in the work; all before had
layers
and
producers
of
all.
Their
to drive him out of the business, but 1
and
will
mate
with more geese than a been anticipation of the success that
pure
bred
goslings
are
the
I$ast
favor

returns will be so much less, labor and j
gander
of
their
own sort. As they lay seemd within his easy reach. Having
ed
by
fatteners
and
marketmen
of
all
cost considered, than from the best e
fewer
eggs,
fewer
goslings will be se- encountered difficulty he realized the
varieties.
They
dislike
the
White
stock. Only by comparing the returns
than from the opposite cross; but necessity of more knowledge than he
can one begin to realize the difference. (China variety especially, and never cred
are generally the possessed and started out In pursuit
For authentic examples of the differ- 1buy them willingly. Except for cross what are secured
These come mostly white, of it. And he will learn. It will take
ence in product between good and poor iing with the large varieties neither the plumpest.
grow faster and larger, and excel time, and more failures, but if he
stock, also of the profits sometimes AWhite or Brown Chinese geese are of either
don’t make greater expenditures, until
kind bred pure.
any
value
in
market
production.
made on good geese, see article, a
he knows what to do, he will come out
Still
earlier
goslings
and
more
of
Toulouse
geese
are
very
large,
docile,
“Money in Geese,” March 1st Farmthem usually can be secured by using all right.
and
great
layers
for
so
large
a
breed,
Poultry.
a
There are lots of stories floating
Brown or White China geese in the
Boston and New York poultry deal- I:but they are slow to mate; ganders place
of the Aficans for crossing, but about the country, of how fortunes are
they will not grow as large, thrive as made by keeping poultry, that are
well, or fatten as easily if they have written by persons who have as little
the China blood. Embden males mat brains as conscience, and the worst
ed to Toulouse females will produce part of the matter is that the story
very many goslings that will be most serves to fill somebody with false
ly white, and grow largest of all white ideas, and arouses anticipations that
goslings by Christmas, but none will they will never realize.
One of the latest of these comes
be very early, and they will not get
plump and heavy readily during the from New Jersey where it is claimed
summer. Toulouse males with Emb that a party of capitalists have bought
den females will produce goslings part a farm of three hundred and fifty
ly or mostly white, but not as many acres, and before they have driven a
or as large. African males mated to nail, they proclaim the results that
Toulouse females will produce many are to come. The manager estimates
large strong goslings that will grow to the expense of this mammoth plant to
be the largest and heaviest of all by be $266,000 and says that “150,000 lay
Christmas, but will not have the white ing hens will be kept, ready for a daily
or nearly white plumage that is sought lay of 80,000 to 100,000 eggs.” Several
after. Always buy and use pure breds patents are to be used, first of which
on either side. If you raise crosses is a trap in which to catch the lice,
never keep them to breed from, but and next, “to make the feeding cheap
kill them for market. Pure bred gan and easy, an electric food scatterer has
ders may be mated to common mixed been invented. The attendant places
geese, and are much better than mixed the feed in it, and upon the pressure
ganders, but goslings grow so much of a button at the central station, the
larger and thrive so much better if food is scattered simultaneously in all
from pure breds on each side that any sections, evenly over the surface of
other course simply wastes labor and the reservation.” Great Caesar! How
that machine must scatter feed.
time.
A good plan to follow to secure But the greatest claim of all in favor
suitable stock at slight cost is to buy of this gigantic plant is that the hun
a pair or trio of the best Africans, and dred and fifty thousand hens are to lay
TOULOUSE GEESE.
another of best Embdens, and breed an average of two hundred eggs apiece
eaclj pure. Of the pure bred goslings each year. The manager said “Twq
By Courtesy of Farm-Poultry.
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SOME POULTRY FANCIERS.

FOR SALE.
Trio Brown Leghorns, year old, well
bred. $3.00; trio Black Breasted Games
$1.00. All in good shape. Will ex
change for young bull dog. F. L.
MUZZEY, Pittsfield, N. H.
24

Mr. H. C. Gilbert of Kingfleld, who
haB been running an ad in this paper,
has some very fine Silver Wyandottes,
as will be conceded when it is known
that his stock came from the yards of
FOR SALE—My flock of 16 head of
that well known breeder, J. C. Jodrey,
Registered Lincoln sheep, headed by as
Danvers, Mass.
Mr. Gilbert bought a cockerel and good a ram as was ever imported.
two pullets of Mr. Jodrey and paid These are a choice lot. FERNWOOD
24
the price for good birds—and he got FARM. Melrose, N. Y.
them. He has several cockerels that BARliED, WHITE AND BUFF P.
are nice in markings and of good size. ROCKS, S. L. Wyandottes, Light
He also has some pullets that are ex Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Cornish In
tra good. Of course not every one is
a show bird, that is not expected, but dian Games, Black Langshans, W. C.
fully half would do credit to anybody’s Black Polish, White, Buff and Brown
Leghorns for sale cheap. Also fine
pens.
G. B. Jacobs has been a fancier of Scotch Collie puppies. 2 fine fctnales 5
Barred Plymouth Rocks for many months, at $3.50 each and I female 6
years. He does not keep a great num months old for $6.00, and male and fe
ber of fowls,-but culls closely, sells male 6 weeks old from 3 to 4 dollars.
eggs for hatching, and his surplus J. L, FAUST, Mercersburg, Pa. 19-22
cockerels go to breeders’in his locality.
Mr. Jacobs is trying to combine the TOULOUSE GEESE, old and
fancy with the utility, and is succeed young, for breeders; also Scotch Col
ing well. His pens are headed by a lie dogs (trained.) Prices reasonable.
cock purchased of Bradley Bros. He B. E. DAVIS. Bethel. Vt.
i9-22
breeds a cock to his pullets for one
year and then buys another. He is
FOR SALE.
breeding well to size and color, and Silver Wyandotte cockerels bred
maintaining the true Plymouth Rock
from stock purchased by me of J. C.
shape.
Mrs. Jacobs has some very nice Jodrey, Danvers, Mass., direct from
Rhode Island Reds which are now his prize winners. Large size, proper
laying and the eggs are a rich brown. Wyandotte shape and correct mark
I have yet to see any better lot of this ings. H. C. GILBERT, Kingfleld, Me.
21tf
breed anywhere In a breeder’s pens.
----- ------------------------------------ 7—---hundred eggs per year, per fowl, was business will not run by machinery^ Mr. M. Stevens of Stroud water is one HOW
TO
HAVE
HEALTHY
alojne. The person who succeeds with of the old time fanciers who still keeps
not a high average/
*
CHICKS the year round. Receipt for
Such stufT as that is printed in the poultry must live with them, and know a good lot of birds of several breeds. 10c. Address, H. F. LINDERMAN,
papers that are trying to keep up with them, in order for them to do good He has about 30 nice Light Brahmas, Haysville, Pa.
21-28
good size and shape. Some forty R. I.
the procession of advanced newspaper work.
enterprise, and the person reading it Meanwhile the poultryman who is Red pullets just about beginning to F. A. DOE, Weeks Mills, Maine, has
believes it all to be true and straight already established in business need lay. Some good Barred Plymouth some fine full bloded Black Lang
way starts out to engage in the new not worry about being crowded out by Rock stock, and a good lot of White shans and Buff Plymouth Rock Cock
Plymouth Rocks. His hen house is erels for sale. Price $1.00.
work, that is to make such wonderful this great New Jersey concern.
21-23
returns for the labor and investment We no doubt are to have many great, over 100 feet long and he is talking
of
building
another
next
spring.
Mr.
as
well
as
small
poultry
enterprises
STOCK FOR SALE.
involved.
We do not want to dampen the cour established, and successfully operated, Stevens also grows strawberries and Barred Plymouth Rocks, heavy lay
raspberries
on
his
farm.
but
they
will
be
managed
by
shrewd
age or enthusiasm of any one, but we
ing. brown egg stock. White Wyando want to warn every person that the common sense men, who will not re C. H. Libby. Stroudwater. is a young dottee, very white, rich yellow legs,
profits are not extravagant, and the veal the results of their business be breeder who has started with a pen of brown eggs. R. C. Brown Leghorns,
fore they establish it, and they will not White Wyandottes. They cost him beet in the State. Fine, healthy cock
care to make themselves laughing good money, but are of the right kind. erels, hens and pullets for sale at fair
FOR SALE.
A few choice game cockerels. Bred stock by rolling the words “two hun The cockerel is an extra nice large prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.
exclusively for the pit.
Guaranteed dred eggs the average” off their bird and has the comb and shape of
J. W. LOWELL, Gardiner, Me.
to stand steel to the death. $1.25 each. tongues until they have secured them typical Wyandottes. This stock came 41-40
from a New York breeder.
GEORGE E. ROBINSON, Hermon by years of actual work.
A. S. Lewis of Woodfords is keeping
Pond, Me.
24
EXPERIENCE OF AN AMATEUR 725 W”hite Wyandottes, nearly all of
H. C. THOMAS,
them pullets. These were of Hawkins WASH. HEALD,
WITH CHICKENS.
HAWKIN’S Barred Rocks, Dusand Duston strain originally, and have
*ton’s White Wyandottes. I have a lim
No. Buckfieli, Me.
Sumner, Me.
ited number of birds from the best Mr. Editor.—Seeing so many fine ar been mated with male'birds from W.
—BREEDERS OF—
eggs of 1900 matings of these noted ticles on poultry raising in your valu E. Mack and Rush Vaughan, WoodSome of the largest and richest col
breeders for sale. Prices reasonable. able paper, I wish to tell you the good stock. Vt., during the past two years.
birds are of good size and he has ored Game Fowls in this country.
Write me. G. D. ELMER, Erving, luck Mrs. Leonard had the past sea aThe
number of fine cockerels. The poul The old reliable English Black Breast
son raising chickens.
Mass.
19-24
While on a business trip last April try house Is of good size and well ar ed Reds, also Japs and several fine
ELMSIDE FRUIT AND POUL I stopped for the night with my friend ranged. Mr. Lewis will be with us as crosses. All birds are guaranteed as
G. M. H.
represented or money refunded. Large
TRY FARM, Montour Falls, N. Y. Charles B. Dore of Hermon Corner. He an advertiser in 1901.
early stags and pullets at reasonable
Established 1869. Thoroughly reli was much interested In poultry and
prices, also a few fine cocks fir sale.
able stock to select from. Write for showed me a Cyphers Incubator he
Letters to either will receive prompt
prices- Eggs in season.
19-24 had just purchased. I became inter
ested and ordered a 360 egg capacity.
attention.
17-22
my arrival home I told Mrs. Leon
Here is Your Chance. On
ard we would try and raise a few
PIT GAMES—Eggs for hatching a
kTo get one of my pure bred White chickens for our own use.
specialty, at $2 per sitting of 13; three
Plymouth Rock Cockerels, to improve We hatched May 6. 200 chickens
sittings $5. Young stock until Janu
360 eggs; June 3, 215 chickenc
ary at $3 to $5 per trio and $10 to $15
your egg yield for only $2.50. Only from
from 360 eggs; June 27, 227 chickens
per dozen, according to size. Varieties:
ten left. If you want one write at from 360 eggs, making a total of 642
Henny. War Horse. Spangles, Gee
once. V. H. MUTTY, So. Brewer, Me. chickens; raised up 500 good healthy
Doms, Shawlneck, Grist Grady and
13-25.
LIGHT BRAHMAS.
chickens.
Blue Whistlers. Send for descriptive
We
had
no
hen
house,
but
used
three
FOR SALE.
I do not claim that my Brahmas are circular. Address, C. M. MAHONE,
good
brooders.
Of
course
if
we
had
a
I have fifty S. C. White Leghorns for
the “finest in the world.” I do claim, Hazelhurst, Georgia.
19-24
sale. Cockerels and pullets. Pure good house to keep them in the per however, that they are among the best
cent
raised
would
have
been
larger.
I
white and good size. I took first, sec
to be found in the State of Maine. TRIOS of Silver, Golden and Buff
ond and third money at all the poul have now built a fine hen house 12x40 They are bred from ancestors that Wyandottes, $5.00 trio. Pen White
feet
and
shall
try
again
next
year.
try shows this fall. My birds are all
have laid from 195 to 205 eggs In one
I wish to say that Mrs. Leonard had year, and that have won prizes in the Plymouth Rocks and Black Javas, $7.
standard bred. Write for prices and
the
entire
charge
of
the
raising
of
I will please you. Address CHAS. L.
great Boston and New York shows. Stock for sale in each. Standard va
WORTHLEY, South Norridgewock, these chicks as I was awav most of the They have beautiful hackles, fine shape, riety of Ducks and Geese. Prices low.
time.
F.
H.
LEONARD,
Me.
22-23
and heavy leg and toe feathering.
WOOD & FREEMAN,
Robin Hood Park.
breed true to one type.
Box 2, Fitchburg, Mass.
Bar Harbor, Me. They
THE SEASON is at hand to use our
A few cockerels and pullets for sale. 20tf
STEAMED MEAT. Set the pullets to
BARRED P. ROCKS.
laying before the severe cold weather THE PRODUCE OF FIVE HENS IN
GOLDTHWAITE’S
comes on. Feed the steamed meat.
My Barred Rocks are bred from sci
A YEAR.
Chapest meat food on earth for fowls.
entific matings for cockerels and pul Contino-»tal
Send for our catalogue with testimon Mrs. Elizabeth Torrence of Holden lets, and their breeding shows in their
ials from parties who have used it has five White Wyandotte hens that fine shape and plumage. I have a few Poultry
year after year. Address C. A. BART were hatched the second week in May, cockerels for sale. State whether pul
Food
LETT, Worcester, Mass.
21tf
1899. They commenced laying Novem let breeders or cockerel breeders are
1 balanced ration, composed of six kind*
ber first and during the year from desired.
Meal.
1200 CHOICE BRED POULTRY. November first, 1899, to Nov. first. 1900
An exchange of stock will be made •f grain. Meat and
All varieties. Pigeons and Belgian thet laid eggs that sold in Lynn, Mass., for a 100-egg Cyphers Incubator, if in 'RICE 11.60 PER HUNDRED LBS.
Hares for sale. All birds described in at from twenty to thirty-five cents per good condition.
GREEN CUT BEEF BONE.
Natural Colored, Descriptive 60 Page dozen and yielded twenty-one dollars
WEBB DONNELL.
Book, and mailed for 10c. J. A. BER and fifty cents.
24tf Kent’s Hill, Kennebec Co., Me. Price 2^2 eta. per lb., lota of 100 lbs,
GEY,, Telford, Pa.
19-22
Irnin and Poultry Supplies of all kinds.
This is a great income whpn we cdnsider that the eggs were sold as food EVERGREEN POULTRY YARDS. Samples
PULLETS”WANTED.
and not for breding. Four dollars and
Pure bred Rose Comb White Leg
® H DOBL® & CO..
I want to buy 100 White or Brown thirtv cents for the eggs laid by each horns. The matings of my pens of 1900
Leghorn Pullets. Please state price hen. when sold at normal prices Is have proved a success, and I have now
WEST QUINCY. MASS.
per pound live weigh, also about what great business.
some of the finest birds I have ever
they will weigh each. I also want 100 One of the hens set and hatched chick raised. Bred for winter layers. Stock 100 RHODE ISLAND RED Cocker
full blood Plymouth Rock Pullets. ens. We have the promise of the num from James Forsyth’s and Chas. Gan- els. Standard bred. Also Pit Games
They must be choice. Address, POUL ber of eggs produced; when we learn naerdlnger’s vards.
None better. that don’t know <}efeat. Prices reas
TRYMAN, Care Turf. Farm & Home, that we will publish It with reference Write me. LIZZIE O. PAGE, Co-Inna, onable. C. S. COBURN, Warren, Me.
23-29
to this.
Me.
23-35
Waterville, Me.
I9tf
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MOVEMENT OF CATTLE AT TJIE 1020 lbs, 2$c; 1 beef cow, weighing 960
lbs. 3c; 1 beef cow, weighing 1050 lbs,
CENTRES.
2Jc; I beef cow, weighing 980 lbs, 2Jc.
Milch Cows and Springers—Specu
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle
lators bought some of the best cows
Cleaned Up Well at Brighton.
Brighton. Dec. 4—Amount of live as they were unloaded from the cars,
stock on the market: Cattle 2187, sheep pitying from $50@55 each, but the bulk
and lambs 388. swine 353, veal calves of the arrivals were sent to Brighton.
Drovers are looking for a good demand
(183. horses 21, poultry 300 lbs.
tomorrow, owing to the scarcity of
sources <>t supply outlie SAL He CVB milk.
Western slates,
1,M|I
396
Veal Calves—The market did not
MaBHivthusetts,
210
27
<9
04
Maine,
-I
4
M7 show much change from previous re
New Ilumpshll'O,
154
2:1
»2 ports. There was practically no com
Vermont,
47
petition among buyers, and prices were
. otals,
2,187
353 683 about the same as last week, but the
Previous week, «,«!« I.W
375 304 general tone of the market was strong
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle— er. Sales: 6 calves, average 100 lbs.
The eupply was not very large, and Cgc; 6 calveB, average 126 lbs, 55tc; 105
udder a steady demand the market calves, average 139 lbs. 5Jc.
Sheep and Lambs—-The few small
ruled stronger.. All classes of cattle
seemed to be needed, and as there was lots offered were taken by butchers be
not an oversupply of either good or cause the prices were low. Drovers
very poor cattle the market was well say they consider themselves fortun
cleaned up. A few head remained in ate to get the cost price for what
ill-overs’ hands at :i late hour because stock they are bringing forward. With
they were asking more than the cattle colder weather prices will likely ad
were worth, but the Indications were vance, but while the mild weather con
that they would come to the buyers’ tinues and the supply from the West
Ideas before the close of the day. continues heavy, prices will continue
Sales: 3 bulls, average 1160 lbs, 3Jc; low. Stiles; 33 sheep anil lambs, aver
1 bull, weighing 1210 lbs. 31c; 1 bull, age 79 lbs, 31c; 36 lambs, average 70
weighing 1240 lbs. $4.40 cwt; 1 steer, lbs, 3Jc; 34 lambs, average 65 lbs, 4c.
Western Beef Cattle— The shippers
weighing 1870 lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, average
1325 lbs, 5ic; 2 cattle, average 1235 lbs. who feed at these yards are getting all
5$c; 2 cuttle, average 1995 lbs, 4Jc; 3 their cattie from Chicago. Salesmen
cattle, average 1512 ibs, 5Jc; 2 cattle, in England strongly advise shippers
average 1620 lbs, $4.80 cwt; 2 beef not to ship anything except the very
cows, average 705 lbs, $2.35 cwt; 1 beef best cattle—cattle suitable for the
cow, weighing 960 lbs, 2?c; 4 beef Christmas trade. The buyers who have
cows, averuge 932 lbs, 2Jc; 4 beef cows, been in Canada report that there are
no cuttle left there suitable for the
average 1085 lbs, 3c.
Milch Cows and Springers—There English Christmas trade, and for some
was a much better demand for cows weeks at least shippers will depend on
than usual. Speculators and milkmen the Chicago market for their supplies.
seemed to want good milkers and paid Exporters bought 4989 cattle in Chica
high prices for the best offering. The go last week, as compared with 5200
supply was moderate, and a brisk trade for the previous week and 2328 for the
at good prices is anticipated tomorrow. corresponding week last year.
Offers of $55 and $60 were repeatedly
refused today, drovers claiming that Calves Met with Readier Sale, but No
Change in Prices at Somerville.
they could not afford to sell them at
Somerville, Dec.—Amount of live
the prices offered and make a profit.
Veal Calves—The supply was larger stock on the market: Cattle 489, sheep
than a week ago, but the demand was and lambs 15,779, swine 14,131, veal
good and drovers found ready sales for calves 657.
all their offerings. While the demand • >urces ot supply . Cattle SSL Be Cvb
for veal in Boston Is not very brisk, Western States
14,090
butchers realize that the supply will MaHBaciiUBellB
20
20
53
Maine
26
200
38
gradually grow less and that colder New Hampshire
200
68
140
weather will stimulate the demand. Vermont
183 »326
131 420
They also say that it is advisable for New York,
3,win
Canada,
11,434
them to have a supply of veal on
■ I 1^
hand. Sales: 9 calves, average 167
Totals
489 15,779 14,131 657
lbs, 5Jc; 15 calves, average 110 lbs, 51c;
Previous week
341 14,060 16,305 513
26 calves, average 117 lbs. 5Jc; 14
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle—
calves, average 106 lbs, 5!fc; 29 calves, With
moderate receipts the market
average 111 lbs. 5Jc.
ruled steady. The demand was fairly
Sheep and Lambs—The demand con good
for all grades. Exporters bought
tinues slow, drovers finding it hard to the choicest
and small butchers
dispose of their offerings even at very took all thecattle
common and medium
low prices. The smaller butchers will grade cattle offered.
Sales: 2 beef
handle small lots if they can get them
average 1010 lbs, 3c; 2 cattle, av
low enough and drovers are left to the cows,
1314 lbs, 5Jc; 2 cattle, average
mercy of the large dealers, who gener erage
lbs, 4Jc; 2 beef cattle, average 970
ally buy at their own figures. Sales- 1270
Me.
40 sheep, average 51 lbs, 3c; 115 sheep lbs.
Milch Cows and Springers—All cows
and lambs, average 76 lbs. Sic; 96 arriving
today were sent to Brighton
lambs, average 63 Ibs. 41c; 70 sheep to be sold.
The arrivals were light,
and Iambs, average 64 Ibs. 4c.
drovers reporting a scarcity of good
Western Beef Cattle—Exporters are cows
though the country.
still sending all cattle forward that
Veal Calves—There was a good de
they can get space for. Notwithstand mand
for calves, but prices did not
ing the reported weakness of the Brit show any
Butchers were
ish markets it Is generally believd that l>articularly advance.
to buy choice
choice cattle will advance in price in calves, whichanxious
intend holding in
London and Liverpool during the next anticipation ofthey
better demand for
few weeks, hut the common to medi veal in Boston. aSales:
19 calves, aver
um grades will probably sell much age 134 lbs. 5?c; 12 calves,
average 111
lower.
lbs, 5Jc; 32 calves, average 127 lbs,
17 calves, average 119 lbs, 5fic.
Cow Drovers Expect Higher Prices at 5ijc;
Sheep and Lambs—The bulk of the
Watertown.
went direct to the slaughter
Watertown. Dec. 4- Amount of live arrivals
hardly enough being offered to
stock on the market: Cattle 1227, ers.
make a market. Sheep were quoted at
sheep and lambs 103. swine 11.621, veal 3c-and
lambs at 4Jc lb.
calves 119. horses 30, poultry 40o lbs.

Totals.
1,227
Previous week, 1,295

s fc 7, Ho

Cvs

70
33

10
II

107
12

l<>3
88

41.6-21
14,017

119
432

HOME.
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sonrcea ot supply
Western Mates. 1,190
Massac hnse’ts,
1:1
New fliHnpshli-e,
Hi
Vi-rsiont
14

AND

PENSIONS.

CIVIL WAR,
CUBAN WAR,____
PH1LLIPINE WAR.

IN
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GENERAL.

Quotations on the Leading Products in
Demand.
Boston, Dec. 4.—There is a steady
market for butter, and choice lots are
firm, with the market, as a whole, steady.
Best creamery, small lots and packages,
25025%c; northern fresh, round lots, 24’?
®25c; western, 24024%c; eastern, 240
24%c; firsts, 21@22c; imitations, 19020c;
jobbing, %®lc more.
The cheese market is quiet, with prices
steady and showing little change. New,
round lots, 11012c; old, U%013c; jobbing,
H’l 1c higher; Liverpool, 51s 6<1 for white,
and 52s 6d for Colored.
There is nothing new to note in the
egg market, prices being firm, with good
loti of eggs wanted. At marks, fresh
western, 274;28c; choice Michigan, 28®
30c; storage, 190>2Oc; eastern, 3O0):i5c;
nearby and fancy, 35®40c and up; job
bing, 101%c higher.
A Chicago dispatch says:
A corner
has been made on eggs. The price is
now 19 cents a dozen, and how high it
will go no one but the nun who are en
gineering the deal car. tell. The men are
Armour, Swift and other packers, and
dealers who control the corner ha ve al
ready made about $500,000, and their
profits have only begun.
Benns are firmer, and higher pi le -s
are asked on some varieties. Carload
lots, pea, $2.1.502.20; medium, $2,200 2.25:
yellow eyes, $2.45; red kidneys, $2,450
2.50; California small white, $3.250 3.35.

continue liberal, and, with a.11 indifferent
demand, prices are slightly lower than
a week ago, though the range of prices
during the week has been narrow. The
decrease in the visible wheat supply was
small and was.expected. Foreign mar
kets have been elasy. News from Ar
gentine has been less unfavorable than
hitherto, and the flour trade has been
dull.
Flour has been very quiet, with prices
easier late f-n the week, but not much
changed.
Here the market is quiet and
easy with the movement restricted. The
easy position of wheat has had its effect
upon the (lour market.
There is no change to note in cornmeal,
which is quiet and easy.. Datm-Aal is
steady.

There has been a sharp flurry in No
vember corn, owing to the corner at
Chicago. It is reported that the shorts
settled at 50c, and as soon as this was
reported prices on the November option
dropped to a nominal figure. Prices here
were easier.
Odta were steady, with only a fair de
mand. Prices are steady.
The most thorough and general rains
of the season have Callen over practically
th« whole country, and have been highly
beneficial to all autumn so-.vn crops.
The winter wheat crop has been favored
with seasonable weather from the time
of the breaking of the soil and seeding
to the present day, says the Cincinnati
Price Current.
Tlie mild Octoterr and
November weather has caused the plant
to advance further in growth than usual
The apple market is rather quiet, but at the beginning of winter, and is >
prices are steadily held. No. 1 Baldwins, garded in splendid condition to stand
$1.5002; greenings, $1.5002, kings, $2@3; severe winter weather.
snows, $2@3; Tolman sweets, $1.5002;
spies, $1.5002.50; mixed lots and No. 2, SPECIAL BOSTON BUTTER MAR
$101.50; above prices are for carload
KET.
lots; jobbing and fancy lots, 50c®'$l more.
Native grapes are about out of the
Our butter market has assumed a
market, though a few Catawbas are sell more healthy condition. While trade
ing in a wholesale way at 7012c, with has not been large the current receipts
jobbing prices 1®2c per basket higher.
were easily absorbed, together with
Cranberries are firmer and quoted at most of the accumulations of the past
$7.8009.50 per bbl; per ert, $2,500'3.
week or two.
Celery is a little firmer at $1.5001.75
Cold storage holdings were reduced
per doz.
Spinach is quoted at 60c per 7,054 packages wholly by our own mar
bu. Cauliflowers sell at $1.5002 per pkg, ket, the export trade ’amounting to
as to size and quality, lettuce is quoted little or nothing during November.
at 700 90c per doz heads. Radishes are Last year for the corresponding week
quoted at 4O0>.r<Oc per doz heads.
frozen goods were in very light de-

Potatoes are quiet at steady prices.
Aroostook Hebrons, 63065c; Green
mountains, et&VOc; York state and
northern whites, 55058c; Dakota reds,
58c; Virginia sweets, $1.2601.37%; Jersey
double heads, $2.
Native onions are firmer at $2.2502.50
per bbl; per bu, 85c: Spanish, $1.2501.50
per ert. Cabbages sell at $1 per bbl, and
at $60 7 per 100.
Savoy cabbages are
quoted at$1 per bbl.
Squashes arc unchanges at $25030 per
ton, as to variety. They job at $1,500
2 pel- 100 lbs. tile former price for west
ern IIubb.-iids.
Cucumbers are very
firm ait $1.50 per doz for No. 1 hothouse.
Tomatoes are scarce and higher. They
sell at 40@50c per lb for native hothouse.
A few Floridas sell at $3.5004 per ert.
Beets sell at 65c per bu bx; carrots,
50c per bu; parsnips, 75c perbu; yellow
turnips, $101.25 per bbl; white French,
$1.50 per bbl: white ilat. 50c, as to quality.
Mint jobs at 50c per doz; cress, 75c;
parsley, 500 75c per bu;
Brussels
sprouts, 150'2Oc per bx; artichokes, $1.25
per bu; egg plants, $1.5002 per ert.
String beans sell at $2.5003 per bu bskt.
Chestnuts are firm at $3®5 per bu. as
to quality and condition.
California
honey is quoted at 18020c per lb.

Prices are revised on pork quotations,
the market bmng quiet and easy.
There is a juiet tone to the market for
fresh beef, though prices are fairly
steady.
There is only a quiet demand for mut
tons and lambs, with prices steady.
Lambs, 508c; Brightons and fancy,
9c; yearlings, 60)8c; muttons, 6®8c; fancy
and Brightens. 609c; veals, 609c; fancy
Brightens, 10c.
Poultry continues in full supply, with
only a quiet demand.
Prices arc still
very low.
Western turkeys. 10013c;
fancy and northern, 14016c; fresh chick
ens, fancy, 16018c; ordinary, 12015c,
fresh fowls, 12014c; iced fowls, 10@lle;
Iced chickens, 10011c; ducks, 11014c.
There is a firm market for hay and
straw.
Feed is steady and shows but
little change. Hay, $16019; fancy and
jobbing, $19.50020; rye straw, $17020;
oat straw, $9010.

Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle—
The supply consisted of a few loads of
common beef cows. While the supply
was small, there were more offered I secure pensions promptly and
than the speculators present needed, surely, because I look after them
and some were driven to Brighton to -SHARP.
be sold. Sales: 1 beef cow. weighing
960 lbs, 3c and $1 off; 2 beef cows,
The wheat market has been dull the
I. S. BANGS,
average 820 lbs. 2ic; 1 beef cow, weigh
pant week, without any new feature of
WATERVILLE, ME. consequence in the situation; supplies
ing 810 lbs. 2Jc; 1 beef cow, weighing

mnad, as only 375 packages were used.
New York butter Is firm at 254 to
26; last week steady at 25. Chicago
steady at 24; last week steady at 23.
Elgin is the only market unchanged,
remains firm at 25.
Tubs.
Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra........ 25 to 254
Western. ...................................... 25
Maine, ......................................... 24
Dairy.—
Vt. extra............................. — in 23
firsts..................................... 17 to 21
Boxes.
Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra..................... 26
Maine, ......................................... 25
Dairy.—
Good to extra...................... 18 to 24
Prints.
•
Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra...................... 26
Maine............................................ 25
Dairy.—
Good to extra......................20 to 24
.1. HARVEY WHITE)
Dec. 4. 1900.

Pair Bay
Geldings
FOR SALE.
Will weigh about 2000. well matched,
good feet and legs, line heads and
necks, and all right either single or
double. Both of them tire good driv
ers. as well as workers, and are entire
ly fearless of all objects. The only out
about them is they are lliin in flesh,
but are In good healthy condition and
will gain fast if given an opportunity.
Reason for selling, owner has no use
for them. Will be sold at a bargain,
if called for now. Address

DR. A. E. SAWYER,
WATERVILLE, ME.
20tf
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DAIRY NOTES.
Henry Van Dreser says, “The siree
puts the udder on the calf.”
The color of the hair of the cow doess
not affect her capacity or the qualitys
of her milk or butter, although it does
affect her selling value, as it detractss
from or adds to her beauty. Solidd
colors and black points have no value..
Do not fatten the calf, but grow and1
develop it. Give linseed meal and oatss
and bran, but never corn meal. Givee
but a small grain ration while the cowv
is dry and let that be of ground oatss
and bran.
Vigor in the calf may be detected,,
by noticing the gait of the youngg
thing; the substance and fineness off
the skin. Avoid a hard stiff skin, no□
matter how thin it is. Hardness off
skin denotes lack of thrift, and thin-
ness denotes a slack constitution...
Activity and life indicate vigor.
Never allow calves to suckle.
Old bulls are better than young oness
if they have proved themselves good1
getters. Bulls should not be discardedi
if their get js good simply becausee
they are seven or eight years old.
Give the growing heifer all she willl
eat and digest of. muscle and bonee
making food. When she gets to milk-
ing feed her generously and when shee
is fully developed give her all she willl
eat and digest and keep in health. Thee
only way to get any profit out of aa
cow is to feed her more than she needss
to keep her alive. The more she eatss
the more profit she gives her owner.
The ration should not be in proportion to the weight of the animal simply, but according to her working capacity.
Animals that give a large flow ares
more susceptible to garget than light-
er milkers. The best remedy for garget is Poke root. Get it at the apothecary. It is not Indian Poke, thatt
grows in swampy land, but the true3
Poke, that fs grown on many farms ass
a cattle medicine. It grows as high as3
your shoulders if the land is rich, and1
bears red berries.
Give a spoonful of that which youi
get of the apothecary at a dose, and1
give two doses a day. It is the bestt
remedy I know of, but be careful thatt
the cows do not get cold, because thatt
tends to aggravate what we call gar.
get.
Garget is transmitted from mother'
to her calf by inheritance.
Do not raise calves from gargetyr

|

birth. It starts even with the world
and lias a chance to develop into a

good cow.

(WTrh ten for the Turf, Farm and Home.)

PRESENT STANDING AND FUTURE
'
PROSPECTS OF DAIRYING.
It is now about thirty years since
western dairymen began to send but
ter to eastern cities. It was thought
by eastern dairymen that lack of pure
water and want of ice in the southern
tier of upper Mississippi states, and the
difficulty of shipping butter long dis
tances would prevent western dairymen from competing with .eastern
dairymen. Their great advantage in
cheap hay and grain was readily seen.
But the energy and perseverance of the
western men have overcome all difficulties, and today all of the upper
Mississippi states send butter to east
ern markets of a quality so good that
it sells within one or two cents per
pound of good eastern butter. Cows
are multiplied until it would seem that
the markets must be flooded and prices
run ruinously low. Yet such is not the

case.

HOOD FARM CALTHARINE 143960. Later we will give the picture of Vol
This picture shows the young cow
Hood Farm Caltharine, with first calf
that is bred in the same lines as
Brown Bessie, the winner of the 90
and 30 days' World's Fair dairy tests.
It will be seen that she shows great
capacity for her age, yet she is not
coarse. Her back is straight, body is
deep, and she has a good neck, a fine
head, and small horns. Her udder is
large, being very full in back and run
ning high up, extends well forward, is
well rounded and her teats are of the
right length.
Besides being very beautiful to look
at, she is equally as good in the dairy,
as may be seen by her record made
with her' first calf. Hood Farm Cal
tharine was born Dec. 27, 1897. She
dropped a fine bull calf Dec. 3, 1890,
by Merry Maiden’s Son. She made up
a tremendously large udder for a heifer
not two years old. We tried her for a
weekly test from Jan. 16 to 23, inclu
sive.
She .gave 252 lbs. 6 oz. milk which
tested 16 lbs. 6 oz. butter. For the 14
days from Jan. 13 to 26, inclusive, she
gave 501 lbs. 15 oz. milk, which made
42 lbs. 3 oz. butter.
All the butter was salted one ounce
to the pound. During the test her
highest milk record in 24 hours was 37
lbs. 3 oz. and she was milked three
times a day. She was given what hay
and ensilage she would take and her
daily grain ration was 3J lbs. bran, 3
lbs. of corn meal, 2£ lbs. of ground
oats, 1J lbs. oil meal, and 1$ lbs. of
gluten meal. For 11 months she has
given 6,614 lbs. 3 oz. milk. Hood Farm
Caltharine is by Volco of Hood Farm,
a bull that is the nearest possible in
kin to the sire of Brown Bessie. He
was bred by Hood Farm for our own
use, so that we could unite this blood
with that of Combination and breed
stock in the same lines as Brown Bes

In no year of our history (excepting
a few about the close of the war when
butter was payed for with inflated cur
rency) has it sold so well and supply
and demand been so even as in the
past year.
The census of 1890 showed Iowa with
two cows to each inhabitant, 1,500,000
in all. Other states had nearly as
many, and butter shipped by trainload.
Yet it all found purchasers and was
consumed, so that the market was
rarely overstocked. In 1890 there were
16,000,000 cows in the United States,
one to four inhabitants. Several of
the states has about two cows to an
inhabitant. Maine has but one cow to
four and a half, and does not supply its
own people. John Gould told me he
found Ohio butter on the table of a
Houlton hotel.
Commercial butter usually runs from
15 cents to 25 cents per pound. Anything below 15 cents is not worthy of
attention, and any price above 25 cents
is the fancy of few consumers.
The fact that the price of butter has
risen for the last twenty years not
withstanding the enormous increase of
production, particularly in the west, is
certainly encouraging for the future of
the business. So long as there is remunerative labor for all, dairymen will
find a market for their products. And
cows.
Do not use a bull that came from aL so long as Maine does not make dairy
products enough to supply our own
gargety dam.
Every calf should be born with four• people there will be a good home mar
AGRICOLA.
good, well placed teats, and two ru-. ket.
- -•- ......... - ■■
dimentaries. She should also have)
four well developed teeth. These arej
You can find a ready market for
evidence that the calf is well born,, your stock by advertising in the Turf,
and has been well nourished before! Farm and Home.
sie.
It had already proved to be a suc
cessful nick. Hood Farm Caltharine
shows the wisdom of following out this
line of breeding. She is the first daugh
ter of Volco of Hood Farm to Come in
milk, and when a heifer makes the
record she did with first calf when less
than two years and one month old,
most people would say she would do.
Brown Bessie was by Volco, and Vol
co was by Solid Duke of Framingham,
out of Caltharine. We call attention
to this to show the close relationship
between Volco of Hood Farm and Vol
co. Volco of Hood Farm being out of
Caltharine, by John of Brondale. John
of Brondale was by Solid Duke of
Framingham, out of Bowery Girl.
Both Solid Duke of Framingham and
Bowery Girl are by Glue, a son of
Sweepstakes Duke.
The dam of Hood Farm Caltharine
is Minty 2d of Hood Farm. Test 15
lbs. 3J oz. in 7 days, 23 lbs. 12 oz. in
11 days with second calf. She is by
Mint, and her dam is Statue. Mint has
four daughters in the 14 lb. list, and
he is a 50 per cent. Combination.
Statue was a grand cow. She died
before being tested. A post mortem
examination showed that she had a
DAIRY BUILDING AT THE UNIVER except the hall, and is furnished power piece of baled wire through her heart.
and heat, by a ten horse power steam She is the dam of two in the list and
SITY OF MAINE.
boiler and a five horse power horizon is out of that grand old daughter of
tal engine. The work rooms for but Combination, Portrait, test 15 lbs. 2J
Our illustration shows the Dairy ter and cheese making, and milk and oz., the dam of two in the list and a
Building at the Agricultural College. cream testing occupy the lower floor, full sister of Dear Keepsake, test 25
It was erected nine years ago and cost, and recitation rooms the upper floor.
lbs. 3J oz. averaging 60 lbs. of milk
with its equipment, something over
It was erected and furnished, es per day for the test. Portrait’s dam
four thousand dollars. It has a fine pecially for dairy instruction purposes, was Duchess of Jefferson, test 18 lbs.
cement floor over the entire bottom, to which it is well adapted.
9 oz.,. and dam of three in the list.

co of Hood Farm, the sire of this re
markable young cow.
(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.)

HASTE IN JUDGING.
We have never had and probably
never shall have a dairy conference
from which there does not come more
or less dissatisfaction and fault-find
ing. Some of this fault-finding is
doubtless just, while most of it prob
ably has no real foundation. One of
the chief agents of this dissatisfaction,
in my estimation, is the haste with
which the work is done. As far as my
observation goes, the judging is done
all in one day, and probably it may
safely be said in half a day; while the
whole three days is none too long, and
all this time should be taken, even if
the patrons have to wait in the even
ing of the third day to get the result.
An eminent butter expert judge not
long ago, in the Turf, Farm and Home
used this language. “There were three
of us at Vermont this winter, and we
should have scored separately, but we
had to do it all in one afternoon, in
fact it is almost always the same way,
hurry, hurry, and it is all wrong.''
Yes, that is just what I say. It is al
ways this hurry, hurry, and the score
shows it, and it is all wrong. Work
done in a hurry is seldom if ever well
done. “Haste makes waste.”
The particular difficulty with our
butter which the score reveals is the
matter of flavor. Tills ingredient ap
peals directly to the taste. This is the
one tribunal before which it comes,
and this settles the case.
Why may we not say that the taste
of a man may get tired by constant
and overwork as well as any other
function of his body? What shall we
say of a taste that goes fresh and vig
orous to its work, say at eight o'clock
in the morning, and works without
the least intermision for four or five
hours, . having within that time sub
jected itself to about nine hundred and
ninety-nine different samples of but
ter? . Well I should say that the won
der is that by that time the taste
hasn't become sole leather and so in
capable of tasting at all.
All butter for a score has the right
to come to a tribunal which is vigor
ous and accurate, and no dairyman
should permit his butter to go to a
test which is tired and faint, and so
incapable of doing good work, however
honest the intention may be.
Let me, therefore,, be permitted to
hope that at our Dairy Conference
about to be the judge or judges may
be given time in which to do their
work. Let there be sufficient space
and intervals of rest and recuperation
given so that no sense of weariness
shall show itself in the score.
When I was more actively engaged
in the Board of Agriculture and at
tended all its dairy meetings, the most
careful, painstaking, conservative, and
if you please, honest, judge that I met
was Orrin Bent of Boston. I do not
say but others may have been just as
good, but none were so satisfactory to
me. And this is the man who used the
language which I have quoted above,
and it is worth quoting again. “It is
almost always the same way, hurry,
hurry, doing the work in half a day.”
Now if we cannot contrive some way
to overcome this let us forever after
hold our peace and never more com
plain of the score card.
W. H. VINTON.
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AN ENTERPRISING MAINE DAIRY likenesses of the choicest cows in the was offered for her at that time, by
POISONOUS PRESERVATIVES.
MAN.
Jersey Cattle Registry.
one of the most prominent Jersey
Josie of St. Lambert is a treasure. breeders in the world.
It gives us great pleasure this week She is a business cow and a beauty.
These two cows are owned by L. W. Kittens Killed by Milk Containing
to present views of the Allen Dairy She gives evidence in a hundred ways Dyer of Cumberland Centre, who is the
Boric Acid.
farm, located at Cumberland Centre, of her great powers of production, and able secretary of the Maine Dairymen’s

together with two of the herd of cows
to be found there. These cows are
pronounced by good judges to be equal
if not superior to any dairy animals
owned in Maine, hence we are particu
larly pleased to present to our readers
in this, our Dairy Number, two good

her quality.
Odolla is not only a producer, but
she is the handsomest cow in Maine.
She was the queen of cows at the State
Fair last September, and the vicinity
of her stall was constantly crowded
with admiring visitors. A large price

Association.

I Failure to breed, which
much loss to stock owners,
come by Hood Farm Non
Power advertised this week.

DAIRY ROOM OF L. W. DYER, ALLEN DAIRY FARM. CUMBERLAND

SECTIONS OF DAIRY ROOM OF L. W. DYER, ALLEN DAIRY
CUMBERLAND CTR.
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The London Lancet gives the fol
lowing account of some experiments
with milk preservatives: Five kittens
causes so were fed on milk containing 80 grains
is over of boric acid per gallon, equal to 1-7 of
Breeding 1-100. In four weeks all were dead.
Five kittens were fed on milk con
taining 40 grains per gallon. Two died
in the third week and the rest in the
fourth.
Five “control” kittens re
ceived pure milk. None died. The
diminution in weight jn the animals
receiving the boric acid milk was very
marked and brought into significant
relief by comparison with the increase
in weight of those fed on the normal
fluid. It was seen in a day or two that
the kittens treated with the boric milk
were losing appetite; Diarrhea, inact
ivity and depression followed, then
rapid emaciation and death. With
milk containing formalin similar re
sults were obtained.
Of five kittens treated with milk
containing one part formaldehyde in
50,000 of milk three died in five weeks.
The average increase in weight was
177.6 grams compared with 251.1
grams of four “control” kittens treat
ed with norma] milk. With milk con
taining 1-25,000 of formaldehyde an
other series showed an average gain
of 196.6 grams as against 325.7 grams
gain by kittens fed on normal milk.
Of a third lot treated with milk con
taining one part of formaldehyde in
12,500 of milk two died in the fourth
week. The average gain in weight
was only 96.4 grams against 312.5
grams with the “controls” fed on nor
mal milk. The younger the animals
were the more susceptible they ap
peared to the influence of the forma
lin. The experiments are only pre
liminary, but the fact cannot be de
nied that they have a very distinct
* bearing on a matter which is, literally,
of vital importance.
/

JOSIE OF ST. LAMBERT.
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same as of unimproved land in the
locality and as the average farm
VERTI same
ers property is mostly in improvement
and’personal property which cannot
be hidden, the result would be a re
Did it ever occur to you, Bro Farmer, duction
his taxes and an increase in
that the vertical area of your property those ofofthe
land speculation who Is
is more than the horizontal?
holding for a rise whether in
Hardly any one, unless he is owner simply
country. How long would a
of some kind of a mine, takes note of city or
hold a vacant city lot unimproved
any thing but the earth’s surface area man
if half the tax on his neighbors ten or
of his property, yet it is 4000 miles in twenty
a hundred thousand dollar
depth and the height is infinite. Of buildingorwere
transferred to it?
course for the last few miles of the
How long'would oil be 15 cents a
4000 in depth it has tapered down gallon
if the w.ells held idle to control
pretty small, and perhaps it is so small
price of oil were tax&d the same as
that it is not worth speaking of. I will the
that are worked?
not mention it again, anyway, On the those
Bro. Ellis in the Maine Farmer says
other hand, when we consider the up that
should be found to un
ward ‘extent of our holdings areas and covera asmeans
as possible for taxation
possibilities infinitely large and con the hiddenfarpersonal
property in city
tinually changing, spread out before
If personal property has got
us. The constantly diverging bound places.
I am sorry Bro. E. was not
aries. reaching where no account is to be taxed
to go to Augusta and help anmde of time or space, enclose perhaps elected
long so worthy an object, in fact I am
an infinite numb A’ of worlds.
anyway but he will remember
In his pride of ownership no wonder sorry
that the scheme was tried a few years
if his heart, like a piece of gum elastic, since
failed, and the representative
seems to stretch clear across his from his
voted against the
bosom. What a pity then, when a listing bill.district
Said it would drive capital
man’s property includes a particularly out of the state.
choice collection, even though he may We have found out something in re
not know it at the time, that he should gard
silos at Nevertheless Farm,
be obliged to relinquish it, because of duringto the
two years we have had
the motion of the earth. How like a one—it is the
best way for the boss
skeleton at the feast is the reflection to pack the corn
He did it
that when the books are finally bal this year and therehimself.
was practically no
anced and the last debt paid to nature, mouldy corn. Last year
did not do
he can add nothing to nor take any it and there was quite a heportion
of
thing
the great whple.
the corn spoiled. The result is dis
Leaving out of the reckoning the astrous
the corn is thrown in
limitation of man’s powers in the mat anyway when
trod without any regard
ter of taking his land with him, there to filling and
the low places.
is another difficulty in the way more
Now is a good time to deprive those
serious still. There is a fatal error in cattle
of their horns. Their loss will
the title; it lacks the signature of God. be your
They will cease to be
No matter how correctly the lawyer dangerousgain.
to such other or to you.
and the register of deeds may have Saw them close
the hair. They will
done their work, it will be found upon bleed some—all to
the way from a quart
tracing the title back that there will be for
younger ones down to a spoon
no record of any transfer from God to ful the
the older, but do not let that
any human being. It seems then, to deterforyou
from the work. “Without
be a truth in nature that all of the the shedding
of blood there is no re
earth is for all of the people, so that mission of sins.
It may not be ac
the land monopolists (and monopoly cording to nature” nor
Bro. Vinton but
of land is the basis of all monopoly) pay no attention to Bro.
Vinton and
is simply holding God’s bounty to all as for nature—she told me
the other
for his own private use. Sometimes day that she would not make any fuss
he makes it a waiting game, holding about it. Tlie best way for the calves
desirable land out of use for speculat is to doctor the horns with caustic
ive purposes, maybe a rise in price or
to control the price of some product of potash. JOHN QUINCY FERGUSON.
land and labor.
Look at the timber lands of Maine
PROGRAM.
which ought to belong to the State to
day, but which pay a merely nominal Annual Winter Meeting State Board
tax. In some cases the owners are
of Agriculture and Granite State
playing the waiting game and In
Dairymen’s Association at Lan
others combining a destructive lum
caster,*N. H., Dec. 4 and 5,
bering business with an exhaustive
1900.
agriculture to hasten the impoverish
Forenoon Session, 10.30 o’clock.
ment of the State. Why not tax these Invocation.
Rev. P. F. Marston.
lands each year an amount equal to Address of Welcome,
the annual increase in value? The
Hon. Chester B. Jordan.
owner does nothing to add to their Response and Introductory Address,
value which comes from the presence
Hon. Joseph B. Walker,
of the people and should be returned
President Board of Agriculture.
to them.
Address, “Fruit Culture for Northern
The editor of this paper has well
Latitudes,”
said'that a tax on improvements is to x
Hon. J. H. Hale, Connecticut.
discourage them, and why not quit it? Discussion.
If a farmer or any one else paints
Afternoon Session, 2 o’clock.
his house or builds a fence or sets out Address, “The Next Step in Agricltua shade tree or an apple tree or gets a
ral Education,” Dr. W. H. Jordan,
thorough bred bull or makes two
Director N. Y. Experiment Station.
blades of grass grow where only one Address, “Agricultural Education and
grew before he is treated as a criminal
the State,” Prof. C. W. Burkett,
and fined not only once but annualy Professor of Agriculture N. H. Agri
for the crime.
cultural College.
The farmer especially would be the Discussion.
gainer if all the taxes were raised on
Evening Session, 7.30 o’clock.
land values leaving improvements and Address, “A Forestry System for New
personal property as well free of tax.
Hampshire,” Hon. Gifford Pinchot,
The valuation of improved land for
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
purposes of taxation should be the Address, “Forestry,”
Hon. Geo. B. Chandler,
Manchester, N. H.
Discussion.
Wednesday, Dec. 5.
Forenoon Session, 10.30 o’clock.
Opening Address,
G. H. Wadleigh, Tilton,
Vice-Pres. Dairymen’s Association.
Address. “The Man and the Cow,”
Prof. G. M. Gowell, Orono, Me..
Professor of Animal Industry.
Agricultural College.
Discussion.
Report of Awards in Dairy Exhibit,
Mr. White, Boston, Mass.
Election of Officers.
Afternoon Session, 2 o’clock.
Address, “Sanitary Care of Milk and
Cream and Hints on Handling and
Marketing.”

HOME.
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FARMING

CONSIDERED
CALLY.

Are what you want to secure best
results and highest prices for your product,

WE HAVE THEM.

United
States
Cream
Separators,
Cooley Creamers,
Surprise Barrel Churns.
Eureka & Waters’ Workers,
Kinerson & Blanchard
Molds,
Goss & Blanchard Carriers,
Parchment Paper,
Butter Tubs and Boxes,
Cream Bottles,
W. &; R. Butter Color.
We make a specialty of printed parch
ment, of engraving molds to order, of but
ter carriers of any size wanted, and in fact
cater to the wants of all progressive dairy
men.
Let us know your needs. We will
supply the goods.

Our prices are right.
iLLtsTkATSD Prick List Sexi O.x Amjunoj

H. B. Gurler, DeKalb, Ill.
Address, “Regulating S^le of Imitation
Dairy Products,”

Hon. H. C. Adams, Madison, Wit.
Evening Session. 7.30 o’clock.
Address. “Influence of Rural Life on
the Young,”

Hon. Mason S. Stone, Montpelier, Vt.

A. L. & E. F. GOSS. GO.,
.

State Agfents.

LEWISTON, ME.

_________ TURF,
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STATE DAIRY CONFERENCE.

scale of points will be used: For but
flt- from cream separated by the Improved
ter, flavor, 50; grain, 25; color, 10;
L0; U. S. Separator or the Cooley Creamer
The Maine Board of Agriculture Iss salting, 10; general appearance, 5; totot- securing a score of 98 points or over,
holding a State Dairy Meeting in Cityy al, 100. For cheese, flavor, 45; texture
ire $5.00.
Hall, Augusta, this week.
and body, 30; color, 15; finish, 10; to- To parties securing a score of 96
There is a large and interestingg tai, 100. For cheese, flavor, 45; texture
ire points and under 98 points, $2.00.
exhibition of dairy appliances andd and body, 30; color, 15; finish, 10; totoWorcester Salt Company Special,
dairy products. Dairy machinery off tai, 100, And the prizes will be di vid
id- Special premiums offered by the
the most improved make will be infl ed among the exhibits in each class in Worcester Salt Company, New York
operation at different times duringg proportion to the number of points
its City.
both dayB of the meeting. The pro- they score above 90.
To the exhibitor of Creamery butgram will be as follows: Wednesday,, All packages of butter and cheese
1 securing highest score, If Worcester
-se ter
December 5, 7.30 P. M. Businesss must be entered and on exhibition at salt
<
is used, gold watch, value $25.
Meeting of the Board of Agriculture. the hall on or before 2 o’clock P. M.,
d., To the party securing second high
Thursday, Dec. 6, 9.30 A. M. Dairyf Thursday, December 6.
,est score, if Worcester salt is used,
Machinery in operation. 1015 A. M.
gold
watch, value $15.
Bottled
Milk
and
Cream.
j
Opening Exercises: Address of wel
ay To the exhibitor of dairy butter seV
For
best
and
most
attractive
display
come by Mayor Lane. Response by
be curing
highest score, if Worcester
’
John M. Winslow of Nobleboro. Pres of milk in bottles, total solids, to be
er salt
is used, gold watch, value $25.
determined
by
the
Quevene
lactometer
s
ident of the Board of Agriculture. 10e(j To the party securing second high30 A. M. “Our Dairy Work,” by Prof. and the Babcock test, to be considered
re est
score, if Worcester salt is used,
(
G. M. GoweH. Professor of Animal In as well as attractiveness of package, gold
watch, value $15.
I
first.
$5;
second,
$3;
third,
$2.
I
dustry at University of Maine., folliwed
Conditions.—Parties competing for
by a talk on “Utilizing the Waste Pro For best and most attractive display
lJe these premiums must certify that they
ducts of the Dairy/’ by J. A. Roberts5 of cream in bottles, total solids, to be 1have used Worcester salt exclusively
?
of Norway, member of the Board for’ determined by the Quevenne lactomed- in
i their butter for at least thirty days
Oxford County. 1.30 P. M. “The3 ter and the Babcock test, to be considkprevious
to the date of the meeting.
Formation and Work of the Massa-. ered. as well as attractiveness of pack- IWells & Richardson
Company Special.
chussets Dairy Bureau,” by Geo. M. age, first, $5; second, $3; third, $2.
To the exhibitor of creamery butter
Butter Displayed.
Whitaker of Boston. Acting Executive*
securing highest score on butter colelectrically arranged to aver
Officer. Discussion, opened by John W. For best and most attractive display sored with Wells & Richardson Com- perature
age 70 degrees. Many arrangements
c
True of New Gloucester, member of’ of butter, to be shown in any fancyV pany
’
s
Improved
Butter
Color,
a
solid
been entered into during th past
the Board for Cumberland County, and[ forms the exhibitors may choose, and 1gold medal suitably engraved with have
few days tending to the special is
* name of winner, etc.
Jas. L. Lowell ofAuburn, member of: not be scored for quality: First. $25;5’ the
suance of the various athletic events
the Board for Androscoggin County., second, $12.50; third, $7.50; fourth.$5.
r2 1 To the party securing second highest scheduled on the program. The pro
7.30 P. M. “The Next Step in Provid Ample refrigerator cases will be securc
score.
$5.00
in
cash.
,
ing Education for the Farmer,” by Dr., ed, and every facility afforded for plac- s To the exhibitor of dairy butter se gram for the bicycle season being the
most comprehensive ever given at an
W. H. Jordan, Director New York Ag Ing the exhibits advantageously.
curing
highest score on butter colored indoor meet in all New England. The
Premiums on Dressed Poultry.
cwith Wells
ricultural Experiment Station, Geneva,
&
Richardson
Companv
’
s
The name of each variety must be J'Improved Butter Color. $5 00 in cash. (management of the enterprise has
N. Y.
opened negotiations with all the lead
Friday, December 7. 10.30 A. M. given In all entries.
the nartv socuring second high- ing riders of the world and it is pro
“Some Recent Investigations on the Largest and best display of dressed estToscore,
$1.00
in
cash.
■
an international meet
Secretion of Milk,” by Chas. D. Woods, poultry by one exhibitor, first, $5; e
------------------- posed
(during tothehold
month of January, during
Director Maine Experiment Station, second, $3; third, $2.
v
MAINE
SPORTSMEN
’
S
SHOW
IN
,
which time the middle distance world’s
Orono. Discussion opened by Arthur Heaviest and best dressed turkey,
boston.----------------- championship
<
will be decided. These
N. Douglass, member of the Board for first. $2; second. $1; third, 76 cents.
t,
-----x 1events, in addition to the six day bi
Kennebec County. Afternoon and Heaviest and best dressed goose, first,
During
the
past
week
arrangements
<
cycle race which will be participated
• evening, program in charge of the $2; second, $1; third. 75 cents.
3t have
been practically perferted for the jin by all the riders who take part in
h
State Dairymen’s Association. A lec Heaviest and best dressed duck, first
opening
of
the
Maine
Sportsmen
s
Ex|
the New York six day race, these, to
o
ture will be given by Hon. H. C. Adams $2; second, $1; third, 75 cents.
which has its Initial presentaUon jgether with the motor cycle contests
h
of Madison. Wis., Dairy and Food Com Heaviest and best dressed capo.nn hibit
a Park Square Garden Thursday ;are features calculated to arouse the
missioner of Wisconsin, and there will first, $2; second, $1; third, 75 cents. at
s morning
at ten o’clock. The opening interest
j
of all lovers of matters sporty.
n
be addresses by Hon. Z. A. Gilbert of Best pair yellow meated chickens,
will take place during the
e
Greene, F. S. Adams of Bowdoin and first $2; second. $1; third. 75 cents. exercises
at wh-tch tlmp many men of
MEETING STATE GRANGE.
a
Prof. G. M. Gowell of the University Best pair white meated chickens, afternoon,
will be in attendance, joinP
of Maine. For the morning and after first, $2; second. $1; third. 75 cents. prominence
noon sessions on Friday, music will be Best pair fattened fowl, first, $2;!; iiIng in with the general program of ar- As has already been announced the
r;rangemeAts. In order for that occasion. 227th annual session of Maine State
furnished by the Falmouth Quartette. second. $1; third. 75 cents.
Powers of Maine and Gov.-elect Grange,
(
P. of H., will be held in City
G
Music for the evening sessions by the Best dozen brown eggs, form, sixee Gov.
of Maine have signified their in- 1Hall, Lewiston, commencing December
color considered, name of eachh Hill
F
Abnaki Quartette, Augusta. A cordial and
:
of being present, as has also 119. at 10 a. m. The railroads and ho
t.i
invitation to be present at the meeting variety to be given, first, $1; second,1, tention
nmany diernltaries of both the Massa- ttels give reduced rates. Headquarters
is extended to all. Questions are al 75 cents.
chnsetts State and Boston citv troverp- \will be at the DeWitt house. A com
ways in order, and it is hoped that Best dozen white eggs, conditionss cl
At the conclusion of the open- imittee of reception will be in attend
as for brown eggs, first, $1; sec-!- mbnts.
n
members of the Board and others in- same
i
75 cents.
nIng exercises the guests of honor will ?ance on arrival of trains to give In
terested in the work will participate ond.
<
of a game banquet, which will fformation needed. A reception will be
Heaviest dozen eggs, any color, first,t, partake
n
freely in the discussions.
$1;
second, 75 cents.
bbe nrenarpd under the personal super- ttendered the Patrons at City hall, Mon
Prizes.
■
of the enfdes, hunters and trap- cday evening. An address of welcome
v
All prizes open for competition to all Best dozen ducks’ eggs, first, $1;; vision
will be given by the Mayor, followed
75 cents.
ppprs from Maine.
citizens of Maine. No entry fees re- second.
’
Refrlerator cases will be furnishedd During the past few davg n band ot tby other Interesting exercises.
quired.
The Lewiston Board of Trade have
for
Dairy Butter.
1 the dressed poultry, and exhibitorss a hundred or more Indians connected
the Show have created consider- aarranged for patrons who wish to visit
confer a favor by writing In ad-- with
w
Dairy Butter to be made by the ex- will
1
the amount and kind of exhibitsS able excitement amoner the qnlet folk tthe principal points of interest in the
hibitor on the farm, exhibit to consist vance
1
will make.
oof Boston town bv appearing on the ccity and Auburn, including the bleachof one ten pound tub, to be judged they
1
cotton mills, shoe factories, palace
e
without distinguishing mark, the but All articles intended for this exhibi-- nnubile streets In all the glorv of their ery,
will go as freight for one chargee nnWiiresmie rpgalia. The s’frht of an sstore, college, and other places too nu
ter to be purchased by the Board at 22 tion
I
round trip, if freight charges aree Indian walking along Washington rmerous to mention. Penobscot Pomo
cents per pound, the Board paying all the
1
strPpf attired in ordinary clothing rna Grange will confer the fifth degree
express charges. $100.00: to be divided 1prepaid at time of shipment.
All goods should be sent, to B. W.r- would
w
attract h"t little attention, but iin full form.
among the exhibits In proportion to the
Augusta, and plainlymarked aa crowd of a dozen or mor« redsk’ns
The sixth degree will be conferred
number of points each scores above 90. MeKeen,
1
w
With
paint on their faces -»nd wearing con Wednesday evening. Full program
In addition to these pro rata premiums “For the Dairy Meeting.”
red blankets, and mingling with the tto be issued later.
there will be four prizes for the ex
SPECIAL PRIZES.
pj
crowds on the busy thorough fa res has
hibit scoring the highest; $10 to first,
gr
THE HIRED MAN.
$5.00 to second, $3.00 to third, $2.00 to
Goss Special.
g<PPprnl1v been c*>nse sufficient for a
fourth.
continued sensation during the entire
Special premiums offered by A.L. & cc
Creamery Butter.
] F. Goss Company, Lewiston, dealersS time
I have had some experience with the
of their presence on tbn
E.
tl
Creamery Butter, to be made by the in
j all kinds of dairy and creamery sup Tt was the original intention to open hhired hand that I do not care to re
exhibitor at creamery, exhibit to con- plies.
j
and State agents for the United1 the
tt Snortsmon^ Show on Thankcglv- ppeat. I hired a man who had a great
sist of one ten pound tub, to be judged <States Separators and Cooley Cream-- ir
and was no doubt
Inc- Dav. hnt the large THirn'hers of ex- recommendation
r
without distinguishing mark, the but- ers.
c
hlb<torq w^o have nnnlled for qnaco in vwell educated, but he knew too much
hi
ter to be purchased by the Board at To the party exhibiting butter made? wh
w ?ch to display their Individual pro- ffor me. He wanted to run the farm
22 cents per pound, the Board paying from
f
rn'idp it imno^s’ble to open on iin his own way and do the work ac
cream separated by the United1 duct<ons
d^
all express charges. $100.00; to be de- States
c
to his ideas, and I was com
cnhednlnd time. InpcnTHich
the d<f- cording
C
Cream Separator securing the3 cr
vlded among the exhibits In proportion highest
b
to pay him off. By a piece of
p
score, choice of a fine 112 piece• ferent concerns conld not be In rendi- pelled
to the number of points each scores a- decorated dinner set, or a Beckwith1 pncR on the original d^te of opening good
fortune I found another within
g
bove 90. *In addition to these pro rata jRound Oak heating stove.
The
T’ «rtrtl+1onnl time of one w»ek. how- ttwo hours who Is willing to work ac
premiums there will be four prizes for To the party securing next highestt
kns given nB concerned nnnortp- ccording to directions and do It cheer
the exhibits scoring the highest num- score,
B
He knows more about some
f
a one pound Kfnerson handI rltleq for the proper presentation of fully.
her of points; $10 to first, $5 to second, carved
c
than I do, and I am perfectly
butter mold, divided into Indi-- n]l
n] dl^nlnvs and exhibits on the newlv things
t
$3 to third, and $2 to fourth.
v
to let him use his knowledge
virtual
pats.
nT
nnnolnted date of opening and lodging willing
v
I have also
To the party exhibiting butter made3 frnm the element of roar and hustle to
t< the best advantage.
Cheese.
that It does not pay to keep
cream raised by the Cooley sub-- which
w
now exists In the old P*r> discovered
d
Dairy Cheese, plain, to be made on from
f
the farm by the exhibitor. $5.
nmerged can process securing the high-- dnnarc station where the show Is +o he aa hand who blindly does what you tell
Dairy Cheese, sage, to be made on eRt
e score, choice of an elegant, gold1 given 1t Is apparent that, evenvthlng hhim to and does not give a thought
the farm by the exhibitor, $5.
pplated, center draft lamp, and shade,• w
will b* In readiness when the hour of tito his work. I had one hand who told
me frankly that he did not know much
nr
arrives
n
Factory Cheese, plain, to be made in or
0 a number 3 Surprise barrel churn.• opening
war anxious to learn. When I
To the party securing the next high The garden n’O^Pr POW presents fl but
b
the factory by the exhibitor, $5.
to teach him I found how many
PCrne unrivalled for Its plcturesnue tried
tl
Factory Cheese, sage, to be made in eest score, a Universal Meat Chopper.
the man who has been bought
heautlec
The decorations the trees, things
tl
Conditions.
br
the factory by the exhibitor, $5.
un
U on a farm knows bv a sort of In
In awarding prizes the following
Parties competing for the above pre-. fhe
+h artificial rivulets most natural in stinctive
knrw1*rte* that a
the Indians, the s1
mlnniB
ehall own and regularly use the
■
n
never thinks of. Th’s hand con}d
miniature hHls the animal na”k. the man
H
United States Separator or Cooleyr ™
use any judgment about anything
Tn^lnn
and the thourends of not
U
Creamer, except creamery operators T"
The hired man Is wo*«h much oi
who are eligible and Invited to com-. fichnq mr*nlrevs. and birds a1! tend to Bathing
The-e H nn m’641* found,
rnnlre the present effort of th* Main* tt
pete If using the above systems. Ex-. m
and
the
geta a atood one
R
hibit must consist of not less than 5; <5npr
S’ ,+«,mep*s exhibit one of th* most should
hold to him as long as possible.
complete
a^d comprehensive of «nv si
pounds, preferably In printed form.
re
Vermont Farm Machine Companyr Rtmllar enterprise ever attempted. The mammoth train shed In which the garSpecial.
m
Special premiums offered by the Ver-. don
rt^ 1s located h*S been Oflu1«n*d w*th I
Soaflng
- - «• Is
nont Farm Machine Company, Bel-, st**m
stP<1
fordable as th* station hn<1d<wg. m
[ows Falls Vermont.
Brotbers.
, t
being preserved a normal tem* KUJtloora
i
To parties exhibiting butter made> there
th

Cows tarrcn 3 years
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HON. F. W. HILL.

HILLSIDE CREAMERY.
etc. It goes without saying that the
------creamery is a modern institution and
On this page will be found a good ls turning out a high class product,
illustration of the Hillside Creamery at which finds a market at Bar Harbor
Exeter, and a good portrait of the an^ Boston.
proprietor. Hon F. W. Hill, and of Mr.---------------------F. E. Jewett, the capable manager and Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.)
prize winning butter maker.
IMPROVEMENT IN DAIRYING.
This establishment under the skilful
------management of Messrs. Hill and Jewett The profitableness of dairying de
ltas proved one of the most successful pends very largely with the • average
creameries in the State. Since its es- farmer, upon his increasing the butter
tablishment, three years ago, its pat- capacity of his cows. It is a fact that
rons have been constantly on the in- a very large majority of farmers who
crease and the product of the factory depend on dairying in part or wholly
has probably won more prizes than for a living do not indulge in dairy
any other single creamery in the State, literature to any extent. They follow
When the many good creameries In on in the old paths of conducting their
Maine are recalled this is a record business, never thinking that times are
surely to be proud of.
changing gradually and that the busiThis commodious creamery was ness of dairying is subject to gradual
erected by Mr. Hill to furnish a mar- change and improvement the same as
ket for the milk product of the farm- other kinds of business.
ers of Exeter and vicinity. The main It seems most surprising that so
building is 35 by 60, and as seen in many of them indulge in political
the picture is one story and a half papers and never take any papers or
high. The upper story being used as read books that are calculated to let
a storage room for supplies. On the in a flood of light upon every phase
first floor the main room is 35x40, and of dairying. Yet we are glad to know
here Is located the most modern ma- that now and then one is reading
chinery for butter making. There are along dairy lines and gradually imtwo six hundred gallon milk tanks, a proving his condition.
five hundred gallon cream tank, a The greatest drawback in successful
monster separator with a capacity of dairying is perhaps the low quality of
3500 pounds of milk per hour, a tem- cows kept by most dairymen. A large
pering tank, a 450 gallon churn, a but- part of the cows kept by farmers are
ter worker, Babcock tester, scales, etc., grade cows of various breeds of cat-

F. E. JEWETT.

tie, bred with no eye to dairying and
many of them running their owners
in debt instead of paying them a profit.
Statistics prove conclusiveiy that you
can not expect profitable butter cows
from beef breeds as a rule, any more
than you can exepect valuable beef
cows from Jersey or Guernsey cows.
It is not advisable for the average
dairyman to dispose of his herd of
cows and buy thoroughbreds of rich
productive butter capacity at a large
cost, but rather to Improve his herd
by using a bull of some good dairy
breed of his choice, whose ancestry on
both the sire and dam’s side has shown
by actual test their value as butter
cows.
This is the only way to gradually
improve a herd of cows at a compara
tively small cost. Constant weeding
out of the poor ones and keeping the
heifer calves of the best cows and
breeding them to approved dairy bulls
of known value will gradually and
surely increase the value of any herd
of cows and bring in an increased
profit.
S.

AYRSHIRE MILK FARM.

Situated at Stroudwater is the above
named farm, the home of the fine
Ayreshire stock owned by J. P. Buckley, who furnishes the best of milk
for private customers in the city of
Portland.
Mr. Buckley is up to date in his
methods and neglects nothing of ap
parently ever so trivial nature to in
sure his patrons the purest milk and
cream.
A DeLaval separator is employed
and much liked. Two delivery wagons
are run to the city and a daily record
of the number of pounds of milk is
given eacli day.
The bull at he head of the herd is
Dan Emery, three years old. dark red,
with star, a finely shaped animal,
strong and vigorous. Mr. Buckley has
had him in his herd as long as he
cares to use him and will sell him when
the opportunity arrives. He is from
the producing herd of Geo. H. Yeaton.
Dover. N. H.. whose breeding farm.
Hickory Hill Farm, is at Rollinsford.
N. H. He is a registered animal and
famous dairy stock.
For the land’s sake use Bowker’s from
A cow six years old, Phronsie (12359)
Fertilizers. They enrich the earth.
red and white with the white predomi
nating. is one of the most shapely fe
males of this breed I have seen. She
is six years of age. As a four-year-old
is credited with 6872 lbs. of milk, test
ed 4.40 per cent, butter fat and made
353 lbs. of butter that year.
Mexic (11131), a nine-year-old cow.
red in color, as a seven-year-old gave
7330 lbs. of milk, tested 3.70 and made
326 lbs. of butter.
Mollie Meade (10661) gave 5843 lbs.,
tested 397, made 270 lbs. of butter.
These cows are all from the herd of
Mr. Yeaton. Then he has three cows
purchased of Herman Corbett of Farm
ington. which have made fine dairy
records. Rose T. 2d is one of the best
of those and Ruth Corbetta gave 48J
lbs. of milk in one day, and Ruth Cor
betta 2d is another good one. These
cows are red in color with little white.
Snow Girl, first at Maine State Fair,
1899. as a three-year-old, bred by A.
W. Hunt of Brunswick, and is owned
by Mr. Buckley. There are twentyfour head of cows now milk, and there
is enough of young stock to bring the
total up to 40 head. It Is a fine lot of
stock, in healthy, vigorous condition.
Mr. Buckley aims at the business cow,
and should get some fine stock from
the individuals he has selected as the
foundation of his herd.
E. M. Jacobs, Stroudwater, does quite
a business in buying and selling cows.
Although employed In a store during
the day he finds time to make an hon
est dollar outside. He keeps twelve
cows and sells the milk to customers
in Stroudwater.
G. M. H.
HILLSIDE CREAMERY, EXETER, MAINE.
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Improved United States Separator
GOLD MEDAL
AWARDED SOLELY ON ITS MERITS

AT PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.

The Highest Award to Any Separator
MANUFACTURED IN AMERICA.

.

The Only Separator Exhibited at Paris
Ill same style and finish as furnished to Dairymen.

Is Awarded Highest Place by Its Users
Read

what

some of them have to say of it:

Advises All to Buy the U. S. Separator.
Palmyra, Me., Oct. 28, 1900.
I wish to say after three years of everyday
use 1 find my U. S. Cream Separator in fine run
ning order, and have only paid out 45 cents for
repairs. 1 think the U- S. the best cream separat
or on the market today and wish to say to my
farmer friends and P. of H. brothers to try the
U. S. Separator.
C. L. HUBBARD,
Prop. Meadow Brook Dairy Farm.

No Separator Can Tuch the U. S.

in Etticiency.

Goldenridge, Me., Sept. 12, 1900.
The U. S. Cream Separator is all right in
every respect. There is no machine on the mar
ket that will even touch it. The new bowl flushes
perfectly with skimmilk and is as easy to clean as
ever. Everyone that gives them a trial is pleased
with them and one man told me lately that he was
just beginning to get a profit from his cows by
using a U. S. Separator.
Everything about the make up Of the machine
is first class, which is proved by the condition of
my No. 5 which has been running six years and
three months. It never loses a skimming twice
every day. 365 days in the year. I am skimming
r

now the milk of 19 cows and it is done just as
perfectly and the machine runs just as steady as
the day I started it. The repairs have not aver
aged over 50 cents per year.
T. B. BRADFORD, Prop. Maple Wood Farm.

Fifty Per Cent. Interest on His Investment by
Using the U. S.
Cumberland Center, Me-, Oct. 31, 1900.
1 have used the No. 7 U. S. Separator five
years and it works just as well as it did when it
was new. Anyone that keeps cows can get 50 per
cent, on his money by getting a U. S.
C. A. MERRELL.

Prefers the U. S. to All Others.
Cumberland Center, Me., Oct. 27, 1900.
We have been using our Improved U. S. Sep
arator three years and fail to see but what it does
as good work and runs as easy as when new. We
most certainly want a separator as long as we
keep cows and we want it to be the U. S.
F. B. BLANCHARD & SON.

The U. S. Never Gets Out of Repair. Best In
vestment Ever Made.
Bolster Mills, Maine, Oct. 29, 1900.
On January 13, 1896, I set up an Improved
U. S. Separator _ and I have always believed that
it was the best investment I ever made. It does
good work every time, skims clean, runs easy,
docs not wear out, and seems to improve with
age. I cannot say too much in praise, and believe
every man who keeps more than five cows should
have one. The best thing about the U. S. is that
it is never out of repair. I have never paid out a
cent for anything except oil and rubber rings.
GEO. H. GREENE.

More Than Paid for Itself First Year.
n
_ Unity, Me-, Sept. 3, -900,.
The No. 6 U. S. Separator 1 bought a yer
ago is giving excellent satisfaction- Running as
smooth and easy as it did the first day it was set
up. The only expense I have had for supplu •. ha
been for oil and three bowl rings at 15 cents each.
I consider that my machine has more than paid
for itself and would advise all farmers with three
cows or more to buy a U. S. Separator, for they
are all right.
G. S. COOK,
Proprietor Goldenrod Creamery.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND CATALOGUES, WRITE

Vermont Farm Machine Co.,
Bellows Falls, Vermont.

(Written for the Turf, Farm & Home.) the same family of plants, absorbs ni
trogen from the air and like clover is a
GROWING STOCK FODDERS.
renovating crop. It is not only a reno
vating crop, leaving the soil richer
At the institute meeting held at Fox from its growth upon it, but it is also
croft, Sec- McKeen followed by Prof. one of the most valuable crops grown
Supplying more
Gowell emphasized the importance of for stock feeding.
growing stock fodders of more vari largely than any crop raised by us that
eties and in larger quantities by the most necessary material in feeds, pro
farmers of Maine, and especially by tein. Because of this large per cent of
the dairy farmers.
The matter of protein, in which nearly all our home
stock fodders and grain growing as grown fodders, grains and roots are
presented by these gentlemen, who well largely deficient, peas for the farmer
may be regarded as practical experts in and especially the dairy farmer is one
questions pertaining to the farm, seem of the most valuable crops that can be
ed to be an unanswerable plea for the raised on the farm. With plenty of
necessity of Maine farmers to make oats and peas there is hardly a neces
greater effort to grow upon the farm sity for the addition of any other prov
to the fullest possible extent practica ender ration for any class of stock, it
ble all the fodders, and certainly to being of itself a balanced ration.
Farmers, how can we do better for
larger extent than at present the grain
feeds required in feeding their dairy ourselves than to grow more largely
cows and other stock. Of the several oats and peas and clover, not only be
fodder crops recommended as worthy cause of their value as stock feed but
of more attention, particular stress was for their value as soil enrichers?
The clover plant should be grown in
placed upon the corn crop to be stored
in the silo. The claim was made that frequent rotation, not only for its
corn,, if rightly managed and of the value as a feed but for its good work
best variety, the Sanford corn being in enriching the soil. The grasses as
recommended as the best grown for si the basis of Maine farming, growing
lages, would produce more stock feed spontaneously, clothing hillside and
per acre and at less cost than any crop valley in living green, was not neglect
ed by the speakers. The point made
suitable to our climate.
Another crop that ought to claim was that farmers have made too much
more attention as a stock fodder is the dependence upon grass and hay, and
oat plant, either hayed while in the have neglected other valuable forage
dough state or ripened and threshed crops.
This brief outline of the topics so
just as the needs of the farmer seemed
to require. The pea crop being one of ably treated at this institute answer for
the few crops rich in protein adapted a text upon which some additional
to our climate should be grown exten thoughts are presented.
The high
sively where it does well, either alone prices of Western provender, upon
or better in combination with the oat which the dairy farmers of late years
plant. Peas, like clover, belonging to have been so largely dependent in sup

or

A. L & E, F. Goss Co.,
Lewiston, Me., State Representatives.

plying provender for their dairy cows,
leads us to study the question of still
continuing the purchases
carefully.
Some of our leading farmers and dairy
men are being convinced that the time
has come when closest economy is de
manded in farm expenditures and in
farm management. Other means must
be used to keep up the producing ca
pacity of the farm and feeding their
stock in place of purchasing so largely
of western corn and other cattle feeds.
How to accomplish this result and
save at home the immense sums that
go out of the farmers' pockets in the
purchase of stock provenders and still
feed our animals a j well as now, de
mands and is receiving close attention.
Investigations in feeding cattle has de
termined the fact that the animal re
quires different food ingredients. Most
of the forage crops grown upon the
farm arc lacking in what arc termed
the proteins. Grass when in condition
to be made into hay is quite largely
deficient in protein. Corn, although so
valuable as a forage crop, likewise
wants in protein.
These two crops
which make up the large bulk of stock
fodders for winter feed, being deficient
in the protein, has seemed to compel
dairymen to purchase provenders like
cotton seed meal and the glutens to
balance up the ration.
Prof. Gowell states that clover hay
of itself contains a balanced ration.
The only difficulty was, the animal
could not cat and digest enough of it,
because of its bulk, to satisfy her
needs. The other available protein
products to which our soil and climate
are well adapted, oats and peas, when
fed in the straw are in the same line
with the clover, that is, too bulky. For

tunately. however, these crops may be
ripened, threshed and the grain fed in
a concentrated form. In this way they
can be used in connection with hay and
corn - forage _ and a balanced ration se
cured. So it- seems that the dairy
farmer may, if he will, grow upon his
own land all his stock requires and be
no longer dependent upon southern
cotton growers. Let us remember that
H. L. LELAND.

A Cure for Milk Fever.
The Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure
which is advertised in this paper is a
prompt and effective remedy for this
trouble which has done so much in
jury to the breeding industry. It is
not given through the mouth, and
therefore can be safely administered
after the cow becomes unconscious.
Experience has proved its value to the
stock owner who wishes to save his
best cows.
There are some fine orchards in
the town of Hebron, and following is
the apple yield this year from a few of
them. A. M. Bearce had 1,600 bushels
of apples. Marshall Brothers had 1,000
bushels of Baldwins and 500 bushels
of other varieties. O. P. Bearce had
1.400 bushels of Baldwins and 200
bushels of other varieties of winter
apples and 200 bushels of windfalls
and natural fruit which he utilizes by
feeding to his stock. 42 bushels of
Baldwins were picked from one tree.
About half of the apples grown in He
bron have been sold for from $1.00 to
$1.50 per barrel. Those who have not
sold are expecting much better prices
by January.
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Look After Your
Stock Now.

(Written fdr the Turf, Farm & Home.) creasing as the merits of the goods be
come better known. The cheese mak
DAIRYING IN MAINE.
er of Maine also hold a strong po
oh
sition, and one growing stronger each
Dairying is coming to be one of the; year. Their product is in demand at
greatest industries of the State, if it is. home and the surplus goes quickly in
not already at the head of them all. If the markets of the neighboring states.
The condensed milk business in a losit continues to grow as fast in the
near future as it has in recent years it cality convenient to the factories, is a
will head the list in a few years. From good business for farmers and dairyy-
is
my point of view the present outlook men, and their farms and buildings
is most flattering for this important: show marked improvement as the ree
branch of agriculture. The reason for suit. Their places look better and the
this condition of affairs is not hard to farmers more prosperous than formerr-
find. There is no part of the whole ly. Another good result is the keep
country better adapted to producing: ing of more cows, and this of itself
good butter than Maine, and the means increased prosperity.
The milkmen that, furnish milk for
Maine product is constantly on the in
crease, and in less than twenty years the villages and cities of our State are
Maine ought to be at he top of the as worthy of a place among the dairy
men of the State. His business is as
list.
Our creamery butter is also fast good and prosperous as that of any
'k
Just think
coming to the top, if it has not al branch of the business.
ready got there, and soon the big mar that it takes a single cow for every
■y
kets of the world will recognize the four or fiv’e families and the life of the
average
milkman
’
s
cow
is
only
about
it - WHAT MORRILL’S HORSE AND CATTLE FOOD WILL DO:
superiority of the Maine article, and
we shall not have to hunt a market, five years and you have some idea of
It prevents Indigestion, Coughs, Colds, Colic, Hide Bound; Re
but the markets will hunt for our the great demand constantly being
stores the Appetite; Improves the Wind; Makes the Coat Glossy
made
for
cows.
And
here
comes
an

products.
and Shed Nicely; Regulates the Bowels and _ Purifies the Blood;
Our private or farm dairies have fur other branch of this business, the raise-
and a Sure Cure for Worms.
ing
of
cows
to
fill
the
annual
de

nished a fine article that has found a
ready market, and the demand is in- mand. Here is surely a branch not too Directions: One half pint morning and night In their feed.
be thought lightly of. It is better thann
raising steers or beef for there is all- PRICE $1.00 PER BAG.
ways a good demand for good cows at
it
f
—MANUFACTURED BY—
remunerative prices. The making of
veal is another branch of the business
and an important one, too, in many lo
When You Can Consult the American calities
especially suited for it.
and European Specialists.
f
The Publishers of the Turf, Farm & Home will guarantee this Food to do
Still another branch is the raising of
y
all it promises, and much more.
cream. This business is of only
FREE. sweet
a few years’ standing, and is as imi-
Cure Guaranteed by
portant and as hopeful for the future
as any of the other branches mention
& CO. ed. Its growth, is simply phenomenal,
The greatest blood and nerve specialists. and the end is not yet in sight.
Neb., Oct. 25, 1894.
Gentlemen: I am very favorably ImForty years’ experience in all private
Now if the above is a conservative Dear Gothenburg,
Sire: Mr. w---- , aged 39, married pressed with Pill Vitality. I ordered them
diseases; also blood poisoning, primary, statement of the situation, and it is, over
two years, since having an attack of for a patient (a married lady), who seemsecondary and terltary, throat, mouth
paralysis on the left side, has suffered ed devoid of any sexual feeling whatever,
and head, painful swellings, bladder, why should not we dairymen look up complete impotence—I say complete ad- and to whom the duties and obligations
kidneys, pimples and blotches. Our in on the future with high hopes? I think visedly, as he has not experienced in all of wedded life were unpleasant. It gives
fallible treatment for nervous debility, we should, for 1 consider it the best that time a single sensation of manly me pleasure to inform you that two botvigor. But I must confess my great sur- tles of your Pill Vitality have materially
weakness of body and mind, VARICO
CELE OR ENLARGED VEINS OF THE business that the Maine farmer can prise and satisfaction after 24 days’ treat- changed this condition, and the patient
ment with your Pill Vitality to have the is rapidly gaining in sexual power. Pre
SCROTUM, HYDROCELE (DROPSY OF engage in.
The man who feeds a cow gets his patient report himself entirely cured, and vious to this treatment she had used alTHE SCROTUM), DEFORMITIES, CON
STITUTING IMPEDIMENTS TO MAR pay twice a day, and in no other busi the verdict—guilty of using Pill Vitality— most every other aphrodisiac in the marhas created happiness in a barren house- ket with no effect. Please send me oneRIAGE, STRUCTURE OF THE URE ness can he get it as quickly.
The hold and reunited a happy couple.
half dozen bottles and oblige.
M. D.
THRA, FISTULA, PILES, and all dis
Respectfully,
eases of the rectum. Lost manhood man or boy who starts with the cow
Dr. W. P. Smith, Asst. Surg. U. P. Ry.
fl. J. Bretz, M. D., Hamilton, Ark.
quickly restored. If you want a quick and stays with her, using intelligence
and permanent cure, consult Dr. C. A. and industry, is sure to succeed. You
100 Mailed to Any Address on Receipt of tl0W.
Lougest & Co., whose long experince and cannot find any other business that
600
(Full Treatment),
>5.00.
great skill make them the most success
ful specialists in curing all private dis has seven branches, any one of which
Made only by SCIENTIFIC REMEDY, CO., Box 8113, Boston, Mass.
will give a man a good living.
eases.
Your druggist has them or will get them for you. Show him thia advertise
When others fail to cure remember the
Now as to the kind of cows I would
ment.
wonderfully successfu 1 specialists and keep. 1 say Jerseys, if I could get
treatment of this institute combine the
Sold by C. A. FOWLER & CO , Bangor. Maine; E. A. MANSIR. Richmond, Maine:
two greatest factors of the heading art them, for they are good butter cows.
S. L. WHITE. Caribou. Maine.
known to the medical profession—Elec But if I did . not . have them I would
tricity and Medcine. It Is the largest, get the best individuals of any breed
most thoroughly and completely equip
ped institute, both electrically and med and build up a herd from them. The
ically, ever established in the U. S., for stock that one gets from the famous
the treatment and cure of all nervous dairy herds from out of the State are
and private diseases.
not all satisfactory. The calves do not
Our revised edition ‘Guide to Marriage’ all make great cows and we cannot all
sent free to any address.
Our Mail Treatment. We have perfect afford to experiment with this class of
ed the most complete system of mail stock.
treatment ever used by any institute or
Now I say boys, do not be afraid of
specialists. By means of it we are able
to effect cures at a distance as quickly the cow. Learn to milk her, feed her
and permanently as through the patient and care for her, groom her, love her.
were here. All correspondence strictly and she will love you you arid feed and
conffdental. Consultation by mail and care for you.
J. ELLIS,
analysis of urine free. Open dally and
Brooks, Me.
Sundays, 9 a. m., to 10 p. m. Est. 1860.

They Need Your Attention More Now Than
At Any Other Time of Year.

5

Try
MORRILL’S HORSE ANO CATTLE FOOD.

There is Nothing Better for Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine and Poultry.

WHY SUFFER !!

is

A. P. MORRILL, FAIRFIELD, MAINE.

ADVICE

Obstinate Cases Cured H Pill Vitality.

DR. LOUGEST

Thousands may have lived who are dead,
If they had sought relief at the fountain
head.

DR.

PAINT TALK NO. XXXV.

LOUGEST

Columbus Ave. Boston.

' You Deaf??
All cases of DEAFNESS or HARD-HEARINC
are now CURABLE by our new invention: only Ciose bora
deaf are incurabte. !<EAD NO|SES CKASK IJlWEniAT'El.Y.
Describe your case.
Examination and advice free.
You can cure yourself at home at a nominal cost.

IntvniHitionai Aural Clinic,

»» uh>.

GOOD FARM KOH SALE.

Farm consists of eighty acres, and
a ten roomed house, barn, two hen
houses and an ice house. It is an old
established milk farm, and has two
large orchards and a brook of water
running through it, two wells and a
cistern and water in the house and
barn. It is a half mile from the Tops
ham fair grounds and five minutes'
walk from the electric cars and post
office, and has an electric light in front
of the house. For terms and further
particulars call on RANDAL HUS
TON, Topsham, Me.
23tf

When Oil is High.

Let no property owner, because of
the present high price of linseed, be
tempted either to delay the painting of
his property or to use inferior paint.
Whatever the cost of good paint it is
but a trifle compared with the damage
occasioned by lack of paint; and the
higher the price of pure oil, the more
sharply should we be on guard against
inferior substitutes.
Once and for all, let us get hold of
the fact that the best paint, in view of
what it saves, costs nothing; and that
the better the paint the better it pays
the user. Let us also get a firm hold
of the further fact that oil is the bind
er which holds together our particles
of protective pigment, and that any
pigment which is deficient in oil-carry
ing qualities or which acts chemically
upon the oil hastens the destruction of
paint.
When we realize these two facts we
will understand without further argu
ment, why combination paints contain
ing zinc white and only pure linseed
oil, are at once the
economical
and the most durable.
Sometimes one cannot afford even
the necessities of life, and in such cir
cumstances neglect to paint is excus
able; but nothing but absolute poverty
will excuse the penny wise and pound
foolish policy of trying to save money
by parsimony in paint.
STANTON DUDLEY.
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THE HOME OF DAIRYING MACHIN pected to find them a growing and
ERY.
hustling business house, but was not
aware of its large proportions and the
On a recent trip through New Eng large number of men employed. The
land I stopped off at Bellows Falls, Vt., factory is most excellently situated for
a flourishing and prosperous manufac shipping facilities, being within a
turing and railroad center situated on stone’s throw of the different freight
the banks of the Connecticut River. depots. It is one of the first and most
While there I called at the office of the prominent objects that arrests the eye
Vermont Farm Machine Co., the larg as one alights from the train. The
est manufacturers of dairy goods in main building is 355 feet long and 60
the United States, and had the pleas feet wide and three stories and a base
ure of being shown over their large ment in height. Not only is all the
and well equipped factory, a cut of room in this large building utilized,
which we give herewith.
but the boiler and engine house is in
I had heard of this Company and ex- a separate building, and besides this
they have moved the whole of one de
partment into an adjoining building in
their efforts to increase their capacity
! and be able to fill their ever increas
ing orders. They have their own elec
Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor and Manhood
tric light plant and a complete lino of
Cur© Impotency, Night Emissions, Loss of Mem- telephone connections throughout I lie
Vljff <X*A WUoLlUg M JOtjclbtjUi _irw"' '
l"""1
works.
all effects of sei f-ubuse or £2
excess and indiscretion.
In this Company we have a good il
A nerve tonio and PILL^ lustration of success from small begin In order to stimulate many of out subscribers to pay in ad
blood builder. Brings
nings. They commenced
business
the pink glow to pale
vance, and those now in araears to pay up in
cheeks and restores the
some 30 years ago over a livery stable
fire of youth. By mail CTS.
whole or in part, we have decided
and employed two men. The business
ftftfi nnr hnr fl hnrna
__ ~__ __ _ _ .__
$8.00, with our bankable gaurantee to cure soon increased and they moved to
to make an offer ex
or refund the money paid. Send for circular larger and better quarters, where they
and copy of our bankable guarantee bond.
traordinary.
remained until increased business
again compelled them to move. Here
•••
they first occupied one floor, then two
(yellow label)
Immediate Results floors, but the business continuing to
Positively guaranteed cure for Loss of Power, increase they were forced to seek still
Varicocele, Undeveloped or Shrunken Organs, larger quarters and moved again.
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Prostra
tion, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and tho Here they remained for several years,
For Every Annual Subscription paid
Results of Excessive U«e of Tobacco, Opium or during which time they were burned
Liquor. Bv mail in plain package, $1.00 a out. making the second time they had
box, 6 for $5.00 with our bankable guar
during
the present month, either new
The business
antee bond to cure in 30 days or refund suffered loss by fire.
money paid. Address
kept increasing all the time and out
or old, we will give a credit of.;....
grew these quarters also, and then a
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
building
was
erected
wholly
and
es

OInton & Jackson Sts„ CHICAGO, ILL.
pecially for their use, and it is here
Geo. W. Dorr, Druggist, 118 Main that they are now. Although this
St., Waterville, Me.
building has been enlarged from what
it was when first put up, yet it hardly
meets their present requirements, the
11 ere is a good offer and one you ought not to let go by
SEXUAL GIANTS
business having reached such large unheeded.
are those women and men who proportions.
take Vitality Pills. They feed the
The original name of the Company
brain and nerves, and cure all was the Hartford Sorgum Machine Co.,
weaknesses of the sexual system and they made evaporators only. The
in both sexes. An absolute cure first one had wooden sides, which was
for women who suffer from ir soon improved and had iron sides. The
regular or painful menstruation. superiority of the Williams Evaporator
A marevlous remedy for the cure is acknowledged everywhere. Its prod
of all errors of youth, over in uct was selected by the judges at the
dulgence, over work, nervous ex World’s Columbian Exposition to
haustion, indigestion, etc. Cure judge the other exhibits of maple sugar
liquor and tobacco habits. A and syrup by.
remedy prepared expressly for
A little later they added the manu
physicians and prescribed by facture
of horse rakes and sold mowing
them regularly In their practice. machines,
and cultivators. It
Never offered to the public until was about harrows
this time that the name wag
now. Price $1. Booklet inter changed from
Hartford Sorgum
esting to married people and Machine Co. to the
Its present name, the
physicians. Testimonials free.
Vermont Farm Machine Co.
next added Cooley Creamers,
Scientific Remedy Co., theThey
best gravity system of creaming
20tf
Box 3113, Boston, Mass.
ever known, as hundreds of our read
ers know from experience. The Cooley
Creamers soon became so popular and
their manufacture so important that tory sizes with a capacity of 3,000 lbs. milk is taken to thb factory and there
the Company discontinued the manu- or more per hour. Whatever the size separated, when tlint system is pre
facure of horse rakes and the sale of or style, the purchaser may rest as ferred. Their factory separator is
mowing machines, harrows and culti sured he is getting the best the market equally popular in the creamery as the
affords if he buys an Improved U. S. dairy size is in the dairy.
vators.
All who are in need of anything in
Later they undertook the manufac Separator. Their effiiency has been
ture of the Davis Swing Churn, which proven many times at the State Ex the dairy or creamery line should
is so well and favorably known every periment Stations and dairies and write the Vermont Farm Machine Co.,
Bellows Falls, Vt., or Messrs. A. L. &
where. Thousands of these churns creameries the world over.
have been and are being sold, in fact This creamery supplies complete out E. F. Goss Co., Lewiston, Me., their
Madison’s New Modern Hotel. there are probably more of these fits and the quality of their goods can State representatives. Catalogues and
be testified to by the large number of full informatiofi are gladly furnished
The handsomest, cosiest and best churns in use in the dairies throughout creameries they have fitted out from on application.
the country than all other makes of
kept hotel in Maine. Rates only |2.00 churns put together.
Maine to Minnesota.
per day. Come and see us.
Then followed the manufacturing of One of their hobbies is the advocat
other kinds of dairy and creamery ing of the cream gathering system for
<ltf
O. M. HILTON & CO.
goods, such as butter workers, butter creameries. They were the originators
Babcock milk testers, vats, of this system and have probably fitted
BQ8QTC80B0VCi.O.ii.O.O.'OGCGO printers,
powers, etc., until today if there is out more creameries on this plan than
anything you desire in the dairy Hire all their competitors combined. The
YOU CAN AFFORD TO BUY
you can write them for It and know number of creameries using this sys
a. bottle of “Danish” because you are that anything that they may manufac tem is constantly increasing, which is
not paying for an experiment. You
proof positive of its worth and profit
are investing In a certainty. It cures. ture will be of the best quality, as
By mail, |1.00. Guaranteed in all everyone who knows anything about ableness. By this system the cream is
cases. Danish Rheumatism Cure Co., the above mentioned good knows they separated at home by the patrons then
Portland, Me.
carried to the factory by the cream
are the best of their kind.
The last but by no means the least gatherer. That there Is a great saving
0®O»OWXy«O»0W?OtX»:O.-X>-O^
article to be manufactured by them is In time and labor of both men and
FARM FOR SALE.
Improved United States Centrifu teams by this system is well known to
Situated in town of Caribou, Aroos
Agricultural Books for Sale Cheap. the
gal Cream Separator. They first han the readers of the Turf, Farm and took
county, four miles Xrom Caribou
Jersey Herd Registers, Volumes 1, dled them as sole licensees, but later Home, as there are a large number of village, containing two hundred acres.
creameries
in
the
State
of
Maine
run
bought
the
patents
and
are
now
and
2, 3, 4, 5, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52.
One hundred and fifty cleared land
Also, The Jersey and Aldaney Cow. have been for some years the sole man on this plan. Formerly the Cooley under good state of cultivation, gener
Creamer
was
almost
exclusively
used
ufacturers.
Since
then
they
have
made
al slight Inclination toward southwest.
Harris On The Pig.
many Improvements in both the bowl for raising the cream, but since the in Easy of cultivation. Good wood lot of
Calf Rearing.
troduction of the Improved U. S. Sep fifty acres with some lumber. Nice
and
running
parts,
and
today
their
su

Address, Turf, Farm and Home, periority is acknowledged everywhere. arator, It—the separator—has come In
stream of water flowing entirely across
x Waterville, Me.
iytf
Their merit has become so universally to very extensive use. The U. S. Sep farm. Buildings in a fair state of re
arator
not
only
gets
all
the
cream
all
known that the capacity of the large
pair. Barn 42x80, granary, wood shed
factory is taxed to the utmost to meet the time, but the skimmilk is warm and carriage house, 75x20. House 18
and
sweet
to
feed
to
the
stock,
which
the demand.
x30, thoroughly finished throughout
The Improved U. S. Separators are is quite an important item. Another and nice cellar. Cut last year about
advantage
to
the
cream
gathering
sys

made In a variety and number of
100 tons bay, grew 1500 barrels of po
styles to suit the needs of the pur tem that should not be overlooked, is tatoes and produced 1250 bushels of
Drop ft poital card to ub and reoeiv® our chaser. From the small size with a that all danger of spreading disease grain. Plenty of pasture for 15 head
ppecial circular en "HOW TO MAKE $10 ON
ONE HORSE HIDE." Do it now. Write full capacity of 150 to 175 pounds of milk by getting skimmilk mixed with that of stock. C. P. R. R. crosses one cor
per hour for those with a small herd from Infected herds Is avoided.
ner of farm. For price or further de
atWr'etb plain.
17-50
This Company also furnish outfits scription address GEORGE IRVINE,
of cows who wish a first class machine
CROSBY FRISIAN FUR CO.,
41tf
116 Mill 0t.,
Rochester, N. T. at a moderate price, to the large fac- for the whole milk factory—where the Caribou, Me.
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NERVITA PILLS

Hervita Tablets

Oiler Extended to Jan. 1st, 1901.
ZL

At the Price of . . . JL£5

Offer
Extraordinary.

HERE IT IS:

14 nONTHS.

REMEMBER THE LIMIT
EXPIRES JANUARY
1st, 1901. .

14 IMCorftlis 4

" *

The

Hilton.

SEND US A
HORSE HIDE

At the Price of .. .

Bs4

TURF, FARM

AND

HOME.
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8(55.00 8(55.00 $6,500
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AND UP.

DeLaval
Cream Separators
are within the reach of every dairy
farmer, and every one keeping
three or more cows will find
them a paying investment.

p
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99
o• o•
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88
88
We 00

WE GUARANTEE these machines to be superior to those of any other make.
make this guarantee a condition of all sales and gladly place these separators II
09
• •
ON TRIAL with any responsible party.

FAIR DEALING IS BETTER THAN MUCH TALK.

ia
gg

This machine was NOT awarded the GOLD MEDAL at the PARIS EXPOSITION.
Such medals were provided for and given to exhibits, not the best, but still possessing
some merit. THE HIGHEST A WARD possible for the judges to make, and there
fore the one carrying the greatest honor was THE GRAND PRIZE. This was d
awarded the DELAVAL for UNQUESTIONABLE SUPERIORITY in every material 0 •
respect COULD MORE BE SAID. Send for free printed matter.

' • ' Moselay 4 Stoddard Mfg. Co., ““ The DeLaval Separator Co.,
RUTLAND. VERMONT

74 CORTLANDT ST , NEW YORK.

THE GREAT MILK PRODUCER
The

Green Mountain Silo.
WILL MAKE MORE MILK, WITH LESS EXPENSE
QF LABOR AND MONEY, THAN ANY
THING ELSE KNOWN.
Turf, Farm and Home says:

“IT IS THE BEST SILO WE EVER SAW.”
Wagar Bros., No. 129 Congress St., Troy, N. Y., says:

“THE SILO HAS GIVEN PERFECT SATISFACTION IN ITS CON
STRUCTION AND FOR KEEPING ENSILAGE. YOUR ARRANGE
MENT OF DOORS IS THE BEST I HAVE SEEN.”
Mr. F. J. Libby of Richmond, Me., says:

“THE ENSILAGE IS COHING OUT FINE. THE MILK IS JUST AS
SWE^T AND NICE AS MADE ON JUNE GRASS.”

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN will pay a YEARLY DIVI
DEND OF 5C PER CENT, and besides that, will on
the same land keep twice as much stock as can be kept
without it. Can you afford to be without one?
Write for free
printed matter to

Moseley & Stoddard Mfg. Co., Hulls nd, VI

